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hont. of chess journalism

But it is safe to say
ThewordAmericanin
world.
that our publication is unique in
our tide reflects our decision to emphasize the American point of view.
ThewordJoumal emphasizes our goals of seriousness (which should not
be confused with solemniry) and objectivity (which will not preclude
has many mansions.

the chess

irreverence).
American ChessJournal is not

a

magazine with the latest news, games,

and politics, but a collection of timeless contributions to the theory,
history, and literature of the game. We bring you
feature stories, profiles, debates, essays, reviews-articles you can read without a set-and detailed theory
and analysis so interesting that you'll want to take out
your board and pieces to sudy it. Arnerican Chess Journal is intended to be a prestigious, open forum where
good chess writing will be published without chauvinism or prejudice ofany sort.
In this premiere issue we present two "on the
scene" repofts: Patrick Wolff on the Anand-Ivanchuk
match in Linares, Spain, and Timothy Hanke on the
"Revenge Match of the Twentieth Century" between

Bobby Fischer and Boris Spassky in Yugoslavia.

Christopher
Chabris

Jonathan Yedidia analyzes the classic game FischerKeres, Bled 1961, in fulI detail. Hanon Russell opens
his archive of historical documents to reveal the true
story of the New York 1927 tournament. Jamie
Hamilton reviews the new chess movie Knight Moaes, and Edward Winter, Fred Wilson, Bruce Leverett, and Christopher Chabris cover the
Iatest chess liteirature.

For the future, we have exciting ardcles in preparation on endgame
studies, chess in literature, and how computers are changing chess. Profiles, historical articles, and the best theory and analysis will be staples. If
you want to contribute, please send a query. We are casting a wide net.
Who are we? Christopher Chabris and Timothy Hanke are both
former presidents of the Harvard University Chess Club, where they

Avrnrcex CHrss Jounxal

Hitoial
met. Chabris is a uscr master and former editor of
Chess Horizons, the regional magazine of New England. He is currendy writing a book entided Tbe Fall
of tbe Human Mind, to be published by Harmony
Bools. Hanke was once selected Chess Journalist of
the Year, and for two years edited Chess Horizons.
Patrick Wolff is a grandmaster and an experienced
chess writer, who unfornrnately attended Harvard's
archrival school Yale. Nevenheless, we all get along,
and we share the same reasons for being involved with
American

Chess

Joumal.

Why are we doing this? Chess is distinguished
from other games in many ways, but one of the most
striking is in its literature, a collection that is ancient
in origins, vast, and growing at an accelerating rate.
But longevity and quantity do not guarantee quality;
in fact, nothing can. Carefully editing and properly rewarding writers
can help, and that is what we want to do. We are conducting American
Chess Joumal as a nonprofit project to enhance chess literature in the
long term, not to make money in the short term.
The Boston Ghbe recenrJy predicted thatAmtrican CbusJoumalwotid
become "rhe Paris Rninu of the chess world." We are proud of the
comparison, but humbly suggest a different one. Three times a year the
Chess Informanr is snapped up by chess players who want the latest games
from around the world. We hope that the chess world will just as eagerly
trtrnto American Chess Joumal, also published three times a year, for the
Iatest in fine writing about all aspects of the game.
This will be our only editorial, ever. In future issues, this space will
be filled with observations, comments, and brief items of interest that
you submit. Among other things,
we would like to hear from anyhistorically-minded readers about a

nineteenth-century publication
called The American Chess Joumal.
But corrections, amplifi cations, and
informed, articulate debate on any
of the topics raised in our ardcles is
always welcome. In short, we en-

courage your participation in
searching for the truth and the
beauty in chess, and we appreciate
your support.

From now on, we will allow
Chess Joumal to speak for
itself. We hope you like it. ar

Americnn
Patr:ck Wolff
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ON THE SCENE

Anand Upsets

Ivanchukin
LinaresMatch
Insidc the lUinntr's Thaining Camp
Patrick Wolff

T

l, *", early one morning in May when I got the wakeup call from
Germany. The slow voice of Frederic Friedel said, ,,Good morning,
Patrick I have someone here who wants to speak to you."
Pause.

"Hi, Pag how are you?"
The second voice was nrice as fast, which makes sense, since it
belongs to the fastest chess player I know, Vswanathan Anand. Anand
wanted me to be his second for a match he was going to play in September against Vassily Ivanchuk. The match was going to be eight games at

the normal international time conuol of 40 moves in rwo hours, followed by 20 moves per hour thereafter. He also wanted to know if I
would train with him for one month beforehand.
Would I? I thought. You betl I knew Anand fairly well from some
tournaments we had played togerher, and I liked him very much. To
train with a player of his calibre certainly sounded exciting. And to be an
integral part of a match at that level ... Wow!
"Let me think about it, Vishy," I said. A grandmaster's got his pride.
Over the next few days I solicited advice about whether to do it, and all
the advice I got merely confirmed my first reaction. I called him back to
accept. And that was the beginning, from my point ofview, of the AnandIvanchuk match held in Linares, Spain, 20-30 September 1992.
Patrick wolffis a Grandmaster anil the Technical Editor of American chessJournal.
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Prcpad4lto Train
During the next few months I asked selected people for advice on how to
do the job of a second. Everyone lnows what the job of a chess player is:
playrng chess. Those of us who do this for a living have studied and
worked at this job for years. But to be a second is a different kind of job.
The analyzing part is easy-all chessplayers analyze with others at some
point. But what kind of moral suppon should one lend? To what degree should one try to be a trainer?
How should the second deal with
overall match strategy? In general,

what kind of relationship should
one have with the player? I had no
experience at all with such matters
and wanted to do as good a job as

I

could.

I spoke to twopeoplewhowere
especially helpful. The first was rM
John Donaldson, who has been a

second and team trainer many
times. He gave me an extremely
good piece ofadvice: get to know
the person you are working with
well enough to gauge what kind of
emotional environment he needs.

Everyone is different; different
chessplayers react to stress in different ways. A good second will
ftnowthe playerwell enough to give

him the environment he needs.
John gave me a few examples of
hypothetical responses to a loss that
a playet might have, such as one person needing to work very hard to
"exorcise" the loss, while another might need to relax and forget that the
game had ever been played.

fu I think about that piece of advice, it sounds very simple. NeverI consider it very profound, because it belies the notion that one

theless

could just learn the "proper" environment to create. It is important to be
sensitive to each person's needs.
The second person I talked to was rM Mark Dvoresky. He is one of
the top trainers in the world and has helped to produce several strong
grandmasters from the Soviet Union. We worked together for a week at
a chess camp teaching children. While we were r-here I told him about
this match and asked him for his advice.
First I asked him for his assessmenr of Ivanchuk and Anand as chess
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players from a stylistic point of view. Flis view was that Ivanchuk is a
strong strategist who can think deeply about a position, but can get lost
in situations that need intuitive insight. Therefore, it is a bad idea to go
for positions that can be "worked out" at the board, because he is the
man to do it. Better to go for something a litde bit crazy, where Anand,s
fantastic intuition and broad calculating ability will come to the fore.
This was a very interesting insight, although I'm not sure that we were
able to use it to any real advantage. You always have to be careful with
intricate theories of this son, because when push comes to shove, winning games just comes down to playing good chess. Still, I think that his
point had some validity to it, and I will come back to it later.
The second thing I asked him was in what context this match ought
to be viewed. He was unequivocal: this should be seen as a training
match for a possible future candidates match. Of course such a futuri
match might or might not be against Ivanchulg but tle point is that
Anand should start thinking now about going for the world championship. This is another point that I will come to later, because as it turns out
Anand had his orm thoughts on this mater.
I alked to one other person to solicit advice: Frederic Friedel. Frederic
is-one of
'he people who sarted ChessBase, and he has been something
ofan unoffcial coach to Anand. Frederic and I have also been friendly
for some time, although we are not nearly so close as he and Anand. I
asked him for some clue to the information thatJohn Donaldson told me
I must have, i.e., what kind of environment does Anand need? We talked
for some time, and he gave me some good insight into this mater.
Without going into roo much detail, I can say that basically Anand is a
strong and stable person, and Frederic felt that what he needed most was
a good friend and an occasional stimulus of his killer instinct. This was
his insight, and from my experience I can say that I agree. Anand is
basically a very nice and reasonable person, a good person to be with
when working under great stress. My experience with him was very
positive, and I have to think that he must be one of the easiest people to
"second" for. But I'm getting ahead of myself.
In the final week before leaving to go to Spain, I spent some time
loohng ov-er his games and Ivanchuk's, especially in matches. This gave
me some feel for their chessplaying, but I don't know whether this time
yas panicularly well spent. After all, I would soon get an intimate feeling
for Anand's style, and as for Ivanchuk, Anand has played him enough t6
hT fairly well. I was trying to get a sense olwhat -at.h stritegy
F*
Ivanchuk would employ, but in fact the conclusions I drew *...
pleply wo1S. I thought that Ivanchuk would vary his Whites, using"o-1 e4
and I d4 while keeping relatively close to his black defenses. Thii was
almost completely the reverse of what he did in the match! The lessons
are not todraw strong conclusions from litde data, and never to rely too
much on factors that a player can consciously change if he chooses.
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A litde more usefiil \ /as the time I put into doing some research into
the openings that Anand told me he wanted to use in the match, although really most of this workwe did together in Spain. Both of us did
some background research, but both of us found it to be of litde value
compared to the workwe did together.
Finally, I took a look at all the games that Anand and Ivanchuk had
played together before. I was heartened by the fact that Anand's score
was +ll But this examination, too, proved to be of litde value. Perhaps
aking a lot of time to study the interplay of their styles would have
proven more useful. But perhaps not. Good chess is good chess, and it's
not clear that one could learn so much more from their games together,
especially since they are so few (under 10), than from studying the re-

spective bodies

of their games

W*&Yx*

separately.

Armed with all this advice,
ftnowledge, and pseudo-lnowledge,
I boarded the plane to Spain on 21
August to begin our training.

Prcparing to Play
was met at Madrid's airport by
Anand and his friend Mauricio

I

Perea. Mauricio is a retired Ameri-

can executive who has been living

in Spain for 20 years with his wife,
Nieves. Every year they go the
Linares chess tournament, helping

to translate Spanish to English for the players, arranging
everyone's living conditions, taking care of any extraneous details
that come up. They are wonderful, pleasant people, and all the
regular players in Linares like them very much. Mauricio is an avid chess

player who is quite strong-perhaps more than 2300 FIDE strength.
Anand met them at the Linares torunament and became very friendly
with them. When he told them that he was coming to Linares to play the
match with Ivanchulg they invited him to staywith them.
The airline lost a piece of my luggage. This did not augur well, I
thought, but the bag turned up a few days later intact.
When I arrived I was exhausted. Anand was also tired, having just
arrived the day before, so we took it easy. But the next day we got right
down to work. We decided upon a schedule of working six or seven days
and then one rest day to be followed by another six or seven days ofwork.
fu it turned out, this was a very good rhlthm for us to follow. We were
able to work hard in the days we set aside to worlg and the rest came ar
just the right time for us to recuperate. Every daywe would start at about
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the same time, 1 1:00 al., work until lunch at 2:30 pM, eat for an hour
with Mauricio and Nevas, work another few hours, take a long wallg
work some more, and then end with a late dinner often outside on the
back porch around 9:00 pu. Usually we would take another long walk

after dinner.
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I was amazed at how intense the experience was. For one month I
spent 80% of my waking hours with Anand. We talked about many
things when we walked, or late at night before going to sleep, and in the
process became good friends. But it was also a forced closeness, because
after all we had no one else to talk to. It was super-concentrated. This is
why I can't imagine how it would have been to workwith someone with
whom I didn't get along well. It might have been just impossible.
Remember that we were bound by much more than simply sharing
the same space for a month. We were warriors preparing for a grand
batde. We came up with endless jokes about Ivanchuk to trivialize him as
an enemy. We discussed strategy and psychology and life plans. And
most of all we analqned and analyzed and analyzed. Often in his conversations I could see that a part of his mind was still working on rhe chess
board. Sometimes I couldn't sleep because my mind was still turning
over a piece of analpis we had done.
One night I lay awake because we had been working on a really
tough problem for two dap without making progress. At 3:00 au I got
up and went into the analpis room to work on the computer for an hour.
Being still new at analyzngwith ChessBase, I didn't know how to save
the work I had done. I left a sign: Vrsrry, DoN'T TURN oFF THE coMpurER.
I'ye ooNr, soME ANArysrs rHAT MrcHT BE TMpoRTANT. It turned out to be
a large piece of the breakthrough we had been looking for. The next
morning we hammered it out to completion. During lunch I rea[zed
that we had forgotten to consider one line, and I told Vishy about it.
Instandy we were off on variations upon variations. Poor Nieves, who
doesn't play chess at all, just looked up at t}le sky and said, "Oh Lord,
they're at it again."
Marfteting the World Gharnpionslrip
One of our most important conversations took place a few dap before
we finished our preparations. Anand and I had talked a few times about
our own ambitions, and especially the idea tlat he might try to play for
the world championship, but we had never really discussed what would
be involved in reaching that goal. It was clear that he wanted some input,
and I had been thinking about what to tell him.
"To begin \Mith," I said, '!ou lnow I think that the way it is organized now is all wrong." One of ow favorite topics of conversation was
how chess ought to be marketed, and especially how the world championship ought to be organized. I told him, and he agreed, that the s5,rstem
used now is absurd. Why do we have all these candidates matches? They

10
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are impossible to sell to a sponsor. One of the "secrets" of top chess is
that although the money is quite reasonable, it is mainly due to patrons
who receive very Iitde business benefis for their money. Thus, the matches
often change venues at the last minute and are subject to the whims of
the patrons who hold them. If the matches can't be sold, then why do we
have them? Mainly, I thi"b because of the old fear that Soviet players
would collude to produce a Soviet challenger to the tide, plus some
notion that it is absolutely vital to have a q/stem that produces only the
most qualified challengers. But the Soviet Union has collapsed now, and
there is no Soviet state forcing players to throw games. Successful spors
are more concerned with the marketability of qualif ing events than the
absolute purity ofthe process.
My conclusion is that chess would be much better served by completely changing the world championship system. In my view, the an,*., i, to k"!p ire irrterron"l toumament, and have the i3 top finishers
qualify for a candidates tournament along with the loser of the last world
championship match. The candidates torunament would be a single
round robin held once every year (as would the interzonal). Suci a

tournament might be marketable to some degree. The top qualifier
would then play the world champion in an eight-yes, eight-game
match for th. titt". Again, ,ron. of this 24-ganie ,rorrr..rr.IA., .Ightgame match is enough to be a legitimate test for the tide, and also would
be markeable, which is the key. As it stands now, a world championship
match goes on so long that erren chessplayers lose interest. An eightgame match could take place in about the same amount of time as the
World Series, which would be short enough to capture some real interest. The world championship match wouli t"k" pLce once a year.
If this system were adopted, not only could the game be better
marketed, but also the Olympian task of plalos a world tide match
would be reduced to -"rr"g.rble proportionr. Norr it takes tremendous
resources to build the kind of team one needs to play for the world
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championship, resources that only one-time Communist Parry favorites
could command, or rich chessplayers assured of the $2 or $3 million pot
of gold of the World Championship match.
Well, anyway, Anand and I had talked about this before, so he knew
exacdy what I meant. But as things stand now, if you want to go for the
tide you have to jump through the hoops.
I told him that if he wants to do it, he has to think naw attout going
for it, and he has to be prepared for the work, sacrifice, and risk involved.
Risk, because after all the chances are against any one player making it.
Who is to say thatAnand should make it ahead of Ivanchuk or Karpov or
Gelfand, or maybe Shirov, or for that matter Short or Timman who are
poised to challenge this year? Anyway, some kind of team would have to
be assembled, and one's chess development would have to be directed
toward the goal. I say the latter because while it is certainly mre that the
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ultimate chess development is simply to get better, it is also true that the
World Championship tide is more than just the number-one ranking. It
is a tide held by a person, and ultimately to take that tide requires beating
all other challengers and then beating the champion, something that
requires some sort of concerted effort. A perfect model of a chess player
who understands this is Ngel Short, who in my opinion has done superbly at working toward the tide to the exclusion of all else.
Anand and I talked at length about this and other related matters:
what such a team should look like, what kind of attitude might be necessary which people might be solicited for help, what my role might or
might not be in the future, and more. We talked in depth, and then never

I

i

n
I

talked about it again.

I don't know whether he will make that concerted effort to try for
the tide, nor do I know whether he could succeed if he did. The odds
would be against him, of course, as they would be against any potential
challenger, but I think he would have a good shot. His talent and capacity for hard work give him tremendous potential for further grou'th, and
he is such a strong and stable person that I think he would handle the
stress well. Time will tell.
On Bein$ a Second

We took a break of several dals at the end of our preparation before
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going to play the match itself. This let me write a few letters and reflect
on what this match meant for me. It is a strange job to be a second, when
you are a young chessplayer with some ambitions yourself. I have no
serious ambitions toward the world tide, because I recognize that I have
no right to have them. Anand himself told me that he never started
thinking about it seriously until, about two years ago, people began to
tell him that he had a chance-as more and more people have told him
since. I think that's a healthy attitude. If your results justify shifting your
ambitions, then you should do so. If not, then work toward what is the
next reasonable goal. At my stage now I still want to achieve a high
ranking in chess and work toward my own "sporting results." Yet when
you are a second, you have to think very differendy. Your own form is
not important, only that of the person you are seconding. Every day the
most important things are the desires and ambitions of the "principal."
Every day someone will talk about how wonderfully talented the person
you are working for is, and how he will win, etc. Of course I was working
for him and rooting for him more than the people telling me this, but I
would also feel a tinge of jealousy at standing in the shadow of all that
praise. (I must say that I think Anand realized this to some degree,
because when we talked about the possibility of his playing for the World
Championship, he asked me whether I could work for such a long time
in that capacity. I told him that I didn't know. I wonder how many
people in his position would be as sensitive to the feelings of a second.

Arrrnrcex Curss Jounxar

AnandUprba&*
His abfity to work with people is one more reason that I think he has a
bright future.)
It is the strange paradox of the second that he must be strong enough
to be of use to the principal, but not so strong that the principal should
feel threatened. He has to be aware of his own feelinp, but subordinate
his own needs. I had anticipated some of these thinp, but the day-to-day
experience of them was new. Fortunately I could call the U. S. to alk to
friends, one in particular who is also a chessplayer, and I did so once or
twice a week. This outside contact is very valuable. I noticed that Anand
also talked to his family, particularly his sister, several times a week.
Finallycame the daywhenwe packed up everythingto go to Linares.
Mauricio and Nieves would arrive the next day and stayin the same hotel
as we. After four weeks of training, we were ready to play the match!

Performance
We were promised a Rolls Royce limousine to chauffeur us to the hotel.
When we got offthe train in Linares, there were two taxis waiting for us.
Oh, well. At least we made it to the Hotel Anibal intact.
The Hotel Anibal is owned by Luis Rentero, the patron of the
Linares tournament and also the sponsor of this match. It is a nice hotel
in a city that has no apparent need for a nice hotel, but somehow Rentero
manages to keep its rooms filled. They say he is worth almost half a
billion dollars, so I guess he must have pretry good business sense. He
has more money thi scruples, but I wilico-e io that later.
After unpacking, the first thing we did was take a walk, of course.
Anand showed me all around the Linares he had come to know from
pl"y-g in the tournament twice. Most important, he showed me the
paseo, a long walkway that all the chess players frequent. Several times
during the match we found ourselves walking down one side of the paseo
and rnet Ivanchuk and his second walking d6wn the other sidel
We were happy with our preparations. We thought that our work
on Black had been excellent. Our White had been somewhat more sketchy.
Instead of focusing on new ideas, we had really just decided what to play
against possible opening choices. Our theory was that Black inevitably
gets weaker during such a match, while White gets stronger. After all,
Ehck has the advirtage of surprise, and with th"e black pI""", on"
"*
dictate the terms of the batde to a greater degree. But after the white
pieces get to see what openings Black is pl"fng, it becomes possible to
discover new problems. fu time goes on, White should be able to pose
more problems than Black can handle in a short time. So we should be
able to strengthen White as the match progressed, while we would need
Black to be as strong as possible beforehand. In the two days we had
before the first game, we worked on some more ideas for White, while
tightening up a few weak spots for Black.
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The opening ceremonywas the evening before the first game. Rentero had invited a select group of chess luminaries to watch the match, but
for the opening ceremony many Spanish chess ofEcials also came, as well
as the social set of Linares. I don't know whether this social set plays
chess or nog but I guess a dinner party doesn't require chess skill.
Apparendy Rentero had invited some other people who did not
come. W'e had been told, for example, that Milos Forman and Oliver
Stone would be coming. We were not told that they had merely been

invited. I'm afraid that
there was nary a filmmaker present for the

match. But Mikhail
Bowinnik and Vassily
Smyslov were there, as
were Florencio Campomanes, Miguel Najdorf, Yuri Averbakh, and
several other important
players and officials. Plus

"local grandmasters"
Valery Salov and Ljubomir Ljubojevic, two players who have emigrated

to Linares with their
families.

It

made

for

a

strange match atmosphere. There were few
people watching at any

L4
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one time-m"yb. maximum of 25-but almost everyone who was
" interesting to say.
watching had something
Mikhail Bowinnik had the most conunanding presence of all the
guests, even more impressive than Campomanes. Bowinnik apparendy
gives a small speech every time he arrives someplace, and this was no
exception. He talked at the dinner about how good it was that "serious"
chess be played between such "serious" players under such "serious"
conditions. He is no fan of
faster time controls; for him
a chess game is serious business! Rentero gave a long introduction forhim before he
gotup to spealq and paid him

the curious compliment of
saying that during his reign
as World Champion he had

"more power than Stalin." I
wondered whether Bowin-

nik was flattered. I didn't
dare ask.

and

After the dinner, Anand
I went for our habitual

walk and laughed about
some of the things said by
the speakers during dinner.
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Neither one of us is as serious as Bowinnik, I'm afraid.

Y

Even before the first game, we serded into what became our habitual
routine. We would have breakfast at 9:30 eu. Then Anand would go for
a wallq sometimes with me, sometimes without. Starting at l l:00 elr, we
would work until 1:00 eu., when we would eat lunch. At about 2:00 pu
we would finish lunch, when he would take some time alone. Before we
got up from the able, I would always insist that we take a last look at
things before the game, and he would always acquiesce to doing so after
his time alone. At 2:45 pu I would stop by his room. Sometimes we

V
i

V
I

Y

would work, but most of the time we would just talk about general
matters until 3:45 rlr, l5 minutes before the game. He would leave to go
to the playing hall; I would wish him luck; then I would show up five
minutes after the game sarted at 4:00 elr. Right after the game we would

Y
I

i

take a long walk and talk about what happened, and then we would have

dinner and goof off<r do some work if rhere was a problem that
worried us.
Even as I wished him good luck and watched him walk off to the
playrng hall for the first game, I codldn't believe that after a month of
preparation the match was finally startingl I must admit that I was nervous, and he must have been even more so, but things started off better
than either one of us had dared to hope.
The games were played in the Hotel Anibal on the third and top
floor, which is a private club room and lounge. During the Linares
tournament, this area is used as the press room, while the players play in
the auditorium where the dinner party was held. But this was such a
private affair that there was no press room. Anand and Ivanchuk played
in front of a small captive audience sitting in 24 chairs,
each with the name of one of the specially invited
guests. I arrived five minutes after the game started
and took my seat to watch.
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aR d6 3 d4 cxd4 4 4ixd4 A6 S Acf
Ac6 6 Ag5 e6 7 .Pd2 a6 8 G4{ h6 9 Ae3 Axd4
10 Axd4 b5 11 B
Perhaps surprised byAnand's opening choice, Iv1 e4 c5 2

anchuk plays a quiet and unambitious system.

rl

lvanchuk-Anand (1), after 15 g4

...8a5!?

12 a3 e5 13

Ae3 Ae6 14 €bl

15 g4?!(D 1)
This move starts a bad idea. Ivanchuk wants to
put pressure on Black's game, but he has missed Black's superb 17th
move. White should play 15 AdS and admit he has nothing.

Ae7

1s... Eb8
Also possible was 15 ... b4l? 16 lra2 (16 Ad5

16

Axd5

17 exd5 Hb8
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and 16 axb4 8xb4 17 ads Axd5 18 exd5 Bxd2 19 Exd2 Ad7 don't
offer much) d5 with a mess, but the text move is sounder.
16

ads

Now

16 ... b4 was really threatenedl
16 ... 8xd2 t7 dxf6+ (D 2l
Befterwas 17 Exd2
=.

17 ... gxf6!!
This is a spectacular move, all the more impressive because Anand had to foresee it several moves
ago. On the surface it seems completely anti-positional, and that is why Ivanchuk never even considered it. Why does Black give himself doubled pawns?
The answer is that Anand has judged that White cannot stop Black from undoubling them. Black can trade
the h-pawn and an f-pawn and then either the second
lvanchuk-Anand (1), attar 17 a>66+
f-pawn or the d-pawn. This will leave White with a 2 f
useless h-pawn and a meaningless extra queenside pawn
to fight against an overwhelming pawn duo. In fact, even if White had
not pushed his g-pau.n it would still be correct to recapture *ris way,
although it would not be nearly as strong.
The resulting pawn struchre can be compared to the Pelikan Sicilian, but in this position Black has the advantage of the "two bishops"White's two bishops, specifically the dark-squared bishop, which is useless
in the fight to blockade the black pawns on the light squares. If the piece
on e3 were a ftnight, then White would have a firm blockade and a solid
advantage. fu it is, Black is better.
18 Exd2 h5 19 Hgl hxg420 fxg4 Ac4!!
Another magnificent move! Vishy told me afterward that when he
saw this move he knew immediately that it was correcr. On the surface, it
looks insane to trade the "good" bishop for White's "bad" bishop, but
the point is that Black must stop White from playing h2-h3 and Ag2,
which would blockade the pawns.

2tb3
21 Axc4 bxc4 is clearly better for Black with the
pointthat 22Hds is metby 22 ...HbS.
21 ... Axfl 22HxflEh3!? (D 3)
Simply 22 ... &d7 to bring the queen rook into
play gives Black a clear advantage; the game move is
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more ambitious but it seems justified.

23 He2
At this point Ljubojevic, who was watching the
game, was walking around to anyone who would listen and ranting that both players were absolutely hopeless; first of all Black had made several terrible moves,

and now White had missed his chance to consolidate
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lvanchuk-Anand (1), after 22... Eh3
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his "advantage" by 23 Agl. I challenged him on this, and we analyzed23
... gd7 24Hd3 (this was Ljubo's point). After 30 or 45 minutes where I
took the black pieces and Ljubo, joined by a considerably less agiated

Salov, took the white pieces, we agreed that after 24 ... trxd3 25 cxd3
Eh8 26 trR d5! Blackis equal, e.g., 27 &b2 d428h3 f5!with counterplay.
After the game, Anand and I took a walk, and I mentioned this
possibility to him. He turned it over for a few minutes, and then we
continued walking. Yet another few minutes later, he looked up and
pointed out that 24 ,.ruv+l is better. Here are two variations, both with
the same essential idea:

a) 25 Hg3 trg8 26 h3 Egh8 27 Htr3 f5! 28 Exf5 (or else White's
position falls apart, e.g.,28 exfi e429 He3 d5 is horrible) Exh3 29 Exh3
trxh3 30 Af2 (30 ExfT? Ehl 31 Efl Ag5 -+ as White will not be able to
break the pin and will have to give the exchange, e.g.,32 Eel Ad2) €e0
and White will quickly lose either the g-pawn or the e-pawn and then
the game.
b) 25 h3 EbhS 26 8tr3 f5l (Same themel) 27 E;<fs Exh3 and the
position is essentially similar the one in the last note.
Admittedly, though, Ivanchuk's 23rd move is lisdess, not even fiying to stop Black from executing his plan.
23 ...&d7 24 gS
Carrying out Black's plan for him, but otherwise it's hard to see how

White will

save the pawn.

24...&e625 gxft Axff

'tu
.f,
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26

Ad2 AeTl

Simplest and best. During the game Anand spent some time consideing 26 ... Ah4, but he didn't like giving White counterplay against the
d-pawn wt$ 27 Ab4. In the audience, I was considering 26 ... Hg8 27
EeO Ae7 28Bxf7 Eg4. Although it activates the rooks (and also keeps a
large advantage), it trades the wrong pawn for the e-pawn. There is no
hurry. Black can patiendy trade the d-pawn for the e-pawn, and the fand e-pawns will dominate the board. Black is stategically winning.
27 Ael f6 28 Ag3 d5 29 exd5+ €xd5 30 Ef5

(D 4) €crt
Black must still be carefirll For example, 30 ...
Eb7 31 Axe5 €e6 (31 ... fxe5 32 Efxe5+ gd6 33
Ee6+ €d5 34K2e5+l t) 32 Axf6+ =, or 30 ... €e6??
3l Axe5! Ee8 32 Exf6+.
3l EeO?
This move surprised me, but of course it is horribly dreary to defend such a position. The only chance
was for White to play 31 EB Hh7 32 Ecl+ €b6 to
activate his rooks and drive the black hng from the
center. Note that Black should not play 32 ...&d7 33
Ed2+ Ad6 as after 34 Ecd3 Hb6 35 Af2 Hc6 36 Ac5
lvanchuk-Anand (1), after 30 Efs White gets a great deal of counterplay. But after the
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move Ivanchuk played, White's position is irretrievably lost.
31 ... Eh6!
If White can sac the exchange on f6 he gets good
counterplay.

32&b2 gd7l33 Eez Ad6t34ER Ec8!(D 5)
Okay, I know that five exclams in a row is a lot,
but after all these accurate moves White has been
completely deprived of counterplay.
35 Ael €e6 36 Hd3 trh7 37 Hg3 Ac5 38
Hd7 39 Ec3 EccT

Not

39 ... Edl? because of ,10 Af2 AxCI
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Ae5 ,14 Exe5+
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lvanchuk-Anand (1), afrer3a... trc8

44 c3 Hc2+.

44 ...*eS 45 &b2 Ed2 0-1
was overjoyed after this game, as was Anand. I have rarely seen such a
strong player so outplayed. I didn't know then that this would be the best
game of the match, or that we would have plenty of troubles later on,
although I could have guessed the latter. For now I was just thrilled that
things were going so well.
To start a match with one point and an extra White is an enormous
advantage, and that was the situation we suddenly found ourselves inl
The only problem was that we had no idea what Ivanchuk would play as
Black. Anand would open with 1 e4, and we figured that Ivanchuk could
play I ... e5, I ... c5, 1 ... e6, or I ... c6. Also, if he were to play I ... e5 or I
... c5, that still left us to face a possible Marshall Gambit, ZusevLopez,
Open Lopez, Dragon, Najdorf, Pelikan, or Rauzer. It's tough plapng
someone with such a broad repertoire! So we did the best we could to
make sure that no matter whaq Anand would ake litde risk and still have
some chance to press with White. Being a point up was very nice since it
took the presswe offto score with White.
In fact, Ivanchuk's opening choice in game two was unforeseen and
well thought-out. Black's l3th move novelty was a good novelty. Ivanchuk equalized the game and even got a very slight initiative. But then he
lost all his objectivity and blundered honibly (23 ... 8ga??). With good
technique Anand picked up the point, and now he had an incredible twopoint lead after two gamesl

I

AilANrlvAilcHUK, LrilAREs (M/2) L992
Fh:rcn Dererss G11
I e4 e6 2 d4 dS 3 Ac3 af6 4 Ag5 dxe4 5 Axe4 abdT 6 Axffi+

dxft 7 AA

h6 8 Ah4 c5 9 Ab5+
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AxdT 8xd7 I 1 Se2 Ae7
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044 04 13 dxc5 8c6! 14 gbl

Efd8 15 Ehel
Exdl Ed8 18 ExdS+ Axd8
t9 a.d3 8c4 2o As3 Ads 21 a3 Aft?! zz AeSt
Axe5 23 Sxe5 Sg4?? (D 6) 24 Bb8+ @h7 25
SxbT f5 26 8c6! 8e4 27 93 $ 28 Bd6 a4 29
8e5 8c4 30 8e2 Bc6 31 Ab+l 8cS 32 Bxe6
Axb4 33 axb4 8xf2 34 c3 95 35 &a2 t4 36 gxt4
gxf4 37 b5 B 38 b6 a3 39 8d7+ €96 zt0 8d6+
ghs 41 €:xa3 8e3 42 Sd5+ gh443b7 Ba7+ 44
€b3 8b6+ 45 &c2 2, 468fs!, t4
12

Sxc5

16 AeS

Exdl+

17

The first game Anand won

because he outplayed his

gg4

opponent. The second game Anand won because
Ivanchuk's nerves betrayed him and he threw a draw
away. This was a terrible mistake, and it shows how important nerves
are. After the second defeat we had no pressure on us. Anand could just
play and not have to press overly hard. Ivanchut, however, needed to
make something happen with White right away. In that regard his choice
of the Sozin makes perfect sense, but was very unluclry. We had foreseen
the possibility that he would play this line, and had spent much time

Anand-lvanchuk (2), after 23 ...

working it out to complete equality. Ivanchuk never had a chance to get
any advanage..After the game, Anand was ecstatic.
"We just blocked him," he said, "We completely
blocked him," putting his arms together as if he were
warding offa vampire.
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Srcruar D:mrse B88
I e4 c5 2 aR d6 3 d4 cxd4 4 Axd4 Aff 5 Ac3
o.c6 6 Ac4 e6 7 Ab3 a6 8 f4 Ae7 9 G0 Bc7 10
Ae3 b5 11f5 Axd4 12.Axd4 e5 13 Af2 Ab7 t4
a3 G4 15 gB EacS 16
Wd3 Vr-YzlD 7l

Efel h6 17 h3 Ac6

18

lvanchuk-Anand (3), final posltlon

The fourth game \ ias the last one before the first rest
day. The match had a curious schedule: four games in
a row, then a rest day, then three games in a row, then a rest day, and
then the last game. Actually, Anand had been told before the match that
it was going to be three, three, two, which would have made for a
completely different match strategy. For example, the person to have
Black in the first game would have then had an enorrnous advantage, as
he could sneak in two Blacks before the first rest day g ve an oppornrnity
to analyze the opponent's openings. The new schedule was much fairer,
but we were disappointed because we learned about it only after Anand
drew the first Black!

20
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Ivanchuk showed that his match strategy included changing his openings with Black, a very sensible strategy. He may be the most dangerous
match player in the world, because his opening repeftoire is so broad
that he can literally prepare a different shalp opening for each gamel
Our strategy had been to anticipate any eventuality and prepare lines
that minimized risk and still gave some chances to press. I had hoped that
this line in the Pelikan did just that, and in fact I still believe that White
had some chances for an opening advantage, but Ivanchuk played well
and essentially neutralized White's play. So it was only a harmless draw
with White. This was a minor setback, but on the other hand it was the
worst thing to happen to us so far!
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B3:I
1 e4 c5 2 aR e6 3 d4 cxd4 4 Axda 6tr 5 Ac3
o'c6 6 Adbs d6 7 Af4 e5 8 Ag5 a6 9 Aa3 b5 l0
DEFEI{SE

Ad5 Ae7 1l AxeT dxeT t2 Ad3 Ab7 13 Se2
0-0 (D 8) 14 0-0
If 14 c4!? (also 14 Axf6l? gxf6 15 0-0-0 is interesting) then there are two options:
a) t4 ...b415 Dc2 a5 16 Axf6

t (16 B Dg6 t7
0-{ with a slight edge).
b) l+ ... bxc4 15 Axc4 d5 16 exd5 8xd5 17 R
(17 E,e3 Sa5+) e4 (probably forced) 18 Axe4 (D 9):
bI) 18 ... Dxe419 AxeT:
bl1) t9... Efc8 20 Ecl (20 b3 gd4)
8e62lAa3 Ad5 22b3 Axc423Hxc4hc4
248xc4 8xc4 25 bxc4 t with the idea of 25

Anand-lvanchuk (4), after 13 ...
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Ac3 26&d2.
b12) 19 ... 6f620 Axf6 t with the
ideaof continuing20 ... Efe8 21 Ae5 Hac822
)w,/.
b3 (22 Ecl? Ee5).
")H
^ft,
b13) 19... Efe8 20 {xe4 (D 1O):
b131) 20 ... Sxe4 21 Sxe4 9r
Axe4 22 Ac5 (22 0-0 ExeT (22 ... Ad3? 23
Ab0 t; 23 Eael Ee6 =) Axg2+ (22 ...Hac8
23 b+) 23 €f2 Axhl 24 Exhl But Black has
counterplay. If the rest of my analysis is correct, then this is Black's best after 18 ... Axe4.
,1
bl32) 20... gb5 2t ad6! (21 0-0
HxeT with compensation; 21 Aa3 Hxe4 22
),
he3 8g5; 2l a48c6l with compensation [21
... gb3? 22 6d2;21 ... gd7 22 Ac5Hxe423
.tr Ae3
unclear; if instead 22 Ab6 SxeZ 23 dxaS
10r
8b4+ with compensationl) Sxe2+ (21 ...
...
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$b++ZZ Bd2 Bxd2+ 23sxd2Bxe7 24dxb7Hxb7 25b3 !)22&xe2
HxeT 23 AxbT HxbT 24 b3 Ee8 25 &R HbeT 26 Ehel f5 27 Hacl and
White retains a nagging edge in the endgame. But I can't promise that

this analysis is error-freel

blj3) Black can also play 20... 8c6 immediately, instead
of waiting for 2I a4 as in bI323 above. Apossible continuation is 21 0-0
HxeT 22 e5 unclear, or less good 2l AraS 8e4 22 8xe4 Axe4 23 Ac5
Axg2+ 24
Axhl 25 Exhl Ead8 with counterchances. After 21

gn

8b0tl

22 dxbT ExeT is interesting.
b2) 18... 8xg5 19 AxbT Eae8 (19 ... EabS 20 Ae4 Nrxe4 2t
fxe4 Sc5 22 b3 Tough to evaluate. Black has compensation, of course,
but it may not be enough. In this line after 19 ... Eab8, is 20 Axa6
possible? Probablynot:20... Aed5l? 21 0-0 [2I8d2Bfe8+22 €f2 gf5
and Black is a litde better though it's unclear; if 22 &fIBxd2 23 6xd2
Exb2l Af4 22 Pc2 122 €d2 Efd8l 8c5+ n 8n [23 Hn 8c6 24 8d2
D+as zs Ba5 Ea8 26 Ab5 8c5 -+l gc6 24 8a7 forced] Ha8 25 Ab7
8c7 26 Be3 [26 8b6 8xb6 27 6xb6 Hab8; 26 Bda Ae6] HaeS 27
Ae+ A6dS 28 gb3 fforcedl Eb8 29 Bc2 Ab4 with clear advantage to
Black, with the idea 30 gd2 8xc4 31 8xf4 f5, or 30 Sb3 Abd3) 20
0-0 Sc5+ 21 ghl orfi (21... Aed5!? 22 8c2 6ib+ Zl Sc3 Ee2 with
compensation) 22 8c2 unclear. The main line was a piece of fantasy by

Aa5,

Anand and me after the game; the parenthetical notes are my analysis.
My hunch is that Black has enough compensation after 2I ... Aed5, but
the whole thing is fascinating, and critical for Black.

14...496
14 ... d5 l5 Eadl !? was my idea, planning
asked Anand what he intended.

l5

...

d4 16 f4l, but I never

15 c4 h6!
15 ... b4 16 N,c2 a5 17

B h6

Kuijf, Wiik aanZee 1992).
16

If

18

Ae3

t flVolff-

Axffi

Ad2l? (16 Ae3 Axe4) b4 t7 a'c2 (17
Axb4 Axf4 18 gf3 Axd3 19 Axd3 Axe4=) a5 18
Efdl Sc7 19 R unclear. The point is that the darksquared bishop is misplaced, but maybe it is not so
16

important. Besides the one on move 14, this is the
other crucial deviation from White's point of view.
16... gxtr 17 cxb5 4f418 Sf3 (o 11) axb5

If

18 ...

Axd3!?

19

Bxd3 89620 Efel (20 B

d5 with compensation) and now:

11 I

22

Anand-lvanchuk (4), after 18

gf3

a) 20 ... d5 21 893 (21 bxa6!?) Bxg3 (the

exchange is virnrally forced here, but the "impression" of positions like these probably caused both
Anand and me to miss Black's defense later on) 22hxg3 dxe4 (22 ... d4 23
Ac4 x; 22 ... axbil? 23 exdil? b4 24 orc4 ! 23 bxa6 Hxa6 24 6c4. I'm

ArrrnrceN CHess JounNer,

-.T1
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not really sure how to evaluate this one, but White is better.
b) 20 ...f5:

bl)

21 8b3+ €h8 22bxa6 Axe4 23 R Efb8
=;
b2) 2t Bg3 8xg3 22 hxg3 Axe4 (22... fxe4!?) 23 D'c4 Ef6

This position is a mess, but Black seems okay to me here. In the lines that
I see he is holding his pawns together, and the bishop is quite strong.
b3) 2l R fxe422 *e4 Ef4 with counterplay.
Also possible was 18 ... 896l? 19 bxa6 Hxa620 Axa6 Axa6-with
the initiative, but at a high cost! This was Ivanchuk's suggestion in the
post-moftem. It looks extravagant, but there's no denying that at the Duri[ fte fi'st
very least White must play extremely accurately to prove anything.
rcst@$t

Axb5 g96 20 Efdl
If 20 trfel d5 21 Afl dxe4.
20... Axd3 21Bxd3 Axe422 8g3 EfbS!
19

cottirud
m
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b ttuk
opEil€

Anand missed this move in his calculation of 19 Axb5 and 20 Efdl
poilems ilrat
and I must admit that I missed it in my over-excited analysis of the game
in progress. The routine 22 ...Pxg3 23 hxg3 is much better for White. nonld newr

23 dxd6Bxb224dc4Yz-lz

nntqidb, ir6t ln

When things are going well, time just flies by. During the first rest day
we continued to work on some opening problems that would never
materialize, just in case Ivanchuk should happen to find that sub-subsub-variation that we didn't completely trust ... In fact, the real challenges were coming up, but we could never have foreseen how they
would arise. I tried to keep prodding Anand by telling him that I wanted
him to get the same score in the second half of the match as in the first
half! Looking back, though, I think that he was so surprised by how well
he was doing that he began to get nervous.

It felt as though

he had played
only one real game, the first. After all, the second game was decided by
Ivanchuk losing his marbles on one move, the third game was just opening preparation, and the fourth game was (unintentionally) a quick draw
with White. Yet "we" were +2 after four games in an eight-game matchl
Meanwhile, Ivanchuk was hard at work trying to find a hole in our

case

lvildilk

b
find tnt $bsb
shqff

lmppqr

subvadatim

rc

ddr't corfletdy
trust.

Black preparation. fu I mentioned earlier, we had expected him to jump
around with White, which is why we were working so hard on our other
openings. In retrospect Ivanchuk's strategy seems to be correct. Put two
equally strong camps to work on an opening and give them long enough,

and eventually White will come up with more of the promising ideas.
With Black it's better to be able to jump around a litde bit. But still,
watching videos in the local bar, me with a beer and Anand with a soda
(he is a teetotaller), and relaxing after the first half of the match was over,
we couldn't have been happier. The tough stuffwas still to come.
We were intrigued as to whether Ivanchuk would try the Sozin
again, perhaps the Velimirovic Attaclg or go back to the Rauzer for the
fifth game. We got our answer. Ivanchuk found an interesting way to

AurnrceN CHrss JounNel
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Parich

Wolf
pose problems. Probably it is not objectively too dangerous, but in this
game it was enough to make life difficult. After some inaccurare play by
Anand, Black was worse. Ivanchuk missed several strong continuations,
most notably 18 Ac5! which would have practically won tle game, and
20 Ac4 which would have still kept a clear advantage. Ovei the next
several moves he took a lot of time to play weak moves. After the game it
became clear that he had seen most of the critical variations, but he had
just been unable to get himself to play rhe best moves! After being in
trouble for so long, Anand had trouble adjusting to having the advantage, and took a draw that he should have declined, as the final position is
much better for Black after 26 ... Dg4 27 gB Ad6.
LNARES (n/ 51 L992
866
1 e4 c5 2 AA d6 3 d4 cxd4 4 dxd4 Af6 5 Ac3 Ac6 6 AgS e6 7
$dz ze 8 (}-0-0 h6 9 Ae3 Axd4 10 Axd4 b5 11 gbt Ab7 t2 A
Ae7 13 94 Ac6 l4&f2 gb8 15 h4b4 t6 Ae2 e5
17 Ae3 d5 18 Ag3 d4 19 Act s6 20 Ah3 ArdZ zt
$9
95 hS 22 f4 0-0 23 *e5 dxei 24 Af4 AcS 25
Hhel Ee8 26 Afl yz-Vz(D L12)
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Anand was badly affected by the draw that he took in
the fifth game. He knew that he had had a chance to
kill Ivanchuk once and for all, and that he had passed
it up. It's a strange thing, but often when you are in
the lead for too long, you can start tofreezeup. It's as
if you are waiting for the blow to fall before you start
fighting at full power again. Something like that is
what happened to Anand in the sixth game. There is
lvanchuk-Anand (5), final position
absolutely no question that Anand should have had a
perfecdy good game from the outset, but he played
lisdessly and couldn't fix upon a plan to carry out. He would rt".t *ith
one plan, and then switch to another.
Strangely, Ivanchuk couldn't finish the job. His choice of opening
was interesting; he kept a lot of tension in a strategically imbalanced
game at the expense of being slighdy worse out of the opening. This is
not an enviable strategy to have to adopq but given the match situation,
he was probably right to do so. And in fact he played well to get a good
position. Andyet, once he gothis good position, he missed manyopportunities to make further progress. After both sides made some more
mistakes, Ivanchuk fell into time trouble, and on the last two moves
before the time control lost any chance to win when Anand alertly took
advantage of an oppornrnity to force a draw. All in all, this was a bad
game, but it had the effect of waking up Anand.
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AilAilD-lvAilcHutq UNARES (n/81 L992
Derruse B93

Ezr.ftP 'f,&.,
v2,t76:fti,&i

Srculr

aR d63 d4 cxd4 4 dxd4 Arfe S €rct tO
6f4 abdT 7 Ae2 96 8 0{) Ag7 9 a4 0{ 10 €hl!

1 e4 c5 2

tz;
41t,,
7: t ^ '2, './ '/
ft'7 et a,

(D 13)
I like White's last two moves very much. White
should restrain ... b7-b5, and the king move lools
most precise, as sometimes the queen bishop goes to
f4 in one jump.

10... Sc7
If 10 ... b6? 1l 6c6 8e8 12 e5 +-. After 10 ... e5
114b3 (11AB Ac5 =;
a) ll ... exf412 Axf4 Ae5 (12 ... oc5 t3 Axd6
Axb3 14 Axf8 +-) 13 gxd2 and White has a pleas-

%dt,/
ft,n>.A2,fttfu.
E' AWZHI&

1:l I

Anand-lvanchuk (6), aftel 10

gh1

ant advantage.

b)

tt ... olc5?
bl)

12 fxei? 6fxe4 (12 ...

Axe4 Axe4

= as 14

8dS

Axb3

is met by 14 ...

13 exf6

gh4!

dxal t4 [xg7 +-) t3

b2) 12 dxc5 dxc5 13 8xd8 Exd8 14 fxe5 t.
c)
.. I1... 8c7 12 f5l? with the initiative (also possible is 12 g4
Axf4 Ae5 14 95 ! although it's messy).

ll

exf4 13

AB!tre8

After

11 ... Eb8!? (11 ... b6?? 12 e5 wins):
Ab3 (13 Ade2 exf4 L4 95
exf414 Axf4 6e5 15 95 1.

a)

12 94 e5 13

Ae8

15

Axf4

is unclear)

b) t2 o.di 6xd5 (12 ... gd8 13 f5l? t) 13 exd5
bt) t3... 8c4 144e3! (144b3 Ac5 l5 Ae2 8e4=) Af6 ts b3
16
8c3 Sel t.
b2) 13 ... gb6 14 o,e2t (not 14 Abt AcS t5 a5 gb4 with
counterplay or 14 c3 Axd4l 15 a5 8c5 16 cxd4 8c7 with counterplay).
Another idea was 11

a)

... e5 12

Ab3, when,

12...b6?!

at) t3 gd3?! exf4 t4 Edt

(14 Axf4
Ae5)Ae5 15 Bd6Bxd616Hxd695 17Hxb6
Ed8 with compensation.
a2) 13 g4l? Attack! 13 ... exf4 (positionally forced) 14 e5 Axe5 (14 ... dxe5 15

Axa8 Ab7+ 16 AxbT SxbT* 17 €gl 95
Se2 t) 15 95 (D 14):
a21) 15... AxB!? 16 gxf6

18

H^/4At, ',Eg',t

tat
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E.fr/ /

E Ag''E €ft:
L4.

a3r1) 16... ab7 t7 HxR (17
6d5 Ags 18 Exf4Ah6)AxB+ t8 BxB Axf6 19 ad5 gd8 20 c3 !.
a312) 16... 4S5 17 fxgT Ab7+ tg AdS EeS unclear.
a22) t5..Ah5 (16 Ads? gd8) 16 Axa8 Ag4 17 AB AxB

AMenrceN Curss JounNar,
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18 ExB (or 18 Ad5 8c4 19 Hxf3 8e4 20&92 AxR+ 21 8xR 8c2+
22 Ad2 t) 8c6 19 €g2 t.
a3) 13 f5! This is the sensible move. White will follow up with

g2-g4 with the initiative.

b) t2...exf4l3 Axf4Ae5 14Ag5l !
t2 Db3
12 f5!? Ae5 13 Ag5 6c4 (13 ... AxB 14 8xB 1; 13 ... Ad7 14
Axf6) 14 8c1l? t with the idea of L4 ... 6rxe415 Axe4 Axd4 16 Ad5
8d8 17 f6l t.
12 gl is ritky i" this position, e.g,, 12... e5 13 Ab3 exf4 14 95 (14
Axf4 6e5 15 95 AfdT is unclear) Ah5 15 Axh5 gxh5 16 Ad5 (16
Axf4 Axc3l 17 Axd6 8c4 18 bxc3 Bxe4+ 19 €g1 Ae5 with initiative) 8c4 (16 ... gd8!? and White's position looks airy) 17 ad2 8c6 18
9xh5 (perhaps better is 18 Exf4 Ae5 19 gxh5) Exe4! (18 ... Sxc2 19
Exf4 Ae5 20 €rf6+ Axf6 2l gxf6 +-) 19 Axe4 8xd5 20 BB Ae5 21
Bxf4 Ahl with compensation (22 Eel Ec8).

t2...aib6
If

Ad5 Axds 14 exd5
ab6 t4 95 DfdT t5 a5 a.c416 Ads gd8 l7 8e2! b5
(the only move, because 17 ... 6xb2? 18 c3 wins for White) 18 axb6
6cxb6 (18 ... Adxb6 19 Axb6 Axb6 20 Aa5 r) 19 ab+€c7 20 Drail?
t (or 20 Axa6 Axa6 2lBxa6 dc422Ra2).
12 ... Eb8 (suggested by Bowinnik) 13 94 (13

b6 = [14 ... b5l?])

13

Sel

After 13 Se2l? Ae6 (13 ... Ac4 14 a5! Ad7 15 e5l dxe5 16 fxe5
6xe5 17 Af+ t; 14 Edl Ac4 15 gf2 AbdT (15 ... e5 16 Ae3 abdT t7

8dZ t;,

we arrive at the position that Vishy told me turned him off to
16 Ae3, White seems slighdy better to me.

1

3

Se2. But after
13

...6c4

13 ... Ae6!?

14 Ae2?!
fuound here I realized that this wasn't going to be one of Anand's

E E $9/
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Anand-lvanchuk (6), after 19 Ea3

better games. Perhaps 14 a5 was better.

t4...b6
14 ... Ad7 15 a5 was the position
ingforwith 144e2?l
15 Ad3 Ab7 16 8e2 EecS!

Vishy was hop-

Quite nice, to keep the a8 rook defending the a6
pawn. The position is now equal.

t7 o'd2dxdz
If 17 ... Aa5 18 AB.
18 Axd2 ad7 t9 Ha3l! (D 15)
None of the spectators liked this move, and I
must say that I agree. The point is to protect the c3
square in some variations, but the problem is that
whenever Black breaks in the center, White is going

AusnrceN CHess JounNar

Anand

Upsets

Iaanchuk

to miss his rook on the silly a3 square. One idea is 19 Eael!? Ac5 (19 ...
e6 20 f5) 20 f5 Perhaps this is still equal. White can meet any queenside
poins. 20 ... Axc3!? 21 Axc3
action with pressure on the e7 and
22
is
unclear.
olxa4
Ad4
Another idea is 19 ad5!?, the subject of much analysis by Salov,
Ljubojevic, and mlnelf during the game. We looked at 19 ... Axd5 20
exd5 20 ... Axb2 2lRa2l Ac3 22 Axc3 (22 Axa6 Exa6l 23 Axc3 Eca8
unclear) 8xc3 23 Aa6 Ec7 24 Ab5 t, but after instead 20 ... Ac5 (the
move tlat turned Vishy offto this idea) 2l c3 Axd3 22 Pxd3 8c4 Black

fl

is a litde better.

19 ... e6!?

19... Ac5 20b4 (20 Ae3!? results in a strange configuration to
prefer over Ad2 and Eel with an extra tempo to boot, but maybe White
is still equal here) bxd3 21 cxd3 T.
20 Adl 6,cS 2l Ac3 Axc3 22 dxc3 He8
22 ... dil (I-jubojevic) 23 e5 (23 exd5 exd5 + as Black threatens to
push d5-d4 and bring a rook to e8 so White has problems;23 Haal dxe4
24 dxe4 6xe4 25 Axe4 Axe4 26 sxe4 Bxc2) d4 24 6e4
a) 24...Drxd3

€g7 26 Sxd3 (26 cxd3 8c2 27 8g4 g)<b2 28
Eaal Ec2 -+; 26 Exd3 8xc2 27 Ed2 Sxa4 28 8g4 Sc4 +) 8xc2 27

aI)

Bhl

25 Af6+?

hs -+.

a2) 25 cxdS 8c2 26Bc2Wc227 Eb3 probablyholds.
b) 24,..6rxe425 Axe4Axe4 268xe48xc227 Bxc2 Q7 8xd4
Ec5 +) Hxc2 28 Eb3 trd8 29Bxb6 (29 trdl Ec4 +) d3 30 Ed6 Exd6 31
exd6 Ec6 with clear advantage to Blaclc

E/e2
7t7 t

23 Eaal Eac8
23 ... e5 or 23 ... f5!? are possible.

24Efet (D 16)

t%t%
%%

24 Hael would take the sting out of 24 ... e5
because of 25 f5, but would strengtlen 24 ... f5 be-

tt.
/r/

the rook on fl would like to protect the a-pawn
or go to the d-fiIe.
cause

24 ... f5

lf 24 ...e5 White canry25 gR (25 Bf2 exf4 [or
25 ... De6 +126 sxf4 Ee5 when Black's game is very
pleasant) f5 with the idea of 26 &g3 (26 Ac4+ €h8
27 adi Axd5 28 AxdS fxe+ 29 Axe4 Axe4 30
Bxe48xc2) fxe427 6xe4Axe428Axe4Axe429 16
Hxe4 8xc2. Bestmaybe 25 f5 gxf5 26 gh5!but 25 ...

%

w%ft7ffi,
I

Anand-lvanchuk(6),aftet24Ele1

d5 is satisfactory for Black.

25 Hadt
If 25 e5 dxei 26 8xe5 Sc6 +;if 25 exf5 gxf5 T (or 25 ... exf5!?
=).
25 ... fxe4 26 Nixe4 oixe4
If26..Axe4l? 27 Axe4d5 28Ad3, then:a) 28...dxa429 Axa6

A.nae
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Analysls

HaS 30 Abs Eez 31 Exd5; b) 28 ...g:xf429
Axa6 Ea8 (29 ... oxa6 30 Sxa6 Exc2 transposes to the game) 30 Ab5 EedS 31 Hfl; c) 28

...Ha8298g4.
27 Axe4 d5?!
27 ... Axe4 28 Bxe4

gb4 d5 30 8xb6 Hb8

31

8xc2 29 8xc2 (29
Bxa6 Exb2) Exc2

30 Exd6 Exb2 31 a5 (D 17). This endgame is

not fun for White:

a) 31 ... Hb8 32 Hdxe6 bxa5 33 Exa6
He2 (33 ... Ebl Egl +) 34 Egl Ha2 (34... trb5 misplaces the rook) 35
Ea7 with counterplay. Black will try to push the a-pawn to a3 and then
protect it with the rook on b3, but White can meet this plan by making
luft and then menacing the king on the back rank.
b) 3l ...bxai 32Hxa6:

bl)

32... Ec8 33 Exa5 Ecc2 34 Eg5. Even this is unpleasant.

gf/

34Hal = or 33 ...Hb434
33 €g1trc8 (33 ...
37 Ea8 =.
93 =) 34 Eaxe6 Hb2 34 Ee8+ He8 36 Exe8+
+ with the
b3) 32Ha2 33 h3 (33 €g1 or 33 93 meets 33
idea of 34 Ee5 Eb8) Ea4! and White still faces a difficult defense.
b2) 32... Eb5

&fl

*&n

Ad3 8xf429 Axa6 Axa6 30 Sxa6 Hxc23l gbs! gb8 32
Exd5 Exb2 33 Bxb2 exd5 (D 18) 34 Edl?
34 ExeS+ was a clear way for White to draw, but Anand made a
funny oversight in his calculations over this move. After 34 ... 8xe8 35
Sxb6 there could follow:
a) 35 ... Sxa4 36 Sd8+ €g7 37 &e7+ gh6 38 8e3+ €h5 (38 ...
39
Se6+ =) 19 8R+ =.
95
b) 3 5 ... Se 1 + 36 8g1. When I asked Anand why he didn't play this
line, he said, "Oh, ... 8e1 isn't mate!" Now:
bI) 36... Sa5 37 8d4.
b2) 36... gb4 37 Sal d438 a5 Sc3 39 Bg1 =.
b3) 36... 8e4 37 gdl (37 a5 8a4 38 8e1) d4
38 a5 @etter is 38 €g1) d3 39 a6 d2! -+.
b4) 36... 8c3 37 h3 (37 Sbr Sat+; d4 (37 ...
€g7 38 8a7+ €h6 39 8e7 with counterplay) 38 a5
d3 39 a6 Sa5 40 a7 d2 4l gd4 =.
28
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Anand-lvanchuk (6), after 33... exds

34...

gd6

Black now had only a couple of minutes to reach
move 40.

35 Sd4 Ee5

If

35 ...

Sc5l 36 8xc5 (36 h3 Eel+

ghl

37 &h2

38 93 He2+ 39
8xg3 40 8xd5+ €g7 -+;
36 €gl?? Eel+ 37 €f2 Exdl -+;368d2 is possible
but surely Black has made substantial progress) bxc5

Sc7+

37

€gl

(37 a5 d4 38 a6 Ha8 39

Eal

€fl

+O EaS

Arrenrcax CHess Jounxar
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a5

gf2

Ea8 39 Eal €fl -+) Ec8 39
(39&f2 €f7-+) c440&f2(40a6d3 -+)€f/-+;

c4-+) d4

38

Ecl

(38

8e6
rf 36...gf637 &h2.
37 &lo gd6 38 €hl trfs 3e €g1(D 1e) hsl
Better is 39 ... 8c5 with the idea of 40 Bxc5
36 h3

7
% %_ez
z%'7%t
)? *. '%t'7.,
zftZg'z'z
ztzH,%
''%ft
Z % '%zfr%
'z'z
/ 2HZ

$ d442 a6Hf7 (D 20) when:
a) 43 Hbl d3 +.
b) 43 Hct Hc7 44 Ebl d3 (44 .,tra7?? 45 Eb8+
&ft +0 Hb7+; 44... c4?? 45 Eb8+ &f7 46 Hb7)
45 Eb8+ &fl 46 Eb7 trxb7 (46 ... He7 47 HxeT+
W,
€xe7 48 a7 d2 49 a8/8
19
I
Anand-lvanchuk(6),
after39gg1
%9",2 d1l8+ +) 47 axbT d2 48
b8/* d1l$+ +.
7z
d 43HalHa7 44Rcl
%t%
g4 &n €f/) Exa6 45 Hxc5 €fi + 46 trds
%,
Ha4 47 Ed7+ €e6 43 ExhT d3 49 &f2 Ee4
s0 Eh8 gds.
bxc5 41

4.

%
Z
ftr 7281"t
Z,^,2
lz7zx,%%
Z. lfr
7/t Z'i '4 fr'Z
) 7Hl. s

,t0

Ebl! 8c5

If40... Hf64t Eb5; if40... gf6 41&xf6
(41 8xb6?? Hfl+) Exf6 42 Hbs Hd6 43
€f2 = with the idea of €f2-e3-d4.
41 8xc5 bxcs 42 a5 Hf4
lf 42 ... Hf7? 43 a6 c4 44 EbTl c3 45 HaTl and White wins! If 42 ...

Hf6 43 Hb6; or 42 ...HfB 44 Eb5 Hc8 45 a6 Ea8 Exc5 =.
43 Eb5 Ec4 44 a6Rt4 45 Exc5 Hxr6 46Bxd5 t/z-Yz
Sometimes you hold the game you should lose and lose the game you
should hold, and that's exacdy what happened in game 7. Anand wanted
to put Ivanchuk offguard, so together we worked out another line of the
Rauzer with which we both have some experience. Our preparation was
generally quite good, although of course only one line was tested in the
game. Black got a slighdy worse position, but nothing too bad to hold by
any means. And for a while Anand played well. But a fatal miscalculation
led him down a bad path, and by the time he realized where he was it was
too late. Ivanchuk, to his credig played a good game.
If we can be criticized for one thing, it is perhaps that we chose a bad
variation in which to fight Ivanchuk. From an objective standpoint, it is
fine for Black, and indeed Anand was satisfied with the position he got.
But remember what Dvoretsky told me about the players' strengths and
weaknesses? Yes, the position was fine, but it was not the right kind of
position for us to fight in. That can be seen by how well Ivanchuk played,
by the fact that he avoided time trouble, and by the mistake Anand made.
Well, maybe. Or maybe Anand just made one error that ruined a
good position. Either way, it was a tough setback.
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lvanchuk-Anand (7), after

reached many times in grandmaster chess. Black's last

is the point. Otherwise, White's attack
be too strong.

'%,.91ry,

7f,,

tL,.
'7a?

%

t

will

2O cxd3 Wd7 2l €bllt
Strange as it seems, this move is a novelty. White
grves up the d-pawn, which blocls the rook anyway,

rather than being forced to part with the a-pawn or
the g-pawn.
21 ... Sxd3+ 22 &al (D 2218fs
This is the first point at which Black must come
up with a new move. Some alternatives:
a) 22 ... Ads 23 Ee3l (23 Ah6l Sg0;23 Ab4
8a6 24 Aa3 is unclear) 8a6 24 Ea3 and Black's
pieces do not coordinate well.

€g7

%

gg4 aA rS adr Exarr

This

b) 22 ...8c2 23 93 (23 Ab4 Sxgz 24 Pxg2
22Fal- Axg2 25 Axf8 Exf8 26Hd7
9627 Hgt Ac6 28 Ee7

F'

A

DEFENSE

move begins an interesting idea to combat White's
play.

Ehel

!992

865
1 e4 c5 2 aR d6 3 d4 cxd4 4 dxd4 Aff S Acf
G0 9 f4 dxd4
d'c6 6 Ag5 e6 7 Wdz Ae7 8 ru
10 Bxd4 8a5 ll Ac4 Ad7 12 e5 dxe5 13 fteS
Ac6 14 Ad2 Ad7 15 Ads Bc5 16 AxeT+ 8xe7
17 Ehel (D 21) Efd8!?
The position after White's 17th move has been
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lvanchuk-Anand (7), after 17
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lvrlrcxur-AnAND, Lrunrs (n/71
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Ad5 (23 ...4g6 24 Ab4;23

...

gfs 24Bd+

is possible now that the g-pawn is no longer attacked;
23 ... trd8 24 ah6 Exdl+ 25 Exdl t) 24h4 ad7 25

h5 Ac5 26

Ah6 9627 gf4 x.

23 8s3
23 gxf5 ex[5 24 Efl, then neit]rer a) 24...
25
Axg2
Exf5 with continuing advantage to White
after 25 ... Ed8 26 HA or 25 ... Ae6; nor b) 24 ... 96
25 93 o'e6 26 Ah6 + e.g.,26... Ee8 27 Hd6 Ac5 28

If

Hfdl Exe5 29 Ed8+ Ae8 (29 ... He8 30 Exe8+ Axe8
3l Ed8 +-) 30 E8d5;but) 24... Ae4!with the idea
that25 Hdel can be met by 25 ... h5.
23 ... Dg6 24 Ac3 h6
23 r lvanchuk-Anand (7), after 25 ... ge4
2+ ..8f425 8xf4 Dxf4 26 93 Ad5 is better for
White, but24... Ad5l? was worrl consideration.
2sHfi Se4(D 23126Hd2

ffi'

H7

Critical here was

268Q:

a) 26 ...Pfs? 27

30

*xf5

exf5 28 Exf5! Axg2 (28 ... ah4 29 Hn

Aur.nrceN CHess Jounxel

Anand

Axg2

30

Egl {-) 29 HdTl Ahl

(Zq ... Ef8 30 e6+--) 30

Efxf/ AxdT

Upsets
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31

trxd7 trf8 32 a4 +-.

b) 26 ...HfB 27 €lxa7 (27 93 Axe5 28 Edel 6d3, or 27 Ed2 6xe5
28He2 694 is insufficient) 9,xg2, (27 ... 6xe5?? 28 Edel +-) 28 8CI
and it's not clear whom the imbalance in the pawn
structure favors, although the continuing pressure on
f7 is uncomforable for Black.

c) 26

-.AaSP 27 g]xf/+ (27 Hd+ 8xg2

$xf/+ €h7

unclear)

€hZ

28

and even though Blackhas

lost the f-pawn he has succeeded in generating a lot of
play. White has to deal with both ... 8c4 and ... Hf8,
and is cenain at least to lose back the g-pa!vn.

26... ad' 27b3
If 27 8n Bc4, or 27 Hdf28a4.
27 ... Hc8 28 &b2 a6 29 Hdf2 Ec7 30 Eel
gh4 31gxh4 aYJr432 Edll(D 241Dls6

'ze7
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The g-pawn is verboten: 32 ... Dixg2?? 33 Exds,
24 I
lvanchuk-Anand (7), after 32 Ed1
or32 ...Axg2?? 33 Ed4.
33 93 D.e7 34 Hd4
If 34 Ab4l? a'c635 Ad6 Ed7 36 g4Tostop ... f5.36 ...f6? 37 Her
Hd8 leads to an interesting and unclear position. Black must maintain
the pressure on the bishop and can't easily move his king, e'g.37 ... €hZ
38 exf6 Exd6 39 f7, or 37 ... €f7 38 Ac5, but at the same time White
can't get the bishop out of d6 or let go of e5 and it's not clear how White
makes any progress.

34

...6c6 3s Edf4 Hd7 36 h4 (D 2s) hs?

So far both players have been playing well, and the character ofthe
game has changed very litde since the opening; White is slighdy better

but Black is solid. With this move, though, Anand starts a faulty idea
based upon a miscalculation. Betterwas 36 ... 96! as suggested byLeontxo
Garcia duringthe game, and byAnand afterward. Blackis stillverysolid,
and while White is a litde better (only White is trying
to win) Black should be okay.

t/ /

37 g4lhxg4
Anand suggested that 3 7 ... E.e7 |would have been
a better move, so that after 38 gxh5 (38 Exfl hxg4)
Af5 Black limits the scope of White's rooks at the

cost

of a relatively unimportant pawn, although of
White must have made progress since move

course

36.
38 Hxg4 |.e7 39 h5 Ac6
Anand originally intended 39 ... Af5 but then saw
that after 40 Exf5! exf5 4l HxgT+ Black has no defense:41 ...9><g7 42 e6+ gf8 43 exdT €e7 44h6+-;
41 ... gf8

42h6+-;or 41 ... gh8

ArlrnrceN Cuess JounNer.

42 e6! (42 h6

Ae6
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Axe6 43 h6l and Black cannot stop the threat of 44 Exfl+ €g8 45 h7+
queening, e.g. 43 ... Ed8 44 Hxfl+ €g8 45 Eg7+ €f8 (45 ... €hS 46
Hd7+) 464b4+ €e8 47 h7 +-.
With the textmove Blacktries to regroup, butthe openingofkingside
lines constitutes a fatal weakening of Black's position.
40 h6 Asf 4thxg7 @xgil a2 Aba
Good enough to win, and maybe best, although during the game I
thought that bringing this piece to f6 would be even stronger.
42... Ads 43 Ad6b6r!
Black must lose in the long run, but if he wants to by the idea of
pushing ... f5 then he should do it without touching the queenside and
weakening the a-pawn.

44 a4bS 45 $ f5t7 46 exf6+&t7 47 Ae7 e5 48Hh2 dxeT 49
fxe7 HxeT 50 Hh6 e4 51Exa6 1{)
While we were upset by this game, by the second rest day other things
were happening that were more upsefting by far. Both players were

llookd

ad

at Hm

said, "A[ond,

I want yur to do

so mud dan4e
to thfts guy that
they'll have

b

rce

denH rccq6 to

itffi
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him."

receiving a fee to play the match. That was in the contract that Rentero
offered each player at the end of the Linares tournament to entice them
to play. But Anand had had some hesitations, because his schedule was
already busy enough without committing six weeks of his year to this
match. So Rentero sweetened the pot by offering a bonus to Anand to
sign right away. Anand decided that the bonus alleviated his doubts, and
so he signed. But the bonus was written into the contract by Nieves
Perea and not by Rentero direcdy. This might seem strange, but in fact
she did the same thing all the time for Rentero when dealing with
chessplayers. Her signature was as good as his, and when the contracts
were sent to the players to play in the Linares tournament, it was she
who signed them. So even though Rentero, who had made the offer
personally, had not signed the contract to that effect, the fact that Nevas
had signed it for him assured Anand.
But it turned out that Rentero had "forgotten" that he had offered
this bonus, and he even suggested that maybe Nieves had put it into the
contract herself because she was Anand's friend! It wasn't his signature,
he said, so it wasn't legally binding. Anand was furious, as were all of us in
his camp, but there was nothing to do.
Nor was this the end of Rentero's shady dealinp. He had also
promised the players a "special prize" for winning. He refused to specifiz
what that prize was, but several times in front of others he mentioned
this prize. The Swiss magazine Die Schachwoche even reported that the
prize was $2,000 and a new Mercedes Benz! But now that the end of the
match was imminent, what did the prize rurn out to be? The trophy on
display in the front lobby, which Rentero had the gall to suggest was
worth $3,000. I've seen that trophy up close. If it was wonh $100 then it
was overpriced. Once agiln a chess sponsor was manipulating the
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I hope that Rentero will not do anything like this in the future, but I know that I would
get everything signed in his own handwriting, preferably in blood.
But the big eighth game was finally upon us. Anand and I had talked
at length about opening strategy and psycholory, and we had prepared as
well as possible. Now it was up to him. At 3:45 rna, the moment that we
paned company before the game, I looked at him and said, "Anand, I
wantyou to do so much damage to this guy that they'll have to use dental
records to identify him." He smiled and said, "Ok"y, Pat." As he walked
off, I told him, "Remember, dental records!"
chessplayers, and there was nothing anyone could do.

AilAulvAilcHUK,

LNARES

(m/8) 1992

h:ncx DEFENSE C12
I e4 e6 2 d4 ds 3 Ac3 Atr a Ag5 Ab4! 5 e5 h6 6
Ad2 Axcl 7 bxc3 Ae4 8 g# gts!! (D 26)
good opening choice? It cannot
merely be the objective merits of an opening, because
all openings are equal {ryway if you just go deep
enough. Many different objective and subjective factors go into an opening choice, and the stronger the

What goes into

a

opposition and the more time to prepare, the more
important that choice becomes. Imagine being in
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Ivanchuk's situation. He needed to win the last game
with Black against a very strong opponent who would 26 n Anand-lvanchuk (8), after I
prepare himself very well. I can't think of a more difficult challenge in a single game. What to play?
Anand and I considered this question too, ofcourse, not only from

...

€f8

our perspective but also from the opponent's to try to anticipate his
choice. From our perspective, we recognized that the first move was
pretty much given, and so the flexibility to choose was with lvanchuk.
The one thing that was resolved was that no matter what Anand would
play to win just like a normal game. (lhat's why 3 exd5 never came into
consideration!) But what would Ivanchuk play?
We had guessed that his strategy in general was to play a different
opening in each game, and since Anand had not had any trouble with
White yet, we figured he would stick to that strategy. We thought that
either he would pull some very sharp Sicilian out of his hat, or that he
would essay 1 ... e5 for the first time in the match.
Well, we were wrong. I must admit that this opening never crossed
our minds, but it is a staggeringly brilliant choice. Of course Ivanchuk is
gambling that White won't play 3 exd5, but by making the option so
blatant, he makes it hard for Anand to be so shameless. Who wans
everyone to see tiat he chickened out of a real fight in a prestigious
match? So the risk for Ivanchuk is very low. Meanwhile, Ivanchuk achieves
a strategically imbalanced game, which is exacdy what he needs. And by

Auenrcex CnEssJounNar
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choosing this rare sideline, he has a good chance that Anand won't
remember what the best line is. It so happens in this variation that if
White doesn't play accurately, he can easily be worse-and the line is so
old (much of the critical analysis was done before World War III) and so
rare that it's not a bad gamble. Finally, as I hope to show below, even the
"official refutation" is not so clear at all, so there's plenty of scope for
home analysis. In short, this opening choice is the single best opening
choice for an important game that I have ever witnessed. It is a testament
to one of Ivanchuk's greatest strengths, his
:H. incredibly broad knowledge of chess.
e aa?!
1fr
This is not correct. The critical line beT
gins with t h4! and now:
a) 9 ...f5 (a rare sideline suggested by
''.,fu..
%zd%
Euwe) 10 exf6 8xf6 11 6A Ac6 12 8f+
fr:.fr
fr/.4
Dixd2 13 Sxd2 e5 14 0-G4 (D 27) (Two

E,%Az g,
f.'fu Vz ti.

%a/z E t,
% %t'&
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frW k
% E,H%A4H

27

a

17

8c5+ Se7+

Ana/ysls

t

alternatives are given by ECO: 14 dxe5 6xe5
15 8xd5 AxR+ 16 BxfS = Taimanov, and
14 Ab5 exd4 15 Axc6 dxc3 16 8xd5 bxc6

Liberzon-Prohorovic, USSR 1959) andnowBlackhas

two moves that I know ofi

14... e4 15 Ae5 ('t" ECO) 6xe5 (15 ... Ae6 16 f4) 16 dxei
Sxd5 8xc3 and now neither 18 Ac4 8a1+ 19 €d2 gf6
unclear, nor 18 8d8+ €fl 19 8xh8 8a1+ 20 €d2 gd4+ - promise
anything clear, and even 18 Bxe4 Bal+ 19 @d2 8f6 is messy.
a2) 14... exd4 15 cxd4 ASa (15 ...AfS is only + according to
Taimanov, which looks about right) 16 Ae5! Af5 (16 ... Axe5 17 dxe5
embarasses the queen bishop and the d-pawn, as 17 ." Bxe5 18 Bb4+
wins) 17 # A.8 18 95 Bd6 19 8f4+ €e8 20 Eel +- Tringov-Sliwa,

aI)

8xe5

17

Marianske Lazne 1962.
b) 9 ... c5 and now:

bI) l0 Ad3?!6xd2 1l $<dz 8as (11 ... c4?!is generallypremature early on in these lines, because White is too far advanced on the
kingside, and this is a perfect example of that. After 12 Ae2 Ad7 13 AR
[13 Hh3:? also looks good and even seems more consistent] 13 ... b5 14
gf4 Ab6 15 a3 ora416 Ehbl is given as t by Barczay, who writes the
C12 section of ECO, from the game Fuchs-Barczay,Berln1963 (lnforrnant 6/284).Nevertheless, compare this ... c4 push with the possibilities
later onl) 12 aR (If 12 trh3 then 12 ... o<d4 speeds up Black's counterplay
considerably compared to the 10 Eh3 lines. See below.) o,c6 13 gf4 b6?
@lack must improve either here or last move. ECO suggess 13 ... cxd4,

which is certainly a reasonable start.) 14 Ag5!!
Mnacakanjan,

USSR l97l (Inforrnant ll/177),

t

from Sabanov-

a great game.

b2) l0 Eh3 ! (D 28) leaves Black three main moves:
b21) t0... Ac6 11 Ad3 dxd2 12 &xdZ c+ (12 ... cxd4

34
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Anand

cxd4

gb6

Ae2 Ae7

14 Eg3 96 15 ore2

14

gf4 Ad7 (la

t Yates-Znosko-Borovsky

...
1

b22) 10... cxd4l?

t

Keres)

13

A96!) ls Ah5

92 8.

11 cxd4

gb6

AB Ac6 (12 ... gb2 13 Ebl 8xa2
Ac6!?l 144d3 t) 13 Ad3 andnow:

[13

12
...

b221) 13... 6xe5? is cute, butis
really just a losing mistake after 14 6xe5l (14
dxeS?? Sxf2+ 15
8xd2+!) Sxd4 15
8f4! 8xa1+ 16 &e2 +- according to Keres.
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My

analysis confirms this: 16 ... Af6 17 Ab4+ €e8 (17 ... €S8 18 trg3)
Ab5+ +-; or 16 ... f6 l7 A96+ €g8 18 Axe4l dxe4 (18 ... e5 19
Axd5+ gh7 20 8e4 f5 21 8xe5) 19 gd6 &h7 20 Axh8 S<h8 2l
8f8+ €h7 22Hg3 f5 23 Axh6!
b222) Butabettermoveis 13 ... Axd4: 14Axe4(144e3?
AxB+ with the point that 15 HxB+ Eb4+ is -+) dxe4 15 8xe4 AxB+
(15 ... Af5 16 Ab4+ ls +, but 15 ... Dtc6 is not so clear) 16 ExB Ad7 and
since White can'twin the b-pawn right awaywith l7 Eb3 because of 17
... Ac6, it's not clear how big White's advantage is, although with the
king and rookon the wrong side of each other, White should have more

18

pressure than he needs to compensate for his pawns.
b23) t0... 8a5 11 Ad3 oixd2 t2 Es3! 96 (12 ... Hg8 13
$xdz o<d+ 144h7) 13 €><d2 cxd4(13 ... Ac6? 14Axg6!+-ECO) 14
8xd4 Ac6 15 gf4 d4 16 AA 8xc3+ 17 &e2 Sxal (17 ... 6e7 18
8xd4 is given as +, Sachsenmaier-Keres, corresponden ce 1934) 18 gf6
Eg8 19 h5 is given by Marocry (l) as +-, and I think
that this is correct, for example 19 ... 95 (19 ... ghl 20
hxg6 Eg7 21 Eh3 +-; 19 ...tr57 20 Exg6 +-) 20
Axg5l hxg5 (20 ... trtgs 21 Hxg5 hxgi 22h6 +-) 2l
EB Axe5 (21 ... €e8 228xf7+ €d8 23 SxgS+ €c7
24 h6 +) 22 8d8+ &g7 23 h6+l €xh6 24 8[6+ and
quick mate.
9 ... c5 l0 Ad3 Axd2 11 gr(d2 Ac6
Already the opening has been a complete success
from Black's point ofview. He has achieved a strategically imbalanced position and is way ahead on the
clock at this point. ftVhen Ivanchuk is ahead on the
clock againstAnand you know that something strange
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is going on!)
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AnanHvanchuk (8), aftel1:} a3

128f4 8e713 a3P!(D 29)
I don't like touching the queenside. Although it's true that dre move
played keeps the queen out of a3, I prefer either getting on with the
kingside play with 13 h4 or opening the center with l3 dxc5!?
A funny thing happened now. I was looking at the game with various
players, including most notably Ljubojevic, who was absolutely con-
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vinced that Black was befter after 13 ... c4. Ivanchuk's second, Felix
Levin, came into the analpis room, and said that they had looked at this
position (or one almost the same) the day before, and that Black s idea
was to play 13 ... c4 and follow up \Mith ... €e8-d8-c7 and then play on
the queenside. White of course has to play on the kingside to compensate, e.g. h4-h5, g1-g5 etc. A very interesting strategically complex batde
would take place where Black can easily be better----everything depends
on timing. While we were analyzing this general plan, we kept waiting
for ... c4 to happen. But it never did, and Ivanchuk was taking a lot of
time not playing what he had prepared.
13 ... ad7 14 Ehblr!
Once Black pushes ... c4, the rook will be misplaced here.
14 ... b6?!
14 ... c4!

15

Be3l

Better was 15 dxc5 8xc5 (15 ... bxc5 16 Hb7 generates some
counterplay) 16 ad+ with the idea that 16 ... Ec8 runs into 17 Aa6.
15 ... Aa5?
15 ... c4!

16

€elP

16 dxc5 bxc5 17

€el

=.

16... Ec8

Now
17

17 dxc5 Exc5 is not such a great alternative for White.

€fl

€e8?

17 ... c4l

18

€sl €d8t

Levin must have been tearing his hair out, and I must admit that I
was both worried and puzzled. Iflvanchuk had decided that he needed to
gain some time before stafting the plan they had worked out the day
before, he has done it by now. White is toally misplaced to staft r}re

'Y
.-.l'

compensating kingside action he needs once Black closes the queenside.
But for some reason Ivanchuk has decided to change
'his
plan. By this point I think that Anand had some
///
///z'. ',1,
7/.//a 7////z .-)'
idea that Ivanchuk actually didn't intend to push the
c-pawn, so he just waits for the logical follow-up to
71. Black s last several moves.
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Anand-lvanchuk (8), after 2O ... Eb8

19 h3 €c7P 20

Aa6! Eb8 (D 3o) 21 dxc5!

Sxc5
21 ... bxc5 22 c4 d4 Q2 ... dx& 23 dd2;22 ...
6xc4 23 Axc4 dxc4 24 8c3 Hb6 25 8aS €bZ ZO
Ad2 with a brutal aftack) 23 8d2 o.c6 24 c3 and
White is better.

22 Ard4dtc4
This is good enough, but Black could also play
22 ... Drc6!? (22 ... Ac6 23 8f4) with the idea that 23

AurnrceN Curss JounNal
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gf4

f5 is possible: 24 exf6+ Q4 orb5+ gd8 25 Ad6
95 +) e5 25 Sg3 gxf626 Ab5+ €d8 and Blackstands
well.

23

gt4

23 Axc4!?
23 ... Ehfi

lf

25

27 cxb4

a4

24trb{b5

25 Eabl (D 31)
(2 6 ... dxc4 27 E,b3 l)

bxt4 26 Axc4 Exb4

8xc4

+.

2s ... Eb6?
Now drifting into serious time trouble, Ivanchuk
loses his last chance to hold onto equality by 25 ...
Axa3, and now:
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a) 26Ral8xc3 +.
b) 26a,b3 8xc3 +.

,%^i

,fo, tfo.

Anand-lyanchuk (8), after 25

;

[ab1

c) 26Pe31?

cl) 26...8e7? 27 6xb5+ ExbS Q7 ... Axb5 288xa7+;27 ...
Exb5 28 8xa7+ gd8 29 Exb5 +-) 28 Exb5 +-.
c4 26... gb6 27 Axb5 oixbi (27 ... Axbl or 27 ...a5 is met by
28 AxdT+ winning) 28 Exb5+ (28 6xb5? 8xe3 29 dxaT+ [29 dd4+
€c7 30 fxe3 a5 +129... €c7 30 fxe3 Exb4 31 Hxb4 t3l cxb4 Ha8 -rl 3l
... Hb8 -+) Axb5 29 Exb5+ 8xb5 30 Axb5 9><b5 31 8xa7 t.
c3) 26... gb6 27 Hal orc4 Q7 ... 8xa6 28 Bcl gives enough
compensation, but not 28 Ab3 gb6) 28 Se2 unclear.
d) 26Rlb3 Dc4 27 Axb5+ (27 Axb5 a5 -+) Axb5 28 Exbs (28
29 Exb5 gc6! (29 ...&a3 30 Eb7+ €c6 [30 ... €d8 3l
AxUS
"1Exb5
31
t
Sh++1
ExaT as 31 ... €b0 is met by 32 Pd4+ and 31 ... Bc5 is met
by 32 Exf/) 30 Eb7+ (30 gd4 Sxa6 31 8c5+ €d7; 30 tha Ee8)
SxbZ f t AxbT 9<b7 and I don't see any better than forcing the draw
with, for example, 32 8g4 Eg8 33 8f4.
26 dxbS+ Axb5 27 Exb5 8xa3
Now 27 ... trxbs 28 Exb5 8c6 is the

same as

before but White has an extra pawn!

dxb629 gd4!Eb8 30 abs Hb7 31
Hb3 Se7 32 Aa6 Eb8 33 c4 dxc4 34 Axc4 Ed8
35 Be4
28 Hxb6

Up to now Anand has played excellendy, but here
even better was 35 Be3! as 35 ... gb8 loses to 36
Exb6+ axb637 8xb6+ €c8 38 Aa6+ €d7 39 8b5+

€c7 40 8b7 mate and 35 ... Edl+ 36&h2 €b8
Aa6

is also horrible.

37

3s ... €b8 36 Ae2 gc7 37 AA 1-o (D 32)
In this very difficult position, Ivanchuk's flag fell.
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I came up to Vishy and told him, "I'm
proud of you." He looked up a litde sheepishly and said, "I wouldn't be
proud if I were you, it wasn't a very good game."
"Oh, it was a piece of crap," I said, waving my hand dismissively.
"He could have played ... c4 at any point and been better. But that's not
the point. It doesn't have to be pretty. You beat him. And I'm proud of
The moment the game ended,

you.tt

Linares, Spain, Sefiember 1992

Viswanathan Anand

India

2690

Vassily Ivanchuk

Ulcane

2720

l1V2
0OYz

Y2
Y2

V2Y20
VzY2l

8

Total

I

5

0

3

Iuanchuk pkyed White in odd-numbered games.

PartinglWays
When

a long chess tournament ends, there is always a feeling of loss, no
mafter how well it went. People go their separate wap. An activity into
which you have been pouring all your emotions suddenly ends, leaving
you feeling empty. I have had the feeling many times, and have become
used to it after a tournament. But I was not prepared for the stronger
feeling after this match ended. For six weeks I had defined mlnelf as
Anand's second. Everything I did was on his behalf, helping first to
prepare for and then to play this match. The end, even though expecred,

came suddenly.

We had dinner together with Sefror and Sefrora Perea to celebrate
Anand's triumph. We remembered all the firnny and difficult moments,
and laughed at them all. We said over and over again what a splendid
victory it was, and I think that we almost couldn't believe it had really
gone so well. Probably the disbeliefwas strongest for Anand and me, the
nvo people at the able who had worked the hardest to win the match. I
think that Anand felt it most of all.
A chess match can always be dissected and analyzed until nothing is
left but the mistakes. Often the wirurer is the least forgiving of all the
analysts. This match had some great chess and some bad chess; it had its
magnificent moments and its humorous ones; there was much to appreciate and to criticize. But any analysis must yield this as its final conclusion: While both players have much to be proud of and will have splendid
careers, this match was a tremendous triumph for Anand, perhaps his
greatest to date. He will have many more triumphs to come. We may
even see our next world champion come from India. ar
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Finding Bnbby Fischer
Timothy Hanke

U^uu" today's younger chessplayers, I actually remember Bobby Fischer in his prime.
I was born in 1958, the same year that Bobby won his first U. S.
Chess Championship at the age of 14. When I was six or seven my father
taught me the moves. At first chess was just one game among many to
me. I was fortunate in having a set of games-playing friends; we would
spend entire dreamy days stretched on the living-room rug, playing
game after game of Monopoly, checkers, Chinese checkers, parcheesi,
Stratego, in a pinch even Candyland or the mindless card game War
(higher card wins). I was no infant chess prodigy-my father always beat
me, which would put me in a rage-but soon I noticed something different about this game. It was sterner, more austere and unforgiving. The
cardboard squares and plastic pieces were immediate to the senses, yet
remote in their hints of an abstract world of geometry and force. When
you picked up these beautifirl, enigmatic black and white pieces, you
seemed literally to hold your fate in your hands.
Years passed, my family moved several times, my friends changed, I
stopped plaFng chess and even began to forget how the pieces moved.
When I was 12 and on the verge of high school, Bobby Fischer-of
whom I had not heard before-won the Palma Interzonal by 3/z points,
won his World Championship Candidates quarterfinal match against
the Soviet Mark Taimanov by the score of G0, and won the semifinal
match against the Dane Bent Larsen by the same 6-0 score. In all,
counting the first game in the Candidates' final match against Soviet
Tigran Petrosian, Bobby Fischer won 20 games in a row against the best
chessplayers in the world (except for the World Champion Boris Spassky,
of conrse). I read about Bobby in Naanu eek and, Life and began to follow
his explois avidly. Here was an American hero in the intellecnral realm!
American popular culture is mosdy anti-intellectual, distrusting brains
Timotlry Hanke
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and worshipping brawn. There are plenty of role models for aspiring
football players, but bright kids in America don't have many heroes.
Bobby Fischer became one of my heroes. I began to play chess
again. On 3 0 August 197 2,T t:lrned 1,[-a good hero-worshipping ageand two days later Bobby Fischer won the Chess Championship of the

World.
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I made friends my age who had been similarly energized by this
American world champion, and a few of us became scholastic chess stars.
None of us went further, but we were all briefly touched by the fierce
glow of Bobby Fischer's bright spirit. I was more than touched-I was
marked for life. Although I have not achieved great things as a player,
Bobby Fischer gave me the precious gift of a true and lasting appreciation for the game of chess. Occasionally I think of the millions of people
in America and all over the world to whom chess is a stranger, and I feel
sorry for them.
It was a magedy not just for Bobby Fischer but for American
chessplayers when Fischer resigned his world championship tide in 1975.
Some people defend Fischer to this day, contending that he was done out
of his tide by scheming Sovies and a complicir rron. The Soviets were
certainly schemers and rroe may have been complicit, but there is litde
doubt in my rnind that Fischer had become a paranoid recluse out of
touch with reality. He did himself more damage than anybody else could
have. Like manyAmerican chessplayers, I ached for him and for the void
that he had left in all our lives.
Over the years, I adjusted to the new status quo. "Fischer sightings,,
were extremely rare, and "(rFo" acquired a new meaning: "IJnconfirmed
Fischer Observation." Strange stories circulated about Fischer's research

into the fabled "World Jewish Conspiraqy'' (although he is half-Jewish
himself), his alleged collection of Nazi memorabilia, his life on the street
in Pasadena as a virnral bum. He refused to allow a dentist to work on his
deteriorating teerh, rumor said, for fear that electronic listening devices
would be implanted in his head. According to another srory, he gave all
of his World Championshippnze money to a religious cult. It made no
sense to most people that he would choose to live in obscure poverty
when he could have made millions of dollars at any time by playing chess
again. Like Morphy in his later dap, Fischer saw enemies everywhere
(including Time-Life, the U. S. government, Jews, rroo, and of course
the Russians) and filed bizarre lawsuis to combat their plos. He disowned most of his old friends. Rumor said that he would not open any
letter unless it was addressed to "Bobby Fischer, World Chess Champion," and contained a check for $1,000. (Or was it $100,000? Anyway,
how could he know whether there was a check inside until he opened the
letter? Avexing paradox that my friends and I joked about.) A few times,
we heard, Fischer was visited by other grandmasters, who would play
five-minute chess with him and return to the world of light to report that
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Fischer's chess strength remained prodigious, and had perhaps even
entered a higher realm; supposedly the Canadian cu Duncan Sutdes lost
a hundred games in a row to him. We heard litde from Fischer direcdy,
except for a peculiar production tided / Was Torrured in the Pasadma
Jailhouse! (exclamation point is in the tide). Apparendy Fischer had been
picked up by the police as a suspicious character shordy after a local
crime. Refusing to give the police his real name-he was going by "Robert D. James" around this time-he was arrested and put in jail. The
batde of wills continued for 10 days, duringwhich time Fischer, becoming cold in his cell, tore open his mattress and crawled inside. The police
eventually released him, billing him for the mattress.

Occasionally a Fischer match was rumored-against Karpov, or
Miguel Quinteros, or Anand of India, or the Champion of Hong Kong.
All the "comebacks" came to nothing. Fischer the player gradually but
apparendy irrevocably slid into the world of miss and legend. Anatoly
Karpov's star rose, remained ascendant for l0 years, and finally fell as the
new phenom Garry Kasparov replaced Karpov at the top of the chess
world. One by one, Fischer's great rivals died: the Soviets Paul Keres,
Tigt- Petrosian, Mikhail Tal, and the American Sammy Reshevsky.
Even Boris Spassky entered semi-retirement; only a handful of players
remained active from Fischer's day. Well, at least we had the memories.

In 1992,20

years after Fischer beat Spassky in Reykjavik, the wildest

nrmor yet began to circulate. The New York Times broke the story that
Bobby would come back against his old rival Boris Spassky in a "World
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Championship" match for $5 million, to be contested under Fischer's
proposed 1975 rules, in the war-torn and impoverished country of Yugoslavia. Philip Dorsey wrote whimsically in theJuly/August newsletter
of the Rochester (Ir{ew York) Chess Center,
The first thing we must notice is that Fischer is reported tohave signeil a
written contract to play a match with Spassky. Fischer has always been
notorious for never signing his name to anything...
Second: Boris Spassky has confrwzed rhat there is a contract and that
he has received an advance. You remember Boris, the guy all of America
(including Fischer) liked and trusted backin'72, even while it rooted for

Fischer to win.
Third: Fischer has actually appeared in public recendy, leading to
speculation that he still exists in the physical world after all these years.
Fourth: It is the 20th anniversary of the original "Match of the
Century." The new match is scheduled to begin on September 2, the day
after the 20th anniversary of Fischer's disappearance from formal competition. Further, the site and tournament rules are just what Fischer would
have wanted for the 1972 match: 10 games to win with draws not counting and in Yugoslavia, where Fischer wanted the 1972 match to be heldin fact, half of the match will be in Belgrade, the city which originally was
to host half of the 1972 match as part of a compromise between Fischer
and Spassicy. Everything fits.
Finally, no one seems to believe that this match will occur, which, of
course, is very strong evidence that it will.
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yugowith a mix of long-pent-up excirement and selous doubt. .{ I
remarked to Dorsey in Augusg "It's like Lury yanking the football away
from Charlie Broum-we've seen this too
-"ty timeibefore.,,
There was a surreal quality to this match tiat gripped the attention
of the world even as it flouted logic. Even before the match began, the
Nau York rimes was treating it as page-one material. whatever*else can
be said about Bobby Fischer, he knows how to get attention. Chess
journalist Lar'ry Parc told me the week before thehatch, "Fischer is a

.

Chesgplayers greeted the rumors of the impending match in
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genius at getting publicity. For years, Kasparov has tried and failed to
interest the u. S. media and public in chess. All Bobby has to do is open
his mouth, and it's front-page news."
It isn't that simple, of course. Kasparov has had some media success
in this
:ountry, despite the great handicap of not being an American
player. For a few years Kasparov was even idolized by manyAmericans as
a "good Russian" in contrast to the "bad Russian" Karpov. However, as
great a chessplayer as Kasparov is, he is too outgoing and available to the
public to be really fascinating. If you want to know what Kasparov thinls
abo rrt_anything at.all, just ask and he will tell you. No mysteqr there.
wth the reclusive Fischer it's a different story. Fischer'detess the
media even while he manipulates it; it is very difficult to get physically
close enough to ask him a question, and he does not *r*.1r, oi possibly
even open, most of his mail lnBobby Fiscberas. the Rest of the Wwld,Brad,

Darrach perhaps spuriously quotes Fischer as saying in i97 2,,,1,
gonn^
^
get a bumper sticker made up, and I'm gom" p"ri. it on my forJhead.
It's gonna say, I will not gtae an! interz-tiews.,,
qiscovering where Fische r is at any given time is extremely
..
" {.re]y.
difficult.
A highly-suspicious loner, Fische. t"nd-t to treat all social en'counters as potential traps to be avoided. Byplaying Garbo and "wanting
to be alone," he has consciously or unconsciously prooked the public tJ
p'rsue him endlessly. People might not like what they got if tiey ever
caught up to him, because Fischer has notoriously scarited his ortigations to his fans: Darrach quotes him again as saying, ,,Why should Iio
anything for the public? What has the public ever dlne forme?"
Fischer has more than once been called a ,,monk," and the religious
metaphor is not inappropriate. He has alwap treated chess witfr the
solemnity of a sacred ritq proving himself a raitnru devotee by his many
wars waged against infidel Russians, chess organizers, and others whl
have fallen away from the Truth as he sees it, a-s well as by enduring the
hair-shin of his extreme demands on himself and the seli-flagellatiJn of
his long redrement. Many observers have remarked upon th! high seriousness in his relationship with the game. An interviewin the Huigarian
weekly maga zne 168 Hours (22 September
peter"pop_
\WZ; quoted Dr.
per, a psychologist, as sa)'ng, "I believe that\Fischer is convinced thaiif
there were a chess God, then Fischer would be His prophet."
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Prophet or not, rhe 1992 Fischer cerainly looked very different in
news photos from the 1972 version The gaunt, hollow-eyed, and hollow-cheeked 29-year-old,, whose predatory appearance accorded well
with his temperament and chess style, had metamorphosed into a sort of
bad-tempered Burl Ives: balding on top with a scruS' beard, and stoutperhaps 50 pounds heavier than in his prime. In his bestselling biography
Profile of a Prodig, recendy optioned to Hollyrrood, Frank Brady quoted
the young Fischer: "Your body has to be in top condition. Your chess
deteriorates as your body does. You can't separate body from mind." So
what did the new Fischer's body say about his mind? Perhaps nothing
more than the old adage expresses: at 20 you have the body you were
born with; at 50 you have the body you deserve.
The chess world had also changed stnce 1972, but according to
Fischer, he was still the World Champion. He insisted that his rematch
with Spassky be billed by the organizers as a world championship match,
and it was. When it was pointed out to Fischer at a news conference that
he had not played anybody for 20 years, he said: "No, that is not exacdy
correct. Nobody has played me for 20 years." Of course, many chess
champions have behaved with similar arrogance----or perhaps solipsism is
an even better word in this case. Everyone has heard the story of the
drunken Alekhine, stopped at a European border in the 1930s because he
had no passport. "I am Alekhine, chess champion of the world," he
declared grandly. "I have a cat called Chess." The gendemanly Boris
Spassky had an ego, too. Darrach writes about an incident in the Caucasus

Mountains, where Spassky and his trainer Nei were preparing for the
197 2 match with Fischer:
One night on a narrow mountain trail, Spassky and Nei came face to face
with a small herd of wild bufhlo, [consisting ofl four cows and a calf.
Ordinarily not aggressive, the cows stood their ground because of the
calf. Nei suggested that he and Spassky should move aside and let the
animals pass, but Spassky set his jaw stubbornly. "Nol Thry must give
way," he cried, caught up in an extravagant fantasy ofpower, "because 1
am a grandnraster!" It was only with difficulty that Nei persuaded him to
back down.
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Even if Fischer considered the 1992 event a world championship
match, nobody else did, including Spassky, who apparendy played for
two reasons: first, because he considered it his moral obligation to facilitate Fischer's return to the game; and second, because of the money.
Some people have suggested that Spassky secredy thought he might be
able to win, and thereby redeem his earlier loss. The organizers did, in
fact, bill this remake of the "Match of the Century" as the "Revenge
Match of the Twentieth Century." Spasskywas even quoted in one place
as snarling, "I'm going to send him back where he came from-the pastl"
but this statement seems completely out of character and also ignores the
fact that Spassky is even older, by six years, than Fischer.
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Perhaps the most surreal aspect of the 1992 matchwas its location in
Yugoslavia, or what was left of Yugoslavia as the country disintegrated in
the post-Tito, post-communist era. As Dorsey noted in his article, Fischer was somehow transported in a time machine "from a focal point of
the Cold War in 1972 to a flash point of the 'New World Order' n L992
... Fischer seems to be drawn toward controversy as if it had a gravitational pull on h-im, or as if he had a graviational pull on controversy." It
was surreal enough to have a shooting war in Europe in 1992, but to have
Bobby Fischer pop up only 50 miles from the front, to play a $5 million
chess match after 20 years of seclusion, with a clause in his contract
specifying that he might "choose a new venue if gunfire can be heard at
the rematch site" ... well, Dali's landscapes featuring limp watches, horses
with breasts, and biryclists in the desert begin to look almost reasonable
by comparison.

Fpder we

Whether Fischer's participation in this match would be ethical or
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even legal was anotler matter. It was clear that the match would be a
propaganda coup for the hardline Serbian government, which hoped to
scrape the tarnish offits own reputation by hosting a major international

sporting event. Like the ancient Roman emperors who kept the common people happywith the political formula of "bread and circuses," the
Serbian goverrrment also hoped to distract is people from the horrors of
war and the hardships imposed by international economic sanctions.
For the sake of completeness and clarity, it may be useful to review
briefly the political situation in the country which proposed to host this
chess match. The former Yugoslavia, or "land of the south Slavs," has
shrunk since 1990 by the depamrre of several former provinces which
have declared independence. The breakup of the Yugoslav state-long
held together by the glue of Marshall Tito's personality-is not surprising, because people in the various provinces have alwap thought of
themselves more as members of a federation than as citizens of a common state. The boundaries of the provinces also represent rough divisions among various ethnic groups: Serbs, Croats, Slovenes, Muslims,
and Albanians.

The name of Yugoslavia is still used by a rump state consisting of
two provinces, Serbia and Montenegro, both of which are ethnically
predominandy Serbian. It was this vestige of the country that would host
the Fischer-Spassky rematch.
The first half of the match was scheduled for the Adriatic reson of
Sveti Stefan, in Montenegro. Montenegro is the small, mountainous
province on the west (and only) coast of the country, bordering the
Adriatic Sea with a population of 600,000. The climate is Mediterranean
and the landscape resembles the most beautifirl parts of the California
coast. Palm trees, fig tees, olive trees, and oleanders are native to the
region. Homes have stucco walls and orange-tiled roofs. The economy is
based on agriculture and tourism. The Montenegrins live in a country
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blessed by nature and geography, but politically doomed to dependence
on its larger neighbor, Serbia.
The second half of the match was scheduled for Belgrade, the capial
of Serbia and ofYugoslavia. Serbia has 10 million people and much more

territory than Montenegro. The climate is less hospitable: honer in
sunrmer and colder in winter. Serbia has no coasdine; the Serbs would

it as strategic suicide to allow Montenegro to secede from the
uneasyunion peacefirlly. Furthermore, the Serbian goverrrment, run like
Montenegro's by former communisrc, controls the military. On pretext
of protecting the interests of Serbs who live beyond the borders of
Serbia, the army and air force have intervened with horrific resuls in the
former Yugoslav provinces of Croatia and Bosnia-Herzogovina. Whatever the Serbian arguments, it is clear that Serbia has violated the borders of is new neighbors, and in early 1992 the United Nations imposed
severe economic sanctions on Yugoslavia.
The Yugoslav match site was surprising to observers in many respects, but maybe it shouldn't have been. fu Dorsey put it, Fischer-who
has so often been "predictably unpredictable"-was in this case being
"unpredictably predictable." Fischer has always liked Yugoslavia. The
people are big chess fans and Fischer has always been a hero there. In
view
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fpct, Belgrade was where Fischer wanted to play Spassky n 1972. The
final match site of Reykjavik, Iceland was a compromise imposed on the
players by

The
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1992 match conditions, too, should have come as little surprise.

So-called "unlimited matches" have been in disfavor in the chess world
rror President Florencio Campomanes stopped the marathon, 4g-
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game Kalpov-Kasparov match in February 1985. Fischer, of course,
doesn't care what the chess world or anybody else thinks. He has insisted
since 1975, when his conditions caused FrDE to strip him of his tide, that
he would only play a world championship match under what have been
called the "Steinitz rules." IJnder the Steiniz rules, the match is won by
the first player to win l0 games, draws not counting, with the champion
retaining his tide if the score reaches 9-9. (These rules were used in the
world tide matches Steinitz-Zukertort I 886 ( 1 0-5), Steinitz-Chigorin
1889 (10-6), Steinitz-Gunsberg 1890 (10-6), Steiniz-Chigorin 1892
( I 0-8), Lasker-Stein itz 1894 ( 1 0-5), and Lasker-steiniz I 896 ( I 0-2
).
The severe drawback to unlimited matches is their potential great
length when drawn games predominate. Alekhine-Capablanca 1921 (G
3) had 25 draws, while Karpov-Kasparov 1984-85 (5-3) had 40 draws
without reaching a decisive result. Note that these lafter two matches
were only being played to six wins; imagine if they had been played to l0!
Perhaps Steinitz and his contemporaries were less worried about playing
to 10 wins because draws were less frequent then. Today, both human
endurance and public interesr are taxed gready by an unlimited match.
Meanwhile, the schedules of other major evens, including possibly the
next world championship cycle, can be disrupted by such a match. Last
but_not least, the organizers of unlimited matches have serious logistical
problems in renting a hall, obtaining sponsorship, and managing all
other details when a match's duration is completely uncertain.
Oblivious as usual to the problems that he causes others, Fischer
doesn't care if his rules cause a match to drag on for months. For him
chess is a total commitrnent and all other matters are of secondary importance. He especially likes the fact that both players must fight all the
way to the end; one player cannot win a game or two and then close out
the match with draws. Most other chessplayers, mere mortals that they
are, view with relief the guaranteed closure of a limited match. From thl
sp-orting point ofview, a "closed match" also gains in drama; the pressure
of a deadline raises tension and excitement in the final games. Iiseemed
that the whole world was briefly transfixed by the 24th gameofKasparovKarpov 1987, when Kasparov came from behind to retain his title by

winning the last game.
Who is right, Fischer or the rest of the world?

{

It is possible that Fischer has pardy solved the problem of an unlimited match's length by introducing the no-adiournment rule. The inordinate length of an unlimited match, in which the winner is the player
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left standing at the end of the match, is now mitigated by the inordinate
length of each individual game, in which the wirurer is the player left
standing at the end of the game. Blunders caused by exhaustion may
shorten the match while lowering the quality of play. Of course, there is
one unqualified advantage to the no-adjourrrment rule: it prevens the
players from benefiting by the adjournment analysis of their secondsor by the analysis of computers. With these legally-sancrioned methods
of cheating no longer relevant, the better-and more physically-fitplayer must prevail. The pendulum in chess seems to be swinging from
art toward sport. For all his apparent perversity, Bobby Fischer continues to make important contributions to the game.
Last ofall, perhaps we should not have been surprised that Fischer
chose Boris Spassky as his comeback opponent. Fischer has always liked
and respected Spassky as a person. Also, Spassky likes and understands
Fischer perhaps as well as anybody does. Spassky is one of the few players EiminatiE
in the world who has both the stature and the patience to deal with a$ourmenb
Fischer. Not least important, Spassky has ceased to be much of a factor
in the chess world, and he was available for an open-ended engagement. pwenb fte
The facetious Dorsey put it this way:
frqn

flryqs

Fischer always said that ifhe ever returned to chess, his first match would
be against someone who was not among the world's best players. Sure
enough, as ifhe had a second appointment with destiny, Boris Spassky has

qualified himself for this honor by languishing in the lower half of just
about every tournament he has played in recendy, to the extent that he
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a position to go to Iceland and watch
the big chess match. But crvr Roben Byrne, chess columnistfor Tlte New
York Times, was predicting that Fischer would hold the tide for 12 years.
Surely one day I would see Bobby Fischer play a world championship
match-probably at a site much closer to home than Iceland. Back then,
Iceland seemed like the far side of rle moon to me. We all looked
forward confidendy to the Age of Fischer, who had once said, "When I
win, I'll put my tide on the line every year, maybe even tw.ice. I'll give
players a chance to beat me."
Fischer did not play at all, resigning his rron tide in 1975, and new
chess stars emerged. At first, many Americans looked down upon the

"impostor" Karpov and his ainted tide. The 1978 Korchnoi-Karpov
match, a 6-5 squeaker played while the defector Korchnoi's family was
prevented from leaving the Soviet lJnion, was an unconvincing title
defense. In 1981, however, Karpov beat Korchnoi soundly. ny then
Karpov had also esablished himself as drat raresr of birds in the chess
world-a world champion who played often and with almost unbroken
success. Perhaps no world champion had ever been so dominant-though
Karpov never came close to Fischer's stratospheric EIo rating.
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I realized that the Age of Fischer

was behind, not before us. We shifted gradually from anticipating his
future achievements to remembering his past glories.
Then, after 20 years ... the "Yugoslavia thing," as George Bush
might put it. If this match was really going to come off, I wanted to go
see it. Watching Bobby Fischer play chess was something I could tell my
grandchildren about: Nuuaday the macbines can beat anybody, hot back in
1992, I saw the bexhman chessplayer there euer was ... Bobby Fischer.Iwas
also proud of Fischer for conquering the inner demons that had parallzed him for so long. Yes, chess had suffered from Fischer's long absence, but who had suffered more than Fischer himself.) I had fantasies of
meeting Bobby Fischer in person and telling him, "American chessplayers
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are proud ofyou for coming back."
My fantasies were tempered by realism. When Anatoly Karpov had
heard the early rumors of Fischer-Spassky II, he had said: "I'll believe it
when the first chess piece is moved." Karpov himself had endured several

fruidess match negotiations with Fischer, even after 1975. Taking my
cue from Karpov, who surely knew Fischer better than I did, I decided
not to buy an airplane ticket until the first piece was moved. Of course,
Fischer could alwap walk out on the match later, but I decided not to
worryt about that.
Also of some concem to me were the moral implications of attending this match. Yugoslavia, or what was left of it, was an international
oudaw. The United Nations had imposed an econornic embargo. When
the shady Serbian entrepreneurJezdimir Vasiljevic announced the match
inJuly l992,he called it a triumph over the U. N. embargo. "By bringing
Fischer to Yugoslavia, we have broken the blockade in the most spectacular manner," he said. Did I want to lend my support, as a spectator
and journalist, to such an event?
And what about the organizer himsel0 All kinds of rumors about
Vasiljevic swirled in the Western press. "I want to remain mysterious,"
he said. "A man of mysterious origins." A native Serbian, Vasiljevic
apparendy left his country at age 18 and worked all over the world in a
variety of jobs. Somehow he amassed a fortune. He returned to Yugoslavia in 1987 and founded the Jugoskandic import-export company and
theJugoskandic Banl. Controlling the bank gave him liquidity to pursue
his various schemes-which was forhrnate, since he must have had trouble
with his import-export business after the U. N. imposed its embargo.
Then again, maybe not so much trouble as one might think there were
published repors that he had bought Israeli arms for Serbian rroops.
War-profiteering reputedly pays well. Last winter, Vasiljevic acquired a
lease on the resort island ofSveti Stefan and a few other nearby seaside
hotels from the Montenegrin government, for $570 million to be paid
over five years. That is how the first half of the match came to be
scheduled there.

|,
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B"bby Esclenisback
So Vasiljevic was holding a

multimillion-dollar international

chess

match in defiance of U. N. sanctions, possibly financed with blood money,
or even-who could say?-with the hard-earned savings of innocent
bank depositors. I rationalized my own very minor role in the proceedings by telling myself "This is about chess, only chess."
The match's opening press conference, which I read about back in
the United States, further dimmed my euphoria. fu all the world knows
now, Fischer put on quite a display before the large crowd of journalists.
When asked, "Are you worried by U. S. government threas over your
defiance of sanctions?" he reached into his briefcase for a letter. He said,
"This is the order to provide information and cease and desist activities

from the Departrnent of the Treasury, Washington, DC, August 21,
1992. So," Fischer continued, "here is my reply to their order not ro
defend my tide here." Holding up the letter, he spat noisily on it, and
said, "That's my answer." The starded journaliss stared at one another.

But Fischer was only warming up. When asked whether he sup-

N. sanctions against Yugoslavia, he began a rambling
diatribe against the world body for not being tough enough on Israel. In
response to another question, he said, "To me, real communism, the
Soviet communism, is basically a mask for Bolshevism, which is a mask
forJudaism." This would certainly be news to the millions ofJews who
suffered for generations under Soviet communism. Perhaps Fischer hasn't
gotten out much recendy, but he also seems not to have noticed the
demise of the Soviet Union and its communist system.
ported the U.
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But wait, there's more. Fischer also accused Karpov, Kasparov, and

Viktor Korchnoi of fixing their world-championship matches dating
back to 1978. He promised to write a book exposing the grand conspiracy. "These criminals ... have absolutely destroyed chess by their
immoral, unethical, prearranged games. These guys are really the lowest
dogs around." (Speaking only as a journalist, I must say that Bobby
Fischer is almost too good to be real. Who could invent a guy like this?
Who could make up all the crazy stuffhe says?)
Afterward, the American press reflected the disgust and dismay that
most people felt about Fischer's extraordinary actions and remarks. TIte
Nau York Times editonalized against him, and even the U. S. Chess
Federation issued a pious news release deploring Fischer's polidcal views
and disavowing any connection with the Yugoslavia match. (fhroughout the match, Cbess Life's coverage of the biggest chess story in 20 years
was conspicuously poor. No cover was devoted to the Fischer-spassky
match and the story itself was buried deep in the magazine.)
Other U. S. press reactions were similar. Newsweek wrote, "He's
back----chunky and weathered after two decades in seclusion but still
brimming with nastiness. Fischer used the occasion to rant aboutJews,
chess players, and the government. With luck, we'll hear from him

again-in 2012."
Tlte Philafulpbia Daily Nnrswrote an editorial tided, "Fischer: Please
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go back into seclusion." Part of

it

ran, "One-time chess prodigy-brat

Bobby Fischer-now paunchy, middle-aged chess boor Bobby Fischerhas spent 20 years living in cheap California hotels. It's clear that he
spent some of his time in hiding figuring out even more ways to gross out

if it wishes an erant
mortar would miss a few Bosnian kids and land in Fischer's lap. Barring
that happy event, we can at least hope Fischer is still his old self, and will
get mad enough to treat us to another 20 years of seclusion."
Time pubkshed an essay with a more generic tide, "Memo to the
Gods: Never Come Back"
Foreign reactions, however, were not all negative. Seori's Korea
Timeswrote, "When Fischer left 20 years ago, he took chess with him."
From London's Daily Telegraph: "Imagine thatyou can hear the end
of Schubert's 'Unfinished Symphony' or Beethoven's 10th, or see the
missing arms ofMichelangelo's VenulThe-se are the feelinp that Fischer's 'b Fsdgabd
return bringp to the world's chess players."
ora @?GedF
From Switzerland's Tages Anzeigen "Is Fischer a fool or a king?
Genius or lunatic? This is a theme for Shakespeare, Brecht, Fellini, or o hnilh? nir b
Herzog, for all those who feel a contradiction between the soul and a $emeh
society."
Russian journalists noted ironically: "Fischer used to be an Ameri- Sh*espe,
can hero and a Russian state enemy. Now he is an American state enemy Brcdtt
q
the civilized world. The world can be forgiven

and a Russian hero."

ftri

The Belgrade duly Politika, not surprisingly, burbled with joy at the Hemg."
prospect of a Fischer match in Yugoslavia. However, \Me may judge the
integrity of that publication by is analysis of the Balkan crisis, printed in
the 21 September EnglishJanguage edition: "Turkey is shipping arms
through Macedonia in order to re-establish the Ottoman Empire. The
Bosnian fighting is over re-establishing the Austro-Hungarian Empire."

I felt mosdy sadness. Fischer's gnp on reality has alwals been loose.
cu Samuel Reshevsky once explained Fischer's mind by saying, "We all
have the same amount of room in our heads for information [drawing a
square in the air]. Fischer's head is almost entirely filled with information
about chess, leaving this much [drawing a small square in one corner of

the large square] for other thirgt. So he is very good at chess, but not so
good in other areas."
Fischer's limited non-chess understanding has been further warped
by his lonely, peculiar life, first as a chess prodigy and then as a professional chessplayer. fu a boy, he seems to have become accustomed to
imposing his will on others by force on the chessboard. Perhaps the
distinction betvreen the chessboard and the rest of life blurred in his
mind. Eventually Fischer was quoted as saying, "Chess islife."

It

is worth mentioning that Fischer's anti-Jewish remarls at the

press conference should not have been so surprising. The reaction of the
official chess establishment was cenainly disingenuous. For 30 years at
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least, he has been on the public record with a negative attitude toward
Jews. In the notorious 1962 Harper's magazine ardcle by Ralph Ginzburg,
the l8-year-old Fischer was quoted as saying, "There are too manyJews
in chess. They seem to have taken away the class of the game. They don't
seem to dress so nicely, you lnow. That's what I don't like."

The remarkable fact, of course, is that many of the greatest
chessplayers in modern times have beenJews, including the great world

For at leret 30
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champions Emanuel Lasker and Mikhail Bowinnik. The Jew David
Bronstein tied Booinnikl2-L2 in a world tide match. TheJew Mikhail
Tal won the tide from Bowinnih then lost it back a year later. Former
world champions Vasily Smplov and Boris Spassky are both reputed to
have someJewish blood. Fischer himself is half-Jewish-indeed, because
his mother is Jewish, he is Jewish by Jewish law. Garry Kasparov, the
current rpp world champion, is half-Jewish on his father's side @orn
Garry Weinstein, as a child he conveniendy adopted his mother's Russian surname). The phenomenal Polgar sisters areJewish. It has been a
longstanding joke in the chess world to rank players thus: the best players
are Jewish Russians; the next best are non-Jewish Russians; then Jewish
non-Russians; and last of all, non-Jewish non-Russians. TheJewish phenomenon in chess is remarkable and perhaps deserves further snrdy and
explanation. Unfornrnately, Fischer's early feelinp of personal antipathy
seem to have developed along irrational, not to say fantastic lines.
We need not go back to 1962 for published evidence of Fischer's
anti-Jewish bias. In 1984, Fischer wrote an open letter to the publishers
ol the EnEclopaedia fuda.ica, asking that his entry be removed. He said
that he was not, nor had he ever been, aJew, and he advised them to "try
to promote yow religion on its own merits-if indeed it has anyl" He
signed the letter, "Bobby Fischer, The World Chess Champion." The
letter has been published in various places since 1984. In 1988 Fischer
sent a photocopy of it to Edward Winter for publication in Chess Notes, a
sign that he still felt strongly about the subject.
On Wednesday, 2 September, I heard from a friend that the first
moves of Game 1 of the match had been transmitted around the world.
Soon I heard that Fischer had won in fine style. Caught up in the excitement and trying to ignore my own misgivings, immediately I began to
plan my trip to Yugoslavia.
I had much to figure out in a short time, including how to pay for
things in Yugoslavia. The local branch of American Express tried to sell
me traveler's checks-"You can cash them aryrwhere," the woman told
me brighdy-but I had my doubs. I called the office of the president of
American Express, and received blunt advice: "Bring goods to barter."
I ended up buying three money bels and stuffing them all with U. S.
dollars. Travelling with all my money in cash, on my person, was worrisome to me, but there was no good alternative.
The press reported worsening economic and social conditions in
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Yugoslavia-The New York Tirues mentioned roving gangs and an increase in violent crime-but as an infantq.rynan in the U. S. Army National Guard I figured tiat I could cope with most situations. One of my
buddies in the Guard generously offered to lend me his expensive body
arrnor, to protect against shrapnel or small-arms fire. I declined because
was too bulky. However, I gratefully accepted my sergeant's offer of a
case of Army rations. When I asked him if it was really all right for me to
take the food, he justified this taxpayer subsidy by sayng, "It's a war
zone, ain't it?"
In the end, after some false leads, I followed the same route that
American clr Yasser Seirawan and other chess journalists had found
independendy. I flew overnight from Boston to Brussels, and on the next
day to Budapest. Budapest was my introduction to Eastern Europe, and
it presented interesting contrasts. I saw heavy-set old women with wrinkled
faces, wearing cheap baglike dresses and scarves wrapped around their One of my fuldes
heads. But the younger generation looked remarkably smart and chic, in the ltlatiqd
like characters out of an u,rv video. The cars were stubby litde machines,
gfleudy
shrunken by the high cost of gasoline in Europe. Everybody smoked Guad

it

oftrd b

cigarettes.

lend

m

From Budapest-my language difficulties increasing as I penetrated
deeper into eastern Europe-I traveled overnight by bus to Belgrade. In l*i hdyarffi, b
odd contrast to American buses, there was a stewardess on the bus who protest qg*$
handed out snacks to the passengers, but there was no toilet and only two
rest stops

in 1 t hours!

The bus was delayed for three hours at the Serbian border, mainly
because the border guards had to process thousands ofreturning Serbs

shnpnd

d st*

ams file

who had driven across the border to buy gasoline in Hungary. They
were pushing their cars through the long line at the border to save gas. I

Yugos-almost extinct in the American automobile markeg
but still surviving in their native habitat.
I had a tense few minutes when the border guard carefully inspected
my passport. Naturally, I was the only American on the bus-proud but
nervous. "You cannot enter," he told me in good English. "Your visa has
expired." This was impossible, because I had just gotten the visa and it
was good for one year. The stewardess took my side and argued my case
successfirlly. The bus rolled into Serbia and on to Belgrade.
Arriving in downtown Belgrade at 4:15 au local time, I located a
currency dealer on the street and convefted some of my dollars to dinars
at a black market rate. When I boarded a new bus to the airport, I
noticed that the ticket had a printed price of 80 dinars, but a rubber
stamp had raised the price to 1,000 dinars. Tbat's real inflation,Ithought.
saw several

At the airport I bought a roundtrip ticket to Tivat, a town in

fu *y bags passed through the x-ray
machine, the guard jumped up and pulled me aside.
"Excuse me, sir, what is in your bag?"

Montenegro near Sveti Stefan.
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'Just food, clothing, and books."

"No guns?"
"No, no guns."

Grandmastel

Sdnwan dancd
at me cudtnsly.
Urchaven, dhty,

d exlurstd,

I

de*ld ffat fie
time was not rit{rt

to

inUoduce

myself.

"All right, you may go." Losing interest, he gestured me through the
gate dismissively. I didn't know whether to feel relieved or offended tlat
I had been so casually judged harmless.
In Tivat the weatier was hot. fu I rode buses south to Sveti Stefan,
the Adriatic Sea broke far below on the rocls to my right, and stark
mountains rose to my left. It was the most beautiful coast I had ever seen.
Later a man I met said to me, "God was too good to us, and we haven't
got enough money to spoil it all."
In the early afternoon, I arrived in the village of Sveti Stefan on the
mainland. I located a small, attractive, and surprisingly cheap pension.
Only $7.50 a day for a naro-bedroom suite with bath and kitchenette,
with lush green vegetation climbing over the railings of the balcony,
from which I had a clear view of the Adriatic. Unshaven, dirty, and
exhausted after three days of travel, I lugged my heavy bags containing
clothing, books, cameras, tape recorder, and Army rations through the
village. I passed Yasser Seirawan sitting at an outdoor cafe with a pretty
young woman and another man. All three of them looked cool and
elegant; Grandmaster Seirawan glanced at me curiously. I decided that
the time was not right to introduce myself.
With my gear secured in my room, I fell asleep for about six hours.
When I woke it was dark again. I decided to wash up and take a walk.
Before leaving my room, I made a quick meal offArmy rations.
I left the pension and walked through the village in the cool evening,
crushing ripe figs underfoot. It was late September, the end of the summer resort season. I walked past the shops of the village, all closed now.
Earlier I had noticed the words NoN-srop painted prominendy on the
window glass of some shops. In Yugoslavia it has long been customary
for retail businesses to keep morning and eveninghours, closing from
l:00 to 5:00 prvr. These days more
businesses are staying open in the
afternoon, NoN-sroP.
Two cafes were still open. I

for Seirawan but
didn't see him. In fact I did not see
him again, so he must have left
looked inside

town. Pretty, dark-haired, suntanned girls in short shrts sat with
well-dressed young men. The radio music had a wild gypsy lilt. I
didn'tlinger; none of itwas relevant
to the mission.
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A mile beyond the village, I
knew, lay the island of Sveti Stefan

where the two players were ensconced with their retinues. Supposedly the "island" was connected
to the mainland by a 100-yard-long
bridge built on a sandbar. I headed
out of the village and into the darkness, along a stone path that seemed to
lead in the right direction.
I found mlnelf walking in darkness along the sea. The path passed
through avenues oftall straight pine trees, wound over rocky crags and
down again. My senses were heightened as I walked in the dark over
unfamiliar terrain and neared my final goal. I felt that I had traveled not
just thousands of miles from home but through 20 years of time-it had
taken me that long to find the hero of myyouth.
Climbing over a rise, suddenly I saw the black bulk of the island
across the sea. It looked just like the pictures I had seen-a great fortified
casde on a roclg surrounded by water except for a narrow, ramrod-

lHtfiat lhd

straight footbridge to the mainland. Then, like a disorienting anachronism in a Monty Python movie, the red letters of a neon sign flashed on badd mtist
the high wall of the casde: sl'rrr sTEFAN HorEL.
ilusilb of
I followed the path down to the bridge and crossed it. At the end was
nil€s frm hdrp
a gate with a guard. Guessing that there must be a restaurant inside, I
told him that I was going in to supper. He waved me through the stone httmEh 20
archway. Inside was a labyrinth of narrow stone passageways. Alleys and
yHs of tim-it
steep stone steps led up in every direction. Sveti Stefan looked like what
it was: a restored medieval town.
hd blan rE tlnt
Immediately I had to stand aside, as a procession marched down a
broad flight of steps to the gate. I saw several well-built men in dark zuits,
whom I later learned were bodyguards; a few pretty young women in hn dmyyfltr.
high heels and fashionable dresses with deep d6colletage; other men
whom I did not recognize; and one man whom I did recognize-Bobby
Fischer, bulky and bearded, looking natty in an expensive blue suit. He
glanced at me suspiciously and, I thought, truculendy as he passed. The
entire group was whisked away in a small fleet ofMercedes automobiles.
It was unusually good luck to glimpse Fischer on my first night in
town, but suddenly I felt confirsed. Why had I come here? What had I
expected to find? I was a chessplayer, not a paparazzo-I should be home
studying and playrng, not chasing after a man who cared nothing for me
and would probably despise me if he even lnew of my existence.
My spirits depressed by such thoughs, I walked slowly back to my
room, which seemed small and mean after the splendor of the island.
The match was at the halfiray point with Fischer leading 5-2; the players
and officials were on break. I would have a week to ask questions and
gather information before everyone left for Belgrade.

@toffitlr
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lnterview with Syetozar Gligloric
cM Svetozar Gligoric served as the match judge in case of disputes.
Before the interview, which was conducted during the one-week break in
Sveti Stefan, Gligoric told me with a laugh: "There are no disputes, so I
to do!" His wife was with him, and he seemed to be
enjoyng the sun and relaxing atrnosphere of the small luxury resort.

have no work

Gligoric was the strongest Yugoslav player for
about 20 years, from 1951 to 1970. He won or shared
the national championship 11 times and played in 14
Olyrnpiads, winning the gold medal for best score on

first board at Munich 1958. He played in

seven

interzonal tournaments and was three times a Candidate for the World Championship. His best-ftnorm
book, Fiscber a. Spaxfo (1972), sold 200,000 copies. In
60 Menorable Games,Fischer included four games
against Gligoric.
Let the reader beware: the opinions expressed to
me by Gligoric may have been less than candid. Like
others in Sveti Stefan who were close to Fischer, he
seemed fearful of doing or saying anydring that might
anger the mercurial American.
Our discussion went straight to the point.

My

Ilhy do !0a think that Bobby Fischer canae back to
play at tbis time? For many years be has had offers of
millions of d.ollars to play.
always some obstacles. I too was surprised, but perhaps it was the first time that all of his conditions had been
met. The first condition was recognition of his tide by the organizers.
The second was adoption of the Steinitz system, a match to 10 wins with

Well, not really. There were

him keeping his tide at 9-9. That was the system on which he

has

insisted ever since 1972. rlrrln made a mistake in not meeting his claims.
The third condition was a large prize fund, better than any that has ever
been offered to other players.

Will

he eaer pl.ay

in tournaments again?

No. He is afraid that the other players will make arangements to
influence the resuls. He will play matches if he plays.
h must be dffiarh to fnd a sponsor who is willing to put up s0 ntucb money
for

sornebody

wbo is so tffnperenxental-who migbt not sbmu ap, wbo migbt

walk out.

I would not say tlut he is temperamental. There is some misunderstanding between public opinion in the United States and Robert Fischer himself. I think that he feels neglected in his own country.
I,{eglected? By wborn?

Well, he was the World Champion; he didn't receive any support
from the government, any official recognition. He has had 20 years of
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Iiving very modesdy. In exile,

I would

say. Even

if he didn't play,

he

deserved some attention.

hwas dfficult tofind him.
Yes, tiat's true. But something could have been done. He had lawyers; he had some friends. They could have been contacted.
A national ruagazine called Spors Illustrated sent a repnrter to Caffirnia to look for him. It wam't easy.
I myself had no contact with Bobby for 12 years, although we are
very good friends-I think-and the moment we renewed contact it was
a good relationship, just the same as it ever was. He is a very simple man
in his behavior. He is honest, sincere, and whatever he says-that is what
he really believes. It might not always be right, but he really believes it; it
is not something calculated.
Who do yoa tbink he will play next?
If he plays, I would think he could play many

people, including [Judit] Polgar, Anand, Timman,
Short, and for the tide, Kasparov.
think that thry woald agree to play Bobby?
Bobby is the one to decide. They should come
looking for him.
If Bobby wins afan matcba, da youtbinkwe will baae
a ituation in tbe chess wodd like there used to be in boxing
w itb nu o wodd cbampions?
That is possible. If that happens, there would be
nothing wrong. It would be good for chess.
How strong da you think that Bobby is now?
He is extremely strong. However, he is very impatient during the games. What he has lost in an absence of 20 years, I think he can regain in six months. I
am referring to practical aspects, like calculating forced
variations. In depth ofunderstanding he already exDo you

ceeds Spassky.
Do yoa think that this is a period ofplaying into forrn?
Yes, but it is quite possible that he will regain his firll strength. He
wants to be even higher than he was. He is a man of extremely good
health, very strong, with a very fresh mind. If you look at the photos,
that's not him. He looks much younger in person.
Whm Fiscber preparedfor tbe 1972 nntch, be said, "Mind and body are
lne." He trained at a. resnrt in New York in the Catskills, wbere be played.
tennis, punched a bag and also stud.ied chess. But now be's 20 years older, be's
pat 0n a lot of weigbt. Do you think he will ny to get in good pbysical shape?
He is in good physical shape. When he stands up, he doesn't look
heavy, and he is stronger than he ever was before. He was slim then-he
is not slim anymore, but he is extremely strong. His health is better than

you might think.
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It seems that Fiscber is dixating all tbe dctails of tbis matcb. I dnn't think
that many other playm woald put up with tbat.
Well, I wouldn't say that he is dictating, just offering very fair terms,
and Spassky realizes that. For instance, I will start with the prize fund.
Out of this $5 million, Fischer could have been guaranteed, let us say, $4
million, and the rest would be offered to his rival. He didn't want it that
way. He wanted to split the money into winner's and loser's shares. If he
loses the match, he will not get as much money as Spassky. So it's very
fair. Despite his prestige here, he does not want special privileges. I don't
know this, but I think they were given the same advance for this match.
Also, he made this beautifirl chess clock I have tried it many timesit is beautiful, another touch of genius. It will improve chess play very
much, preventing time pressure which can cause terrible blunders.
Vf/hat dn yu tbink about Fischer's proposal to change the des of cbess?
[Fischer has propwed shuftling the position of tbe pieces on the fim rank before

nery game.l

It's an idea. I am against iq because I do not think that the game can
be exhausted. He wants to make things more difficult for computers, and
he wans to make sure that each player is using his own imagination. It's
a healthy ambition, but I wouldn't want any other form of chess mpelf.
Hnu well is Spassky pkying?
Despite some slips, I think that he has played very well, better than
many people expected. He has often had the initiative. You should not
underestimate a former world champion. He's a very strong player,
although his rating may be lower than it used to be.
You are a ae?y strlng player, of cource. Are you able to judge the leuel at
wbich Fischer and Spassfo are playing? Canyouattach any Elonumbm?
Yes. Well, I don't like to think
in numbers. I don't think that either one of them has shown his
maximum strength by now. Spassky
has played gre t deal in the years
^
since the Reykjavikmatch, butvery
seldom lately. Also, [he has played]
with diminished ambitions, which
is very important. Now I think that

he plap with ambition. He has

a

proper opponent and excellent conditions. It is the oppornrnity of his

life.
Do you tbink that Fischer can
achieue the same Elo

lnel

as 20 yearc

ago?

Not onlythat, but even higher.
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Do you know

if he spent

the last 20 years studying chess, or what did be do?

I'm sure he did. I don't think it was in the same way that one does
while playing in of6cial competitions, but nevertheless he followed new
ideas, and he knows almost all the games of Kasparov, Karpov, and the
others. What he didn't do, I think, was specifically to prepare himselfthat's the point. He is doing that now, and he will improve every day.
Do yoa think that there is a psycbohgical burden on Spassky, a hurden of
bixory? Here is Fiscber cmtingback after 20 yearsI think the only problem is that Spassky was surprisedl flaughing]
Surprised that this match could happen, and under such wonderfrrl conditions. He said to me, "If somebody told me that the Martians have
landed, I would believe that, too." He is psychologically confused by a

situation that doesn't look like reality. I think he will recover in the
second half. He played well in the beginning of the match, and now he
has the chance to rest. He fought even in the first game, which he lost

It looked like an
old-fashioned method that nobody recognized as a dangerous one. He
found a very good way to get counterplay.
His team is good, toHMS Balashov and Nikitin. Balashov lnows
all of Fischer's games by heart; he earned a degree in chess science in
Moscow. Nikitin was Kasparov's most confidential second for at least l3
years. So Spassky chose the people who could serve him best.
because he was surprised at the method Fischer applied.

Fiscber has GM Twre. Hnt did he selea Torre?
He has been friendly with Torre's family for many years. Torre is an

honest man, and Fischer trusted him. That was the most important
thing. Of course, Torre is a very strong player and he
is well acquainted with the development of ideas and
contemporary chess theory.
ln wbat part of tbe game d.o you tbink tbat Fischer is
weakest right nuw? Wbat dnes he need to work on? Or is it
just bisform?
I don't see anything serious. He

might not be acquainted with certain new ideas, but he has many
sources of information including
the computer. It is only a matter of
time. He will be on top of it.
W o is tbis girlftimd of Fiscb er's ?

girlfriend?
cannot say that fiaughing], I
am not Fischer. I think that their
friendship beganwith her askingfor
chess lessons. She lived in the
United States; her father was a
Hungarian diplomat in New York.

Is she really a

I
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Did

he agree to giae her cbess lessons?

What I heard was that he didn't answer for

a

long time. But being

a

conscientious man, he decided to reply. He is a very fair man, and he saw
a young girl who wanted help. He didn't answer her for maybe a yea4
then she repeated her plea and he answered her. That is how they
became acquainted.
Just one last qaestion, about tbe organizer of this match, Mr. Jezdimir
Vasiljnic. Who b this man and haw did be get all this monry for a cbess mntcb?
We have had several successfirl private banks lin Yugoslavia] in the
past several years, and one of them is his Jugoskandic Bank. I think that
he has spent a great deal of time outside this country, and speaks many
languages. Financially he is very knowledgeable. He is
very successful, that's all I know. And he is a kind of
enthusiast. He likes to surprise the world.
Hmu did he get the ideafor this mntch?
He talked to me about six months before he met
Fischer, knowing that I have been friendlywith Fischer.
I gave him only one piece ofadvice: ifhe should offer
Fischer a bigger prize than anybody else had ever

gotten in chess, it might influence him to think about
playing again.
A few months passed and I didn't hear from Mr.
Vasiljevic, so I assumed that the match idea was just a
v/ay to get some cheap publicity for the bank. First he
say's that he wants to support a match for Fischer, then

'1.1r

;{

he does nothing and gets free publicity.
But what happened next was that he really pushed
this idea by himself. He persuaded Fischer to play,
and we are gratefirl.

Snooping Around
Gligoric \Mas apparendy reluctant to speak frankly
about Fischer and the shadowy angel of this match,
Jezdimir Vasiljevic, for fear of word getting back to
them.

Other people in Sveti Stefan were blunt. "I am
glad the match is done here," said a man I meq whom I will
call Savo. "It was a comedy. I did not like it." Savo was a
native Montenegrin and a chess fan, like all Yugoslavs. He
spoke to me freely on condition that I not identify him. "Don't
say my name in your article," he told me with a laugh, "just
say'a man I met.' Otherwise I will get into trouble."
Like many Serbs, Savo was an Americanophile who remembered
U. S. help in World War II. "Tears ran down my cheefts," he told me
emotionally, "when we heard that Kennedy was shot." He told me,
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"People are the same everywhere. But I don't understand what our
leaders are doing. Nobody understands it." Over a botde of Slovenian
wine, he said, "We are waiting for the Americans. I think they should
carpet-bomb around Sarajevo to destroythe Serbian positions, and make
corridor to Split.
"The worst thing," said Savo as we watched the Miss Croatia Pageant on TV one night, "is that now we all hate each other. Serbs hate

a

Croats, Croas hate Musselmen [Muslims], and Musselmen hate Serbs
and Croats. Why?
"Two years ago we had a vote in Montenegro, whether to stay allied
with the communist sJrstem in Serbia. We preferred to stay. Now, whenever I see a long line for petrol or some other big problem, I laugh and
say, 'See? You wanted it, and you got it!"'
Savo told me something I also heard from other Yugoslav sources:
after signing a five-year lease on Sveti Stefan with the Montenegrin
government, Vasiljevic had made only the first month's payment. Even
though he had technically defaulted, he continued to run the town as his
private domain. I saw him several times at the hotel but decided to keep a
low profile. Like all foreign visitors to Yugoslavia, I had been issued a
domestic passport listing my local residence. If Vasiljevic decided I was
troublesome, my position would be weak
I did talk to the pleasant young man who managed the papoll for
Vasiljevic's Sveti Stefan operation. Drafted for a year of military service
like all young Yugoslav men, Dejan had been a truck-driver in the Serbian
Army in 1991. He was shot in the stomach in occupied territory and
almost died. After six months in the hospital, he returned home to Sveti
Stefan and went to work for Vasiljevic. He told me impatiendy, "It
America, the journalists are paid well to tell you only one side. We are
not the only ones shooting!" I replied, "I don't doubt it." To myself I
said: "I like you, but if you invaded my country, I would shoot you, too."
fu we walked one day along the stunning beaches, over the immaculate lawns, and through the shady olive groves of the resort, worknen
repeatedlycalled to Dejan in Serbo-Croatian. He told me ruefrrlly, "Wherever I go, tlle workers want to know when they are getting paid and how
much." He added, "I think that being a zburnalix is the perfect job."
Looking at the view around us, I was inclined to agree.
One night I was woken by gunfire outside my window. Not having
brought the body annor, I left the investigation to others and went back
to sleep. In the morning my landlord apologized for the disturbance,
explaining, "It was only my neighbor, who is celebrating the birth of a
son after two girls. You will not think we are very civilized, but that is the
custom in Montenegro. I do not approve of it. It is prohibited by the
authorities, but as you can see, people still do it." My landlord, like nearly
all the people I met in Serbia and Montenegro, was gracious and friendly.
"Think of yourself as one of the family," he said often during my stay.
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One afternoon while I loitered near the reception desk of the Sveti
Stefan Hotel, Boris Spassky walked in and placed a call to Fischer's
room. Like anygood reporter, I eavesdropped. Spasskysaid, "Ah, Bobby,
how are you doing, I hope I did not disturb you. We
are going to row around the island in a small boat.
Balashov is swimming but it is too far for me. Do
you want to come? They have paddle-boats; you
can have one. IJp to you, up to you. Yes, ofcourse,
you can decide later. We will call you again when
we go. Seeyou. Goodbye." Spassky
hung up the phone, and with a rumbling laugh said to the desk clerk,
"He's so lazyt" Ihave reported this
one-sided telephone conversation
verbatim because these were the
only words I ever heard Spassky
speak I was prevented by his "team"
from approaching him direcdy. Apparendy both players signed contracts with Jugoskandic specifying
that for the duration of the match
they could only make statements

through approved channels.
Spasskywas, however, kind enough
to sign a couple of bools for me.
I could have monitored both
players more closely. Knowingthat
Spasskywent out every morning to
swim, I did not approach him then
or try to take picnrres. Obviously I
am not a born journalisg because I
thought the man deserved some
time to himself.
Fischer, too, sometimes went

for a swim behind the island, I
leamed from the girlfriend of one
of his bodyguards. She told me,
"Bobby is a very strange man.

When he swims with his bodyguard, he does not know how to
turn back." I asked her what she
meant. She said, "He just swims
straight out to sea. His bodyguard
has to tell him when ro turn
around."
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She also told me, "Fischer salzs that he will never
marry. He needs all of his time for chess." I remembered a story told by Hungarian player Laszlo Szabo,
quoted recendy in a Hungarian source. According to
Szabo, at the Buenos Aires 1960 tournament (the only
international event in which Fischer scored less than
50%) he sayed in a room next to Fischer's. "One
night, a grandmaster took a lady up to him. I do not
know how long she stayed there. The next morning,
though, when we stepped out of our rooms at the
exact same moment, Fischer said: 'Chess is better."'
Aftermyfirst night in town, I saw Fischer in Sveti
Stefan three more times. The first time was in the
dining room of the Sveti Stefan Hotel. I was having
dinner and he ducked through quickly, dressed in a
brown suit and tie, probably on his way to some secret
room where he could dine in his customary seclusion.
The second time I acnrally found him. Bored and
looking for action, I was lurking in a part of the hotel
where I knew I shouldn't be. Something was going on; I
could see bodyguards posted and hotel staffscurrying about.
I eluded the guards and by some fatal attraction found myself entering a small private room. There was Bobby Fischer sitting at a
small table, eating his brealdast at 2:00 rlr, and alking intensely with
another man seated across from him. Fischer looked up at me, an unauthorized stranger who had just approached within five feeg and our eyes
locked. Then I noticed the bodyguard rapidly coming toward me, stage
right, and I realized that there was no future for me in this room. I
apologized and departed, and was not pursued.
The third and final time was
the day that Fischer, Spassky, and
their entourages left Sveti Stefan.
Agaggle of onlookers had gathered
at the footbridge, tipped offby the
fleet of Mercedes that something
was about to break. They were
Yugoslavs on holiday, hoping like
me to catch a glimpse of fame.
I had time for one fuzzy photo.
Spassky is on the left in the picture,
stepping up onto the low wall of
the footbridge to get around the
car blocking his path. Fischer, wearing his sunvisor and looking direcdy
at t}re camera, is visible just behind
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and to the viewer's right of Spassky. The match organizer Vasiljevic is
barely visible in the background to the viewer's left of Spassky. Quite
visible in the right foreground is an angry bodyguard with his arm and
voice raised, shouting at me. Moments later he and one of his pals seized
me and demanded that I give up my film. They escorted me away to a
quiet place where we talked. I absolutely refused to give up my film, and
now that we were out of the public eye they did not insist. Perhaps they
were more concerned about putting on a good show in front of their
famous guest. We parted, I tlink, in mutual embarrassment.
The Match Result
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is not the place for a detailed analysis of the moves played in
Fischer-Spassky tr. The world knows that Fischer won fairly easily, 10-5
with 15 draws. The play of both competitors was uneven-sparkling at
times, feeble at other times. Perhaps the playing schedule was pardy to
blame. Four match games a week for eight weeks is a heavy load, and
every game was played to the end-as long as eight hours without breaks.
However, there is no doubt that both players have seen better days.
For example, even those observers who praised Fischer's conduct of the
first game, a Ruy Lopez Breyer Variation, have pointed out that Spassky's
failure to capture en passant onb3 was a mistake that the younger Spassky
would not have made. Fischer, who claims to have studied the games of
Kasparov and Karpov deeply and found proof of their "cheating," completely missed Spassky's 25... f5 in game five and lost. The ... f5 idea was
prominent in Karpov's games of the last world championship cycle; too
bad Fischer didn't put his study time to better use. The Deep Thought II
computer poked several holes in both Fischer and Spassky's play.
Most people were primarily interested to see how well Fischer would
play after a 2}-year layoff. After the first game, Miguel Najdorf said,
"This showed that Fischer has not been sleeping for 20 years. He will
win this match by a bigger margin than the 121/z-8Yz of Iceland."
In fact Fischer won by a five-point margin, the same as in Reykjavik
if we ignore his forfeit loss in game two of that march, but the 1992
match was 10 games longer. And Spassky is currendy rated 2560, 100
points lower than he was tn 1972. Using the standard formula, Fischer's

performance rating in the 1992 match was 2627.Howeter, it is hard to
evaluate a player's rating on the basis of one match against one player. In
a match, particularly one in which draws do not count, neither player
minds a draw. According to the originator of the rating q/stem himself,
Arpad Elo, ratings are only statistically valid when derived from play
against varied opposition-the more games against the more players, the
more valid the rating. On the evidence of this match, Fischer may still be
in 2600 FrDE range on his good days. On his bad days, especially in
passive positions like the one he got in game four, he shifu pieces aimlessly to and fro like a baffled commercial chess computer.
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cu LevAlbuft, a noted chess teacher, believes that the intense practice of the match is bound to boost Fischer's practical strength significandy, perhaps after a three-month lag while Fischer's brain absorbs the
lessons. This opinion accords with the experience of many players.
Spassky, of course, was not the most testing opponent. He was
appropriate for this match because Fischer knew and trusted him, and he
could be relied upon by all parties not to disturb Fischer by expressing
any upsetting opinions of his own. According to Oscar Panno, "Fischer
chose Spassky because Kasparov would walk over him. The match does orr levAh[t, a
not have any meaning, because Bobby is close to 50 and he will not be
able to play against someone on Kasparov's level." In contrast to Panno, notd dess
Seirawan suggested that Spassky may not have brought out Fischer's t€dr€r, bdieves
best play. "Fischer is friendly [with Spassky] and doesn't have the real

fiat $e inbtre
aggression needed for a chess fight."
Spassky played with more verve than we have seen from him in pnctice d Ue
recent years, but it is clear tllat he no longer considers himself a chess
professional. Flis mode of dress was revealing of his attitude toward this rntd b bormb
match. At the beginning in Sveti Stefan, both players dressed in zuits and inpwe Fsdds
4w'orld Championship." In Belgrade,
ties to uphold the image ofthe ersau
practicf $€r8fi
Spassky began to relax. During the 12th game, for example, he wore a
plain white shirt open at the collar. When not on move, he padded si$ificanty.
around in slippers, looking less like a dangerous sporting opponent than
somebody's grandfather who had wandered onto the stage by accident
and was trying to find an exit. Oddest of all, he confessed at the 19
October press conference in Belgrade that he liked to spend as much
time as possible during the game offstage in his private box, "to be alone.
Sometimes I sleep a litde bit or eat or just think. It's quite comfortable."
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Spassky's play may have been hampered by psychological factors.

He admires Fischer, even feels affection for him, and wans Fischer's
comeback to succeed. At the press conference in Sveti Stefan at the
halfivay point, Spassky described his reaction to Fischer's innovation 7
b4 in the llth game: "I was a litde surprised, and at the same time I
became very happy. I realized that Bobby was playing like a young man'
and it was my principal goal to make him stonger and stronger in every
game." These are the words of a trainer, not an opponent.
-l
In the 19 October press conference, Spasskywas even more explicit:
rdhd ftat
"I'm ready to fight and I want to fight, but on the other hand I would like
Bobby wr plqitg
Bobby to win because I believe that Bobby must come back to chess and
show his best. So I'm trying to give him excellent training."
like a yar{ ma1
Sadly, Fischer needs more help than a chess trainer can provide.
and it was my
Partway through the match, he was asked: "What do you think about
your play so far?" His answer was, "Well, I think I'm doing quite well
prndplgd b
considering that I've been blacklisted for the last 20 years by the World
malc lilm stotgs
Jewry." At other moments during the match, he spoke with surprising
realism, even humility. After drawing game three, he said, "This was
and stoqg in
maybe an off day for me. I hope it was an off day." After playing even
evqy gilF."
worse to lose the next game, he must have been terribly disappointed.
But he said to tlle post-game interviewer, "That's chess, you know. One
day you give a lesson, next day your opponent gives you a lesson."
Most expers felt that the quality of play in this strange match was
below top-flight cu praxis, but said that Fischer showed signs of his old
brilliance. More experience will be needed, they agreed, before
he can be written offentirely as a pretender to Kasparov's throne'
onrJan Timman suggested, "He has the strength but maybe not
the concentration,"
cu Lev Polugayevsky said, "It
is very important that he should
continue to play after this match is
over, and in due time he will again
be on the very top." Fischer sap
that he will not play in any tournaments, but several top players, in-

cluding Short and Anand, have
recendy expressed interest in playing a match with him.

The Anand-Ivanchuk match
(see previous

article), between the

fifth- and second-highest-rated
players in the world respectively,
was held in Linares, Spain while

Fischer and Spassky were playing
in Sveti Stefan. Some top players
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disparaged the "outdated" play of Fischer-Spassky II and pointed to the
Linares event as "the real thirg."
cu Ljubomir Ljubojevic, who attended the Linares games, dissented
strongly: "That's nonsense. Boris and Bobby are playing real chess, eternal chess, while the match between the two representatives of the youngest generation was boring and full of errors. I also disagree with those
who say that Bobby and Boris can't play modern variations. That doesn't
mean a thing. One could just as well say that young players can't play the
older variations. The whole trrth is that Fischer is playing a very strong
game, Spasskyis just a trifle weaker, while Anand and Ivanchukwere, to
be honest, a complete disappointrnent."
Timman was "not in the least satisfied" with the Fischer-Spassky
games, but praised Linares as "a very good match-the games were of
the highest quality." cu Nigel Short, on the other hand, said: "I completely disagree with Timman about

the Anand-Ivanchuk match. It was mlcFa-*a.e.
a normal match with a lot of blunders. People have been critical of
blunders in the Fischer-Spassky
match, but all matches are full of
blunders."
At a post-match press conference, Fischer didn't tip his hand as

to his next move. He claimed not
to be worried about U. S. prosecution for breaking the economic embargo on Yugoslavia and refusing

to pay tax on his winnings. "I'm
happy to be back playrng chess," he said. He also mentioned that Kasparov had sent him a letter a few years
back, signing it "your co-champion." An objective person
might consider this a rather charitable gesture byKasparov
to indulge Fischer's humor. But Fischer raged to the press,
"He is not my co-championl He is a criminal, he should
be in jail!" Once again, Central Casting couldn't have found a more
provocative actor for this particular role.
At the closing ceremony, the packed audience chanted "Bobby,
Bobby," as Fischer and Spassky embraced on stage. "I thank the wonderfirl Yugoslav people. You've been a great audience," the victor told them.
Fischer wept discreedy, wiping away atear.
It is moving to consider Fischer's naked humanity beneath the armor of his warped personality. Despite all the problems he has caused
and may yet cause, he has suffered much, and he gready risked both his
legend and his troubled psyche by returning to public competition after
so manyyears. Psychologist Peter Popper, quored earlier from an article
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168 Hoars, said in the same article, "I
human greamess in undertaking an adventure like this at age 50 [.rlc],
accepting the risk of failure. I perfecdy undersand if Kasparov calls
Fischer's comeback laughable----one cannot leave for decades without a
negative effect-but I think there is still something wonderfully beautifirl
in this resurrection in a psychological sense. It is a very humane, touching, and hopeless revolt against time, aging, and the performance deterioration that accompanies aging. "
The American public seems to have reacted with enthusiasm to
Fischer's return to the board, if not to his politics' In a press release, the
U. S. Chess Federation noted "a dramatic increase in chess interest
attributable to this match." Sales of boards, sets, and books were up.
Anecdotal evidence indicated that players who dropped chess after
Fischer's retirement were returning to the game.
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Deconstructin€ the Fischer MYth
Bobby Fischer---or RobertJames Fischer as he now prefers to be calledhas returned to competitive chess after 20 years' How can we make sense
of this? Many of uq perhaps most of us' were convinced that he had
entered forever into the miss of history; we feel almost as if a statue in
the park had stepped down off its pedesal and spoken to us. Now we
must examine the changed situation and try to deconstruct the Fischer
myth to get at the man and realitY.

Even in his youth, Bobby Fischer had begrrn to wrap himself in
legend. Winning the U.S. Championship at age 14, qualif ing for the
Candidates Tournament at age 15, scoring a perfect 1 1-0 in the 196344

U.S. Championship-these explois were all mere preludes to his incredible play on the path to the World Championship in 197G-72. Who
games in a row from the world's strongest grandmasters? Who will ever again score lSVz-2Vznthtree Candidates Matches?
Comparable deeds had never been done before, and it seems unlikely
that Garry Kasparov or anybody else will match them in the future.
After his retirement n 1972, Fischer's most important legary was
the elevated chess consciousness of ordinarypeople everywhere. Byfighting for good playing conditions and large prize funds, he helped to raise
the pu6lic status of chess, especially in America. At the same time, his
immature and unbalanced personal behavior made many dislike him,
and convinced the man on the street-if he had needed any convincing-that chessplayers were brilliant but abnormal, a breed apart.
Fischer's extraordinary energy and complete devotion to the game
were key ingrediena of his success. Boris Spassky once described to a
friend the effect of Fischer's psychic force:

will ever again win 20

was the game at Siegen [1970 Olympiad], you know, t]re last game we
played [before rhe 1972 match]. We were in the fifth hour. He was lost'
ruined, not a chancel I knew it, he knew it' But he sat there-almost an

It
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hour!----calculating, calculating, calculating! Inside, he was screaming. He
was pale, like a dead man, but this force was going through him like
millions of volts. I could feel it smashing and smashing at me across the
board. Well, it had an effect, I can tell you that. Five or ten minutes-all
right. But an hour! In the end, lwas the one screaming inside. When you
play Bobby, it is not a question ifyou win or lose. It is a question ifyou
survive. (Quoted in Darrach, Bobby Fbcber as. The Rex of the llorld.)
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However, Fischer \ras not quite the Nietzschean supennan his leg-

ftb brce was
claims-sarting
goiB tnl$ l*n
in his teenage years-to be the best chessplayer in the world, he was
unable to win the World Championship until l972,whenhe was 29.
like nt'ilbns d
Let us examine these claims. Why didn't Fischer win the world
volb.lcqfi ftd
championship earlier?
end makes him out to be. Despite his orMn frequent loud

His first realistic oppornrnity came in the 1963 rycle; Fischer would
have turned 20 in March of that year. He never got to play Bowinnik for
the tide because he played badly at the Curagao Candidates Tournament
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in1962, eliminatinghimself from the rycle byfinishing fourth. Fischer's actGs
critics have often cited this failure as proof that he was not yet good

tF bild,"

enough to beat the world's best players, faulting especially the sterility of
his opening play. We will never know how fair this criticism is, because
he was obviously not in good form at Curagao. He played well below the
level of his +13=9 score at the Stockholm Interzonal, which he had won
lry 2Vz points. After Curagao he wrote a furious article in .Sporrs lllustated,
"The Russians Have Fixed World Chess." Apparendy he was bitterly
disappointed and desperate to find a scapegoat. fu Fischer's biographer
Frank Brady has written: when things go wrong, Bobby Fischer is not
the man to blame himself. Histoqy's current verdict: the Soviets normally colluded to some extent, but Fischer's failure at Curagao was largely
his own fault.
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Could Fischer have won the world championship in 1966? Strangely,
Fischer chose not to compete in this cycle, although rroE adopted the
new format of elimination matches in preference to the former candidates tournament in part because of Fischer's complaints, which were
widely echoed. Fischer was probably not Spass$s equal in 1966-ndeed, he never won a game from him before rhe 1972 match-and
perhaps not Petrosian's either, although we shall never know because
Fischer refused to compete in the 1964 Amsterdam Interzonal. It is
worth mentioning that Fischer played litde during rhe 196446 period,
while the Danish cu Bent Larsen was dazzling the chess world. Leaving
the Russians aside for the moment, Fischer may not have been even the
best Western player in the mid- 1960s. It is impossible, of course, to leave
the Russians aside. The English master Leonard Barden wrote in Tlte
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a series against his main rivals.
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1967 ,

Starting with the Candidates' at Curagao in 1962, where he claimed the
Russians cheated during their games with him [not an accurate representation of Fischer's claims: he said that they played for draws against one
another], he has had only mediocre success. Fischer reappeared in international toumaments at Flavana 1965, and from then until Monaco 1967 ,
he had played ten games against Russians, winning only one, with five
defeats. It is ominous if a world tide claimant can score only 30 percent in

emotimal staHlity
arc at
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Fischer forfeited his oppomrnity to play for the tide in 1969 due to
his own mental and emotional instability. Mental and emotional stability
are at least as important in chess as in other fields; it is useless to claim
greatness for a player who is too neurotic to show up at the board. While

leading rhe 1967 Tunis Interzonal, he dropped out after a series of
acrimonious disputes.
Fischer apologists like to argue legalistically about Fischer's "rights"
like this, but they miss the forest for the rees. Throughout his
career, Fischer has habitually argued over details, making large problems
out of small matters. Behaving in a brusque, abusive, and generally unpleasant manner, he has insisted on everything that he thinls is due to
himself without considering the imposition on other people. Many observers have suggested that Fischer enjoys the feeling of power he gets by
making constant demands. (At Sveti Stefan, he required the organizers
to raise the height of all the toilets in the hotel one inch. The psychologisa would have a field daywith that one.)
It is not surprising tlat when he actually has had a valid case to
make, many people have been unwilling to listen. In a 1962 Harper's
magazine article about Fischer, Ralph Ginzburg summed up the problem as diplomatically as anyone could: "I brought up a number of his
most publicized controversies and asked Bobby for his side of the story.
In each case he was able to present what sounded like perfecdy reasonable explanations for the position he had aken. Whether or not he
subsequendy damaged his position by obstinacy and unwillingness to

in
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It is this rigid adherence to principle-to the point of self-destruction-that seems to characterize alcompromise is another question ...

most all of his difficulties." This observation was not only accurate in
1962, but prescient of Fischer's later career.
In 1972 Fischer finally won the world championship by defeating
Spassky in a match that had even more action off the board than on it.
Fischer made trouble about the site, the prize fund, the organizers, and
nnq and alienated many of his own friends and supporters by his bizarre
personal behavior. The match was delayed while he dithered in New
York, reluctant to fly to Iceland. If rroB President Euwe had not postponed the start of the match, Spasskywould have won by forfeit before it
had even begun. More than once, Spassky and his team were on the
verge of walking out. According to some sources, Spassky was actually
ordered home by Pavlov, the Chairman of the Soviet Sport Committee,
but courageously defied authority because he felt a sporting obligation to
the chess world.
After losing the first game and forfeiting the second, Fischer refused
to play the third game on the stage in the auditorium, even after all film
cameras had been removed. Apparendy he was disturbed by the idea of
the non-existent cameras and was generally anry at the organizers. He
insisted on playing away from the audience in an ill-furnished back room
of the building, the infamous "ping-pong room." If Spassky had refused
to play in this room, as he had every right to do, Fischer would probably
have forfeited another game and eventually the match. (ror President
Euwe had already ruled by telegram that Fischer would lose the match if
he did not show up to play the third and fourth games.) Surprisingly,
Spassky agreed to play chess in the ping-pong room.
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Not surprisingly, considering the pqychological position of total
control that Fischer had been allowed to establish, Spassky lost this game
and went on to lose the match. Fischer had everybody in Iceland over a
barrel: the Russians, who would look like cowards if they went home; the
organizers, who had spent buckets of money on the match; and his own
team of helpers, who had sweated blood to drag Fischer this far and
invested years of their lives in the effort.
When we look back at the 1972 match and all of Fischer's shenanigans, we wonder not why it took him so long, but how he ever
became World Champion. We wonder why so many rules were bent
or broken and so many social and ethical norms were ignored to
accommodate him, and why so many worthy people devoted so much
time and energy to the thankless task of promoting his erratic progress
toward the title.
Let's also consider the events of 197 5 , which I believe call for a fresh
interpretation. Fischer tried to impose his conditions for the tide match
on the challenger, as if he were an old-time champion in the bad old days
before prpE took over in 1948. rror is not a perfect solution to the
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problems of organizingworld chess, but modern chess under an international federation is preferable to the age of buccaneering world champions who reigned at their own pleasure, plalrg only when and whom
they chose.
This is a heretical statement for an American, but I believe that
Fischer might well have lost to Karpov in 1975. Karpov had recendy
defeated Spassky in their Candidates match by a very impressive 4-1
score, altiough his victory over Korchnoi in the Candidates final was
narrow. (We must remember that Spassky was very strong in those days:
he had won the 1973 Soviet Championship convincingly and had defeated Robert Byrne 3-0 in the Candidates quarterfinal match.)
In 1975, in contrast to Karpov, Fischer had not played in three
years. The evidence indicates that he spent much of that time completely
away from chess, involving himself in the Worldwide Church of God, a
frrndamentalist religious cult to which he apparendy gave much of his
1972 pize money. Fischer had withdrawn from chess before, but never
for so long and never so extremely. In his past comebacks he had always
begun shahly. Looking at the evidence, can any objective person argue
that Fischer would have had an easy time against ktpon, the strongest
active player in the world, who was a thorough professional, in top form,
totally focused on the 197 5 match, and backed by the resources of the
Soviet chess machine?
Despite his arrogance, Fischer must have had an inkling that Karpov
would be trouble. Flence his absolute insistence on the Steinitz rules.
We can easily imagine his reasoning (Brooklyn accent added for emphasis): Sare, I'm gonna lose afew gantes atftfi. Can't be helped. But 10 games?

Naaab. Viewed in this light, many things become clearer, including
Fischer's continued adherence to the Steinitz rules. fu more time passed,
the need to play himself into shape became ever more critical.
The Fischer myth not only obscures the reality of his sporting record,
but hinders honest attempts to describe his playing style. He has been
called a great attacking player and the most knowledgeable student of the
openings ever (perhaps leaving out Kasparo% who benefits from team
research and ChessBase).
The reality is somewhat different and deserves to be explained better. While Fischer has alwal.s been an exnemely aggressiae player, all-out
for the win, his style is classical in the sense that he strives for clarity in

the position. He will not usually take tactical risks, preferring to play
rationally and coldbloodedly; his games are not known for irrational
or speculative Tal-like eruptions. It can be illuminating to read Tal's
notes to Fischer's games, in which Tal mentions various tactical avenues that Fischer might have taken but avoided in the interest of
clarity and simplicity.
fu for Fischer's openinp, it may be true that he was the world's
greatestspecialistin such openings
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and perhaps even in overall ftnowledge. However, while his 1972 match
Spassky proved Fischer's versatility, it did not clearly establish the
success of his openings. David Levy writes charitably tn Hmt Fischer Plays
Chess, "The psychological effect of switching openings so often, and
choosing lines that he had never before played, was a masterpiece of
judgment. Not only did Spassky's psyche have to survive the traumatic

with

period before the match when nobody lnew whether or not Fischer
it also had to recover from the
surprise of playing a completely nev/ opponent." Another interpretation
of events is possible: Fischer was driven to seek refuge in a variety of
lines, especially as Black, because he could not trust his own favorite
variations. Spassky busted Fischer's Poisoned Pawn in game 11, and
Fischer never dared trot out his favorite King's Indian Defense. Instead
we saw Fischer playng Alekhine's Defense, the Pirc, and the Sicilian
Kan against I e4, and a variety of defenses against I d4. The official
Soviet view as stated by Vasily Panov in 64 was, "Spassky surpassed
Fischer in opening preparation, but the American was much more energetic and precise in the middlegame."
What openinp would Fischer have chosen against Karpov, that
monster of quiet precision, in 197 5? If Fischer ever seriously intended to
play that match, which some people doubt, he must have been concerned about the state of his openings. Fischer with the black pieces
would have had to shore up his own favorite variations or continue to
rely upon confusing his opponent by the wide range of his repertoire.
Karpov, on the other hand, was a great specialist of the Caro-Kann

would actually come to Iceland, but

Defense, an opening that gave Fischer fits.
Let's jump ahead to 1992, t year of comebacl.<s in the sports world.
The tennis legend Bjorn Borg is rying to come back at age 35. At last
check, he hadn't won a set against anybody. Swimming legend Mark
Spitz tried to come back but failed to make rhe 1992 U. S. Olympic team.
Spitz is an interesting case because his era exacdy parallels Fischer's.
Fischer beat Spassky in 1972 and retired, while Spiz won seven gold
medals n the 1972 Summer Olympia and retired. Everybody who remembers Fischer-Spassky 1972 also remembers Spiz's famous best-
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selling poster, displaying the tanned and grinning athlete in his
swimsuit, standing with hands on slim hips, wearing all his gold medals around his neck. If you'ae got it, flaunt it, Spitz seems to be saying,
which is apparently the reverse of Fischer's philosophy. Bobby Fischer
and Mark Spitz appeared in facing full-page photos in Life magazine
in 1972. They also appeared on the same Bob Hope show together in
1972. (Fischer's line as he loped on stage was, "There aren't any
cameras around here, are there?")
We know what happened to Bjorn Borg and Mark Spitz in 1992.
Bobby Fischer's return has been more lucrative, but how do we assess his
sporting prospects?
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Garry Kasparov is quoted in the latest issue of New In

Chess as

saying, "One of my worries is the destmction of the Fischer legend. It
hasn't disappeared for me and I hope it hasn't disappeared for you, but it
may disappear for young players like Kramnik and Lautier, who will say,
'What kind of chess is this? 1972? Was this a great player?' Because he is
now playing the same as he was 20 yearc ago. Like Borg playing tennis
with a wooden racket." Kasparov added, "Now he's someone from the
past. He doesn't belong to our world. He's an alien." (Kasparov likes to
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demonize his potential opponents. Before his last match with ktporr,
The Nat York Times quoted the world champion's bizarre chancteization of Karpov as "a creature of darkness," who was "not even like a
human being.")
Under pretense of showing concern for Fischer's legend, Kasparov
damns him with faint praise. He also muddies the true issues. It is pure
foolishness to assert that Fischer is "now playrng the same as he was 20
years ago." fu Mikhail Bowinnik said during rhe recent match, "This is
not the Fischer we used to know, the Fischer who used to fascinate us
with his play. He was a virnroso of calculation. That Fischer is no more,
nor can he be."
The image of Borg with his wooden racket is similarly false and
misleading. Chess is not played with any equipment other than the
human mind. Opening fashions may have changed in 20 years, but the
basic ideas of chess have not. cu John Nurur said, "There are not many
differences between chess today and chess 20 years ago. Some of the
openings are different, but chess does not change much."
There are more tournaments and more good players today, but
strong chessplayers are strong regardless of fashions. Fischer himself
holds a similar view. When he published his own list in 1963 of the top
10 chessplayers of all time, he included PaulMorphy, writing "Morphy's
natural talents would be more than sufficient for him to vanquish the
best 20th-century players." @ischer added significandy, "As is well-known,
Morphy gave up the game in 1859. His disillusionment was more with
chessplayers than with chess.") Similarly, I believe that Emanuel Lasker
at his best would be dangerous to the top players in the world today.

At New York

1924, the 55-year-old Lasker swept aside all the
Hypermoderns and took first place (+13=6-l) ahead of the World
Champion Capablanca. Nor can we doubt that Mikhail Bowinnik at
his peak would also be very strong today. So would Fischer-perhaps
even stronger than Kasparov, although we can never know.
Even today Fischer is only 49, certainly not too old to play top-flight
in 1924. Bowinnik was 49 when he
recaptured the world championship from Tal in 1961. Korchnoi at 47,
playrng the best chess of his life, came within a game of beating Karpov
for the tide in 1978. And Smyslov played in the 1984 Candidates finals at
chess. Lasker was six years older

age 63
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William Hartston, an international master and psychologisg

Bobby

Fiscbr

has

suggested that for many people, motivation is a more significant factor in
chess strength than age. It usually happens that older players have already achieved their goals or have at least reconciled themselves to a
cerain place in the chess scheme of things. Hence we note that many
older players, with Spassky being a classic case, play with less ambition
and declining practical results. In cases where motivation remains strongas in the case of Lasker, who had fierce pride and may have needed the
money in his later years; and Korchnoi, who defected from the Soviet
Union and had a burning desire to wreak vengeance on its chess establishment-practical strength does not decline linearly with age. Sometimes it remains relatively constant for long periods, as Bowinnik's may
have in the 1950s; sometimes it may even increase, as Korchnoi's seems

to have in the 1970s.
The effect of Fischer's 2}-year layoffis a unique imponderable, but
one may reasonably conclude that he is neither too antiquated nor too
old to play against today's best. He needs more practice and study, but
according to Gligoric, his physical health and stamina are excellent. In
the recent match with Spassky, Fischer took no time-outs. Unfornrnately, there is the problem of his menal health. There can be no doubt
that Robert Fischer's mind is under a cloud that has grown darker over
many years.

It is a matter of debate
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whether or how much Fischer's evident
mental illness affects his chess play. According to the famous and oft- ruor6, it

&e$t

quoted dicnrm of Reuben Fine, who was once a strong grandmaster and rutH tnw cray
later became a leading psychoanalpt, "Psychosis does not materially
yuarHilcal
affect chess ability." In other words, it doesn't matter how crazy you
are-you can still play chess. fuJerry Sohl wrote in his humorous book stil dry dess.
Underhanded Chess, in the chapter "How to Play Against Weirdos":
Psychiatric literature is replete with classic cases of world champions and
international grandmasters who exhibited bizane, even psychotic behavior and still continued to win their games. So the next time you encounter
strange behavior at the chess table remember that behavior per se h*
nothing to do with the game.

According to Sohl, one of his chess opponents was a young man
with the unnerving habit of stating in a voice that dared denial: "I am the
birthless and the deathless, the omnipotent, omniscient, ever glorious
one. I am hel I am he!" This has essentially been Fischer's view of himself
for at least 30 years, and in his glory days he had the stats to back it up.
Today it's a different story. The chess world recognizes Kasparov as
a worthy world champion. Fischer may not agree, but Fischer will have
to prove his point notwith strongwords butwith strong chess moves. As
Lasker once said, "On the chessboard the merciless fact, culminating in
checlrnate, contradicts the hypocrite."
However, even if Fischer is able to put aside his irrational and self-
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destructive personality when he sis at the chessboard, the problem-as
ro the chessboard. He has already set a number of
absurd conditions for a match with Kasparov, including a demand that
Kasparov pay Fischer for alleged pirate editions, by Kasparov's Soviet
publisher, of Fischer's bookMy 60 Memorable Games. Such conditions all
but guarantee that the match can never be held.
What are the practical chances that Fischer will mend his ways? He
has just won the biggest money prize in the history of chess, which can
only reinforce his megalomania. Even if the U. S. government somehow
gets its hands on him, takes away all his money, and tosses him in jail for
a spell, what then? He has already proved by voluntarily enduring years
of isolation and poverty that he can't be budged by adversity. We also
have the evidence of his Pasadma Jailhorne memoir that he is a willing
martyT to his own strange causes.
Kasparov has reasons enough to be irritated with Fischer, of whom
he also recendy said, "Here sits this poor fellow with whom one cannot
talk normally, and what's more he plays bad chess." But even when he
plays bad chess, Fischer gets offers of millions of dollars for his matches,
bad-mouthing Kasparov all the while, as Kasparov struggles to put to-
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gether a budget for his oum 1993 tide match. What could be more
monftig KeFrcv absurd, and more frustrating for Kasparov?
Perhaps Kasparov's best chance for a good paycheck is a match with
all the while, as
Fischer. However, it seems likely that this "alien" as Kasparov calls him,
Kmpmv strugdc this exasperating man
"from the past" who nevertheless has the audacity
live,
to
breathe,
and
play
chess in the present, will ultimately preserve his
prt
to
tSefier a
myth by avoiding a clash with reality as rmr (and most of the world) sees
htset tui hb oum it. Tornrred in the jailhouse of his own mind, Fischer will continue to
11193 tiUe

rntch.

lash out at "Soviet communists," "World Jewry," and the "criminals who
have ruined world chess." He will stridendy assert his claim to the world

championship while skirting
replaced him at the top.

a

match with the man who has legitimately

The Fischer King
a medieval romance by Chrdtien de Troyes, the young hright Parzival
meets a king crippled by a mysterious wound. He is called the Fisher
King because he spends all of his time in a boat fishing, waiting for his
wound to heal. The Fisher King keeps the Holy Grail in his enchanted
casde. Thus we have the story's central paradox: although the Fisher
King possesses the Holy Grail, it cannot heal him.
In the 1991 film The Fisher King, director Terry Gilliam creared a

In

modern version of the medieval tale. Gilliam's Fisher King, played by
the puckish Robin Williams, is not physically but mentally defective.
Formerly a college professor (perhaps an unlikely model of sanity), he
suffered a shattering mental trauma when his wife was murdered before
his eyes. Now he lives a mad but cheerful life on the streets of NewYork,
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alternately nourishing and torturing himself with visions, and dreaming
of finding the Holy Grail on the upper East Side. (In an odd congruence,
the young Bobby Fischer told his interviewer Ginzburg that someday he
wanted to have his own exclusive chess club, with "class": "The RobertJ.
Fischer Chess Club. It'll be in a part of the city that's still decent, like the
upper East Side.")
In September 1992, four games into Fischer-Spassky II, William
Nack's article "The Fischer King" appeared in ,Sporrs lllusnated. The
clever tide was apparendy inspired by last year's movie. From whatever
source, the tide was certainly inspired. Sveti Stefan was an enchanting
site for a chess match of mlthic proportions, an island of astounding
peace and natural beauty located only an hour's drive from the vicious
Balkan war. Like all fairy-tale casdes, Sveti Stefan was a difficult and
perilous place for real people to find.
And RobertJames Fischer himself was indeed a grievouslywounded
"Fischer Kirg." Long ago he captured his Holy Grail. Now he was shut
up in a medieval casde, besieged by real and imagined enemies, the selfstyled ruler over an invisible kingdom of black-and-white abstractions.
Who will heal this Fischer King? ar.
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Fischer-Keres,
Bled 196I
Jonathan Yedidia

A*O*

all the excitement generated by the return of Bobby Fischer
to the world chess scene, and the attention lavished on the latest Fischer
games, we should remember that there exists a vast treasure trove of
practically unanalyzed "early" Fischer games. fuide from those treated
by Fischer himself in htsMy 60 Mernorable Gameq remarkably few of his
games, especially those from before 1970, have been studied seriously.
The Fischer student has at his disposal a choice of game collections,
including the original descriptive notation Bobby Fischer's Cbess Garues
edited by Wade and O'Connell; the figurine algebraic notation Fiscber's
Chess Games from Oxford University Press, which incorporates some
Iight Informant-style notes from a variety of sources; in German, Dze
Gesammelten Partim aon Robert J. Fbcher, edited by Christiaan M. Bijl;
and the latest and most complete, algebraic notation Bobby Fiscber, Complete Games of tbe Aruerican World Chess Cbampion, edited by Lou Hays
with very light annotations byJohn Hall. Bobhy Fischer: Profle of a Prodig,
by Frank Brady, also includes 90 of his games with what could be termed

"entertaining" annotations.
And it is certainly worthwhile to go back and take a closer look at
these games, for as Ra).rynond Keene poins out in his introduction to
Fischer's Chess Games, "Fischer is one of the few players ofwhom it can be
said that vimrally every game in which he is involved is worthy of publi-

Jonatban Yedidia is a USCF Senior Master and the 1992 Nnt; England Champion.
He holls a Ph.D. in Physicsfrorn Princeton Uniaercity and is mrrently a member of the
Society of Fellows at Hat'uard Uniuersity.
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cation and firll of interest." The game analyzed here, played against
Keres in Bled 1961, is one example.
In 1931, Alexander Alekhine won an important international tournament in Bled, ahead of Bogolyrbov and Nimzovich. Thirtyyears later,
n 196I, Bled hosted the Alekhine Memorial tournameng which attracted so many of the world's strongest grandmasters that it was hailed
as the "tournament of the century." The Soviet Union sent Tal, Keres,
Petrosian, and Geller, while the United Sates was represented by Bisguier

and Fischer. Other suong grandmasters included Darga, Donner,
Gligoric, Ivkov,Maanovic, Najdod Olafuon, Pachman, Parma, Portisch,
and Trifrrnovic.
Recendy deposed World Champion Mikhail Tal showed that he
had recovered his form after his defeat in the rematch against Botvinnik
by capturing first place. The real sensation of the tournament' however,
was the second-place finish of the eighteen-year-old Fischer, who was
the only contestant who did not lose a game. Every game he played was
an exciting struggle, and he would later include four of his victories
(against Tal, Geller, Petrosian, and Trifunovic) and one of his draws
(against Gligoric) in his 60 Mernorable Gamcs. Gligoric was sufficiendy
impressed to declare that "Bobby is going to be world champion."
The one Soviet who was barely able to survive with a draw against
Fischer was the veteran Paul Keres, who was still at the height of his
powers, and who ultimately tied for third place with Petrosian and
Gligoric. Their game was played in the sixteenth round (out of nineteen), when Fischer was tied for the lead with Tal. It has not been
seriously analyzed (at least in in any publication that is easily accessible to
modern chessplayers), and while it was not error-free, it was cerainly a
hard-fought struggle worthy of both combatants.
The game features an opening that is still of great theoretical impor-

tance to the Two Knights variation of the Caro-Kann Defense,

a

middlegame with a strategic positional phase followed by a complicated
and exciting tactical phase, and finally an instructive endgame.

FlscnepKenEs, BlrD 1961

GmoXmr Derens:811

le4c6
Keres probablyused the Caro-Kann Defense, which was somewhat
unusual in his repertoire, because, as he later wrote, he believed that
Fischer's "judgment of a variation ... seemed not to be quite correct."

2o.c3d53AR
Fischer once again resorts to his then-favorite Two Knigha variation against the Caro-Kann, even though he had suffered rwo defeats
with it against Keres in the 1959 Candidates tournament. In fact, Petrosian,
Smyslov, Olafsson, and Benko also played the Caro-Kann against Fischer
in that tournament, and every time, Fischer reliably responded with the
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Two Knights. fu he explains (in his annotarions to his draw against
Petrosian from that tournament), the purpose of this line is to exclude
the Classical 4 ... Af5 variation. For example, after 3 ... dxe4 4 dxe4
Af5?l (4 ... af6 or 4 ...o,d7 are playable) 5 Ag3 A96? (5 ... Aga 6 h3
AxB 7 SR only gives White a small advantage) 6h4h6 7 6e5 Ah7 S
Sh5 96 9 Ac4 (also good is 9 BB Af6 10 gb3, winning material as in
Lasker-Mulle4 Zuich 1934) e6 10 Se2, "Black has a terrible game"
(Alekhine-Bruce, Plymouth 193 8). Black can also fall into this trap through
a transposition: 3 ... dxe4 4 Axe4 Ag4 5 h3 Ah5 (after 5 ... AxB, White
again has a small advantage) 6 Ag3 496? 7 ha!
3 ... Asa
In1959, Olaftson tried 3 ... Af6?l against Fischer, and got a bad
position after 4 e5 Ac4 5 E,e2 gb6 6 d4 c5 7 dxc5 Bxc5 8 Aed4 Ac6 9
AbS a6lt 10 Axc6+ bxc6 11 0-0 gb6 12 e6t fxe613 Af4.

4 h3

AxB

An important juncture, where Black must choose between giving up
the two bishops by 4 ... AxR and entering the sharp complications of 4
... AhS. Both possibilities are considered adequate, but in the 1959
Candidates tournament, Keres, Petrosian, and Benko all chose 4... AxB,
and only Smyslov dared 4 ... AhS. That game continued 5 exd5 cxd5 6
Ab5+ Ac0 7 ga A96 8 Ae5 EcS 9 d4 e610 h4?! (10 Se2, preventing f6,
is the main line. The cuffent theoretical verdict, based on lines which
extend beyond the 25th move, is that Black can mainain the balance) f6
11 6xg6 hxg6 12 gd3 gf7 13 h5 gxh5 14 gxh5 dge7, and Black
gradually took over the initiative, although the game ended in a draw.
5 BxB
Now that Fischer has gained his beloved advantage of the rwo bishops, the strategic aims of the next few moves are determined. White
wants to open up the game and create pawn imbalances, so that his two
bishops can be put to use. As we shall see, Fischer succeeds in these aims
when Keres backs down from a challenge on the thirteenri move.

r
(

s... af6

r

The alternative 5 ... e6 allows White to try the promising pawn
sacrifice 6 d4 dxe4 7 6xe4 gxd4 8 Ad3. Nevertheless, an adventurous
player of Black could test Suetin's suggestions of 8 ... af6 9 Ae3 8xb2 ?
or 8 ... Ad7 9 Ae3 8d5 l0 0-0-0 8xa2!?.

?

!

6d4
Here Fischer varies from his earlier 6 d3, which usually results in a
slower maneuvering batde. He was apparendy dissatisfied with the result
of the opening of this game, for he later labeled 6 d4 as "inferior" and
returned to 6 d3 in his game against Cagan in Israel, 1968. The idea of 6
d4 is to try to open the game up for the two bishops, but White must pay
the price of either a pawn or some tempi.

6 ... dxe4 7 8e3 (D 1)
The pawn sacrifice 7 Dxe4?l

r

is

now dubious because of 7 ... 8xd4 8

l

(
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Ad3 AbdTl threatening Ae5 @scher).
7 ... abdT
Black can try to hang onto his pawn with 7 ...
8a5, but after 8 Ad2 gf5, White has a choice between recovering the pawn by 9 94 SB (9 ... 896? 10
Ag2 with advantage for White, Kopleva-Kupchilg
1960) 10 Egl followed by Ag2 or playing for an attackwith 9 0-O-0 e6 10 B!? ex8 1l g4 Ba5 12 Ac4
as

in Mesing-Nemet, Yugoslavia, 1967.
7 ... adi also plays into White's hands: 8

Axc3 9bxc3 Ad7l0Ebt

Bc8lt

8xe4
c4e6r2Ad3 Ae7

13 0-0 and White is better (Boleslavsky).

8 Axe4

6xe4
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Flscher-l(er€s, after 7 Be3

Suetin suggests 8 ... e5, and claims that after 9
Axf6+ 8xf6 l0 f4!? Bxf4 11 8xf4 exf4 12 Axf4
Ab6 B 0-0-0 0-0_0 "Black has no rrouble," but White's game looks
preferable. Keres's plan is sraightforward and good.

9 8xe4 Af6 ro gd3 gds!
This centralization of the queen is very strong, as it strengthens
Black's control of a complex of imporunt light and central squares, and
disrupts White's development. Fischer cuts off his discussion of this
game in his notes to the 1959 Petrosian game by judging this position as
equal, which seems like a fair evaluation.

Other moves would give White at least a slight advantage. For
1 1 Ae2 Ae7 12 0-0 0-0 with a white edge (Boleslavsky)
or 10 ... gb6 1 1 Ae2 e6 12 0-0 Ae7 13 c4 Ed8 14 Ae3 c5 15 Efdl G4
16 gb3 and White had a strong initiative in Mesing-Shamkovich,
Timisoara, I972.If 10 ... gd6 1l Ae2 e5!? White has the strong reply
example: 10 ... e6

12

Ae3l

ll c4
The only way to make progress. The ending after I 1 8b3 0-0-0

Sxd5 cxd5 is equal.
11 ... gd6 12 Ae2 e5 13 d5!? (D 2)
Now 13 Ae3 runs into 13 ... 8b4+!, while 13
dxe5 8xe5 essentially concedes equality. Fischer instead offers a dangerous-looking pawn sacrifice which
Keres should have accepted.

13 ... e4l!

After 13 ... o<d5! 14 cxd5 Sxd5 l5 Bxd5 Axd5
16 Ab5+ &e7 17 0-0, White has enough compensation for the pawn so that he should not lose, but not
enough for any advantage. After Keres's move, however, White has a small but clear advantage, with the
two bishops and a queenside pawn majority.
14 Bc2 Ae7

AMsnrceN CurssJounNar
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Of course, taking the pawn now is suicidal: 14 ... *d5? 15 cxd5
€f8 17 G-0 is also good for White) 16

Sxd5? (15 ... Ae7 16 Ab5+
Ba4+.
I 5 dxc6

8xc6

16 0-0

G4

I7

Ae3 Ac5

I8

Bc3 b6 I 9 Hfdl HfdS

20 b4 Axe3

Both sides have been making reasonable, suaightforward
Now Fischer makes

moves.

committal decision to strengthen his control of the
center, but at the cost of weakening his king's position.

2l

fxe3t? (D 3)

EE,$E?
t
itt

iEa
,///
t.t / t,a /
/ W t. //^
ft,,

a

A tr,

8c7 22 Hd4
The logical followup, trying to gain control of

the d-fiIe.

22 ... a5?!
Keres is seeking active counterplay down the atlis move weakens his b-pawn too much.
Better is 22 ... Wd4 23 exd4 ad5 24 Sel (24 Bd2
e3l) Af4 with reasonable play. Of course, White can
play 22... trxd4 23 Sxd4 Ed8 24 8c3, but if Fischer
wanted that position, he could have had it with an
extra tempo by playrng 22 Hd8+.

file, but

23 a3 axb424 axb4hSl?
Certainly 24 ... Hxal+ 25 8xal Bxd4 26 8xd4
(26 exd4t? h5 is obscure, but it seems that Black has
Flscher-l(e?es, after 21 lxe3
sufEcient counterplay with his e-pawn) is to be considered, although White would have any chances that
exist because of the two weaknesses on b6 and e4. Keres prefers a posi-

,rui %H% ffi,

tion where he has some offensive possibilities.
25 Eadr Hxd426 Bxd4! 893!t

With his last few moves, Keres has followed up on his double-edged
plan of attacking White's weakened king-side. Now he is fi.rlly consistent
and jettisons a pawn. Since the tactics that follow seem to win for White,
his decision can be questioned. Nevertheless passive defense with a move
like 26 ... 8c6 or 26 ... Ec8 is highly unpalatable.
White could maneuver against Black's pawn weaknesses and Black would have few or no counterchances.
If Black wanted to defend passively, he should have
exchanged offboth rooks when he had the chance two
moves ago.
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Fischer-Keres, after 27 BxbG

27 8xb6 (D a) Ha2
Over the course of the next few moves, Keres
must decide how to prosecute his counteraftack. His
two basic options are to aim for Ea3, Exe3, and Hel
or to try to activate his knight by h4, Ah5, and Ag3.
He begins by correcdy choosing the latter plan, but
then he could have switched over to the former plan
when given a good oppornrnity. Move order and the

AuenrcaN Curss JounNar,

Fischer-Keres, B led I 9 6 I

exact placement of t}re pieces are very important for the next few moves,

the variations can be decided by a single tempo. Here Keres forces
back the white bishop to fl and rejects the immediate 27 ...Ha3 because
of 28 8c5l Exe3 29 Ed8+ €h7 30 Bf5+ 896 3l 8xg6+ &xg632&Q,
when White has a big advantage. This response to the H,a3, Exe3 plan is
a recurrent theme.
as

28

afl

h4

Keres tries to activate his knight via h5, while solidif ing his control
of 93 for possible perpetuals. If he checked first with 28 ...8f2+ to force
White's king to the inferior square hl @ecause 29 &h2 Ag4+ draws),
then29 €hl h4 30 Bb8+ gh7 31 8e5!would cross him up, as 31 ...
Bxe3 loses to 32 8f5+ €h6 33 Ed8, while 31 ... Ea3 meets 32 c5 Exe3
33 c6 Exh3+ (33 ... Hel similarly loses after an exchange of rooks and
any 37 c7 and wins.
Sf5+) 34 gxh3 8B+ 35 €gl Sxdl 36 8f5+
(The desperate 28 ... 6ig4 also fails after 29 Sd8+ gh7 30 hxg4 f6 3l

€

gd6.)
29 8c5 8f2+ (D s)
At first sight, 29 ... 96?? looks attractive, as it
prepares Ah5 while maintaining the black queen's
guard over e5, but White can simply refute it with 30
Ed8+ €h7 31 gE, and there are no perpetuals (31 ...
Pf2+32 €hZ Sgl+ 33 €hl;31 ... Exg2+ 32 Axg2
Bel+ 33 Aft 8gl+ 34 €hl 8f3+ 35 Ag2; or 31 .-.
Exg2+ 32 Axg2. Sxe3+ 33 gfl 8c1+ 34 €f2 Sc2+

35 €gl 8cl+ 36 Afl). Keres's move forces Fischer
to decide now whether his king belongs on h2 or hl.

€hlt

%%'T

%'%%

%i'/f,.

%

%""ffi %

%w%%
'/fl,ft'%i'% '/fr.
% % 7ffi ',',%ft
E% %'#,ft%
% %H%,A,ffi,

30
Fischer makes the wrong choice, and spoils his
Fl3cher-Ker€6, alter29...
chance for a well-played victory. The king should be 5 !
on h2, so that when Black plays 8xf1, it is not check.
Thus, 30 €h2 ! prevens the defense that Keres uses in the game, as again
30 ... 96?? is met with 31 Eds+ €h7 32 gE, whereas 30 ... €h7?,
preparing 3l ... g6,is much too slow: 31 b5 96 32 8g5l Ah5 33 b6, and

€rF2+

Black is lost.

If, after 30 gh2! Black tries 30 ... Ea3, then 31 b5 Exe3 32 8e5l
gh7 33 b6 Eb3 34b7 gf4+
when Black is fine) Hel flA/hat else? If 32 ... .,rrnK.,rmK:ry"Kr*K
Hb3 33 c5 and the pawns roll while White's
queen defends everything from e5) 33 Exel
'"ry"%'"'Z%'"'U%r%
8xe1 34b61 Sxfl 35 b7 ad7 36 8e8+ €h7
37 Sxe4+l (D 6) and now 37 ... f5 38 8xh4+
&96 39 Sd4!; 37 ... €g8 38 8e8+ €h7 19 D%D%D**K
%^ffi,
BxdT; and37 ... 96 38 Sxh4+ €g8 39 Bd8+
gh7 40 8xd7 all ultimately lose for Black
(not 32 8c8+?

%%
%%%s%

when his checks run out.
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if

Finally,

Bf5+ 896

35

30 ... Bg3+ 31 €hl Ea3 32 b5 Exe3 33 8c8+! €h7 34
Sxg6+ €><96 36 c5 and White's pawns should decide.

30... 96

'"ryr%''m.%,ry"Km,%

",ry,K:.w%,ry,*r*
%.fr%t% i&

%%N%fr
%. %. g'^%
'% %H%A%e

Keres is perhaps "too consistent." He
could have switched back to the Ha3, Exe3
plan now that his queen is guarding f5 and
White's king is misplaced. After 30 ... Ea3! 31
b5 Exe3 (D 7), White has to be very careful,
or he might even lose. Some possibilities:
a) 32 8c8+? gh7 33 b6 Ahsl and Black

gh2 Hell 36 b8/8
7a
Ag3+ 38 €h2 8g1 mate.
b) 32b6 Exh3+ 33 gxh3 8xc5 34 Ed8+
(3+b7? gb6) gh7 35 b7 Wn 36 Ag2 is a draw, e.g.36... Bel+ 37 ghz
Sg3+ 38 €g1 8e1+ 39 Afl Se3+ 40 ghl gf2! (this variation was
suggested by Patrick

wins; i.e. 34b7 dg3+ 35

Axfl+ 37 ghl

Wolff).

)

32 8e5 Eel 33 Exel 8xe1 3a €g1 e3 35 b6 Bf2+ 36 €h2
8xf1 37 b7 ad7 38 8xe3!? (38 8e8+ €h7 39 8xd7 Sf4+ with
perpetual check) and now Black can either defend \Mith 38 ... 8f6 39

b8/8+ (39 8e8+ gh7 40 8xd7 8e5+ draw or 39 c5 8d8l) Axb8 40
Se8+ €h7 41 8xb8 $d+l +2 Sc7 €96 W.lfl or even try 38 ... €f8!
when 39 c5 runs into 8b51, while 39 8g5 can be metby 39 ... €e8 with
the idea of 40 Sxh4 gbl 41 Sh8+ 6f8 or by 39 ... 8e1 with the
possible continuations 40 Sd8+ Se8 4l BxdT Se5+
or 40 c5 8g3+l 41 8xg3 hxg3+ 42 9<g3 Ab8.

,2,,x,,%&
''%.
% "".ffit"%
%%N%
7ffift%t% lft
%%rN%ft
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% %H%A%e
Flscher-Kere6, after 31 ...

gg7

Of course there are other possibilities, but Black's
threats fully balance White's after 30 ... Ea3l

31Se5!
Simultaneously parali,zing the knight, tying down
Black's queen, and improving the placement of White's

own queen.
31 ... €s7 (D s)
Black protects his knight to free his queen. Also
possible is 3l ... €h71, which aims for Ah5, and forces
32 Pf4 8xf4 33 exf4, when Black can probably hold
by continuing with 3 3 ... AhS t as discussed in the next
note with the king on 97. Keres may have decided
against this possibility because he most feared

3

2

8f4!?

even after 31 ... €g7; and after the exchange of queens, the king is
somewhat better placed on 97 than h7, as it defends the fl pawn and is
one step closer to the queenside.
32 c5
32 €f4!? is an interesting alternative, but Black can probably hold a
draw with correct play. Avoiding the exchange of queens by 32 ... 8b2
33 b5 just leaves Black with a bad game, so 32 ...

84

Pxf4

33 exf4, and then:
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a)

I

34Eel (34Ad3? Ed2! 35 Exd2 exd2 36 Ac2
€f8l 37 €g1 Ae4 38 €fl 6c3) Ae4 35 €g1 (not 35 Exe3? 693+ 36
€gl Eal 37 HR €f0 and Black's king arrives in time to handle the
queen-side pawns) Ag3 36 Adl Eal (otherwise White wins the e-pawn
for nothing) 37 Exe3 Af5 38 €f2 Axe3 39 9xe3 and White has a big
33 ...e3? fails after

advantage.

b) After the stronger 33 ... Ah5!, Black seems to have sufEcient
defensive resources. For example, 34 b5 e3! 35 b6l? 693+l (not 35 ... e2?
36 Ae2 dg3+37 &h2 Dxe2 38 c5 and Blackis hard-pressed to stop tlre
dxf4 40b7 D.e6 41 c6 [threatening Ee7]
...@f6428d6)42Kd66c7 43
43Bxf/+;4r
€f8
Ed8+ €g7 44 bS/g) 36&h2 Axfl+! 37 Exfl Eb2 38 c5 (38 Eel Hxb6
39 Exe3 €f0 is a drawn rook ending) Eb5 39 Hcl e2,when 40 c6 is met
pawns, e.g. 38 ... trb2 39 Hd7
t41 ...

Ac5 42 c7 HxbT

by 40 ... Hxb6 41 c7 Hc6. The same idea also
works if White pushes his c-pawn instead of
the b-pawn. White's best chance to mix it up
is probably 34 c5 e3 35 Ab5!? but after 35 ...
Axf4 (D 9) Black is probably OK.
Other possibilities for White can be dismissed: Passive defense of the e-pawn by 32

*c3?! is met by 32 ...

o/,./-/ i",I '/tg',I

z z/',/t//t

s:zA'fr

t,
,/,tu.,
;i.a%n
/
Ez//,Hz/ /fr7_
o,.
7e

95, when Black has
sufficient counterplay through his threat of 3 3
Andvsts
... 94 and34 -.h3,while 32 b5 transposes into 9
the next note after 32... Sxe3 33 c5.
32 ... Sxe3 33 c6
Pushing the b-pawn does not work 33 b5 Ec2 34b6 (34 c6 transposes to the game) Exc5 and the queen is forced onto a worse square.
For example 35 gd6 Ae8 36 8e7 Ecl 37 Excl 8xc1 38 8e5+ f6 or 35
Sal (35 8b2 Ec8) Ec8 36 b7 Eb8 37 8a8 8f+ and Black successfully
blockades the b-pawn.

-

33...Hc234b5
8b6l 35 Ed6 SCI bacldres forWhite.
34... Hcl 35 Hxcl
34 c7?

34 gd6? is met by 3+ ... ahs. Black's active de-

fense seems to be coming just in time.

35 ...

Excl

36

€gr

e3 (D 1O) 37 c77!

37 b6! is more clever. After 37 ...

8xc6 (37 ... e2?

8xe2 Sxc6 39 Bb2 and Black has
given up the e-pawn for nothing) White has two tries:
a) 38 8c7?t is tricky, but is nicely met by 38 ...
8d7, and now 39 Ae2 (39 Ac4 Sdl+ +0&h2 e2 4l
Sxfi+ &hA +z Axe2 Sd6+l; 39 8a7? Sd4; best is

is poindess: 38

backing up

with 39 8e5l

[suggested by

t^&,
zt/'/
z,,^t
%fr%
%
It

%

'Xrn'/%:tL
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Mark l7/////t ''-t

Dvoretsky] and Black does not seem to have anything
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better than repeating positions with 39 ...
Black after the following alternatives:

8c6) 39 ... gd2l is OK for

al) 40 AbS, +O Aa6, or 40 AB e2 4I Axe2 €xe2 42 b7
Ad7!, while 40 Ac4 is met by the similar 40 ... Bf2+ 4l &h2 e2 42
Axe2 (42 Bxf/+ gh6 43 Axe2 8xb6) Pxe2 43 b7 ad7.
a2) 40 b7? Bxe2 41 b8/g gf2+ 42 &hZ eZ 43 8cc8 Sg3+
and Blackwins.
a3) 40

€fi ? Ae+l +L b7 (+l 8e5+ f6 and the knight is aboo)
693+42 8xg3 hxg3 43 b8/gBcl+,14Adt Bxdl mate.

gb2l OVolfl and now 38 ... gb7 is hopeless for Blackafter 39
Ae2 95 40 AB gb8 41 b7 €96 42Pc2+&g7 +3 Sc8, so Black's best
chance is 38 ... €h7 (or 38 ... €h6) 39b7 ad7 40 b8/g 6xb8 41 Bxb8

,)

38

,2,,K,,%E

,ru

'%.ffi^',ru
'%'%
%
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./,ft,

and White has good winning chances, although there
are certainly many problems left to overcome.

37 ... e2 38

39

8f2

95 (D 11)

immediately centralizes the queen, but at the cost of
an important pawn. 40 b6 95 transposes to the game,

butWhite can try40 8xh4 95! 41 8c4! (41&A 94!
42hxg4dxg443 gh4f5 draws)Be3+ 42@h2 9443

8d3

and the issue is still not completely clear.

40 b6?!

This makes it easy for Keres to set up a fortress,
based on the queen at e5 and the lnight on b8. This is

the key idea in the position: Even if the white pawn
arrives at b7, if Black can position his knight on d7 or
b8 and his queen on d6 or e5, while holding onto his
kingside pawns, he will draw. White's only way to proceed against the
fortress will be to atuckwith both queen and bishop against Black's king,
but after any deep foray by the queen, he will be exposed to a perpetual
check. The position is drawn in any case, but Fischer could have posed
more problems for Keres with either 40 gd4!? or 40 Be3!?, mainaining control of both b6 and e5, while making dreats against the kingside.
After 40 gd4l?, Black needs to find the defense 40 ... gd7! 4l gb2
(41 8xd7 AxdT can be held easily by Black; while 41 8e5 is met by 4l
... gd5) 8e6l (threatening to set up a blockade on b6; trying ro set up a 8d6, Ab8 for,ryr%'"m%,mK*% tress by 41 ... gd6 or 41 ... €96 fails after 4l
'"'ffi
Tffi
% ... 8do [&s6] a2 b6 €96 [gd6] 43 gc2+
&g7 aa 8c7 Bd4+ [44 ...Wd7 45 Ae2 fol-

FlscheeKercs, after 39 ,.. gs

%
%%%qft.-

%%%vfr

%%%%fr.

'"ry,ffi'"m%*KfryrK

AR and Ac6l 45 €h2 ads 46
Sd6 and Black's fortress is broken.) 42 b6
8e3+ 43 ghl (43 8f2 8e5 transposes to the
game) Sel (D L2l and now 44 &e2 8xe2
lowed by

45

86

8xe2 8xc7

Safer than the counterattacking 39 ...8e5?!, which

Axe2

leads to a drawn endgame after 45 ...
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ad7 46 b7 f5 @lack can mainain

a blockade

on both sides ofthe board) while after'14

8b5!?

1
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At
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a) z fre,
7 7 EA/,z

ore4 45 b7 (45 8e5+ f6! 46 8e7+ &96 a7
€h2 8g3+ draws) 693+ 46 €gl Be3+ (46
... Axfl ? 50 8xg5+! picls offa pawn) 47 €h2
(D 13) Axfl+ (47 ... Bcl?? bacldres after 48
8e5+ [not 48 bS/g?? Axfl+ 49 €g1 Ag3+
50 €f2 SdZ+ 5t €B Sc3+ 52 &g+ t5+ 51
- 9.S5 8f6+witha fi'r
perpetuall f6 49
%f)%rvtzDfr,ry" €e7+ €96 5o Ad3+ f5 51 Se6+ &g7 52
€e5+ €f/ 53 Ac4+! @96 54 8e6+ €g7 55
8f7+ €h6 56 8f6+ €h7 57 Ag8+) 48 gxfl
%
rr,%r.'"'zrlift'rn Be5+ 49 €g1 (or ghl) gb2 (D 14), and

%%%%

'tz%%%^
'9,
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7zz

Black draws as White's king is cooped up in a
pawn formation that ftvors a perpetual. For

%zzft'"/%

%, %Ws,

ixample,50gf5 8c1+ 51€f2 Sb2+ 52&e3

L4:

(the entire h1-a8 diagonal is mined)

8b3+

53

€d48b4+.
must be careful not to fall for 40 ... Bg3? 41
8d4l when he is tied up, but should instead should simply respond with
40 ... gh6l Then after 41 gd4 6d7! or 41 b6 gd6,
White cannot break through.

After 40 8e3

!?, Black

40...8e5! 41b7 o.d7 428d2 6bs (o rs)

This is given as example #1562 :r:'the queen endings volume of rhe Enrychpedia of Chess Frulings andis
evaluated as a draw, with the rest of the game given as
the "analysis." In facg there is not much else to say.
Black has established a nice "dynamic fortress'"
43 Ae2 €f6 44 AfJ €e6 45 Ag4+ fs 46 Ad1

&f6 47 8d8+ €96 a8 898+ €h6

48 ... €f6?? 49 sh8+ €e6 50 Abl*.
49 8E+ €96 50 Sb4 Ac6 51 gd2 Ad8!
Black seizes the oppornrnity to simplifi'.
52 AR 6ixbT 53 AxbT 8a1+ 54 €h2

"x%%%

*''%,,/rffi,*
'% % g, /,fl,

% %'%, ,fr,

%'X"&'%,0,"

%%%Le
Flschel-l(er€s, after 42 ... Ab8

5+&n €a7+.
54...8e5+ Draw
A fair conclusion to

Auenrcerq Cnrss JounNer,
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NewYork 1927
Dorumm.tary Eaidence Ansut us

Lingering Qtrcstions
Hanon W. Russell

-TIhe

chess tournament held at the

York City from

Hotel Manhattan Square in New

February to 22 March 1927 has taken its place as one
of the most famous of all time. In those days, the world in general and the
United States in panicular was experiencing a financial boom. It would
be over two years before that bubble would burst.
In the chess world, the great CubanJose Raul Capablanca appeared
virnrally invincible. Since winning the championship from Emanuel
Lasker n 1921, he had posted a record of 34 wins, 26 draws and only
tlrree losses in four international tournaments
7 5o/o winning percent-a the most popular player
age against the strongest opposition. He was also
in the world. There was no one in sight (or so it was thought) to challenge his supremacy in the near future.
With documentary evidence from the Russell Collection, this article will address three major areas of interest about the legendary New
Yoful927 tournament: its basic organization and financial arrangemenrs;
the popular misconception that the tournament was a "candidates tournament," (the idea that the winner, or runner-up if Capablanca \Mon,
would be entided to a championship match with Capablanca); and the
reason why Lasker did not play.
19

Cgpright @ 1992 Flanon

W

Russell. A11 rights reserved. Hanon W. Russell
Hi b also knmn for his translatians
from.Russian-intg Englbb, mclading Tal's account of the 1960 world championship
match, and for the Russell collection, the largest priaate clllectiln of historial chess
dacamcntatiln in the world. He liaes in MiW;d, CT.
p?blish_es the

rnternanonal chess calendar.
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O4lanization
On 25 October 1926, at 5 eu, at the Hotel Ansonia in New York
encouraged by tournament organizer extraordinaire Norben Lederer,
six of the most influential men in American chess met with the world
champion to discuss holding an international chess torunament in New
York City. Lederer had been the principal organizer of the great New
York 1924 tournament, won by Lasker ahead of Capablanca.Julius Finn,
Alben Hallgarten, Arthur Meyer, and Leonard Meyer had been instru-

Ilte oganias
werc

4erb

t€etta

put

a

tournnent

tnt

wouH harc at
least as

stafurc

rudr

e

ltlew

Yorfi 1924ln
eyes of the

puilic.

fie

dess

mental in creating and organizing an American chess federation. Hermann
Helms was publisher of theAmerican Cbess Bulletin, the major U. S. chess
magazine of the time.
fu the minutes state, "It was decided after discussion to try to organize and finance a Chess Tournament, to be called New York Internationai Grand Masters Toum ament 1927 , to be held in New York City in
March, 1927" (item#891 in the Russell Collection). The memory of the
success of the powerful New York 1924 event was still fresh in the minds
of the organizers, particularly Lederer, and they were eager to pur together a tournament that would have at least as much sature in the eyes
of the chess public.
The reigning world champion was on the committee, and efforts
were made to attract the strongest players possible. The initial group of
six invitees consisted of Capablanca, Alekhine, Bogolyrboq Nmzovich,
\4dmar, and Marshall. If any of these players should not be able to
panicipate, Spielmann, Tartakower, and Reti were to be considered. At
least three other players were worthy of consideration. One of them, the
Hungarian GezaMaroczy, was to be the tournament's chief arbiter. Max
Euwe of The Netherlands was not considered; it is likely that his true
strength was not yet realized by the organizers or even by the other
players. Finally there was the immediate past world champion Emanuel
Lasker, who had won the great New York tournament just three years
earlier. Why he did not play will be discussed later in this article.
Finances

Out of the approximately $12,000 budget for the tournament, Capablanca would receive a $2,000 rerainer. This was in keeping with
Capablanca's usual practice ofinsisting on an appearance fee. (FIe had
received $1,500 as a fee for playing in the New Yofu 1924 tournament.)
In today's dollars, these fees were substantial.
Two days after the committee's meeting, Lederer reported the sum
and substance of the meeting to Maurice Kuhn in Chicago. Kuhn headed

the fledgling National Chess Federation and was invited to be on the
Honorary Committee (Russell Collection #483). He accepted. Within
the next two weeks, solicitations went out from Lederer and others
seehng funds. Among those who responded favorably to this request was
LessingJ. Rosenwald.
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Rosenwald's name may still be familiar to American chessplayers. A
high-ranking executive of the powerhouse American retailer Sears, Roebuck and Company, then based in Philadelphia, he donated thousands of
dollars over the years to promoting chess in the United States. After his
death, the Rosenwald Memorial tournaments served for several years as
de faaa U. S. Championship tournaments. In the 1956 Rosenwald Memorial, a youngster by the name of Bobby Fischer, although finishing
with a minus score, played what Hans Kmoch would dub "The Game of
Century''against Donald Byrne. The followingyear the Rosenwald tournament formally became the U. S. Championship.
Lederer was well aware of Rosenwald's interest in sponsoring chess
and took time to write more than just a short requesr for money. After
recounting the details of planning to that date, Lederer finished with "I
sincerely hope that you will not feel that I am imposing on your good
nature if I ask your assistance and hope to receive your acceptance at Ukrainian
your earliest convenience" (Russell Collection #1097). In correspon- Gnndmastel
dence dated 17 November 1926 (on Sears, Roebuck letterhead), Lessing

Rosenwald donated $500 to the firnding of the tournament (Russell
Collection #1096).
By this time fundraising was in frrll swing. Enough money had been
raised to warrant opening a separate bank account for the tournament.
The minutes of the meetin g for 23 November 192 6 (Russell Collection
#890) indicate that negotiations were being held with the Hotel Manhattan Square and the Hotel Alamac; the latter had been the site of the New
York1924 tournament.
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Bogolyubov's Response
By the end of November t926, tlle tournament committee was beginning to receive replies from the players whom they had contacted. For
the most part, the players were enthusiastic about the tournament. Richard Reti, for example, knew that he was not one of the invitees, but wrote
in a letter dared 29 November 1926 (Russell Collection #1050) that he
would be attending the tolunament as a;'ournalist and would like to play
even if invited at the last minute. Vidmar accepted by telegram (Russell
Collection #1286), as did rwo of the alternates, Spielmann (Russell Collection #1060) and Tartakower (Russell Collection #1194).
tlkrainian Grandmaster Yefim Bogolyubovwas the only one of the
six original invitees who was not enthusiastic about pla)tng. His reply to
the inviation, by letter of 9 December 1926 addressed to Capablanca
(Russell Collection #78), is most interesring and reads in firll:
Dear

Mr.

Capablanca:

I have just received your kind letter of November 30th, and I thank
you for your information. I notice you and the tournament committee
have entirely wrong ideas about the matter.
The prizes in the New York Toumament

very large. Even the sum of $2,000
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me to put forth my best efforts. The reason is that from this money
could live at the most three quarters of a year with my family, although

I
I

have my own house.

It will not pay me to go to New York in inclement weather and to
run the certain risk of not winning the first prize, but to have to content
myself perhaps witl second or third prize. As much as these prizes amount
to, I can earn in Europe during the same time witlout any effort or risk.
In looking over the list of masters invited, I arrived at the conviction
that this list is very disadvantageous for me. Apan from the fact that, for
instance, Niemzowitsch is very hostile to me and lately has not missed any
oppornrnity to harm me. I cannot expect fair treaunent at the hand of
Alekhine, Spielmann or Vidmar. Besides, I must say, as this matter has
been mentioned by Mr. Lederer, that if Alekhine and Niemzowitsch play
without retainer, I consider this self-confident. Alekhine, although he is
an exceptionally successful master, has never had results even approach-

ing my result in Moscow in l925.If he later succeeds in arranging
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foi
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championship match with you and succeeds in winning the same, which I
consider highly unlikely, he can then demand even bigger amounts. For
the time being, let us rather calculate with realities.
As far as Niemzowitsch is concerned, you know as well as I do that
he, notwithstanding his fairly good results, is hardly a real grandmaster,
so that I am really surprised that people make such a ridiculous fuss over

him oflate.
You will understand me. I shall be one of the participants who risks
most in this toumament (you as champion have no risk at all) and I shall
play for nothing and give the others a cheap oppomrnity to come ahead of
me. No, I am not as altruistic as all that.
Now, to talk about the matter itself: I have already given in the first
letter my MTNTMUM conditions and am surprised that people are Eking
such unnecessary trouble to turn the discussion from the main point.
I have asked for only $ 1,500, because in I 924, they invited me on my
request; otherwise, I would have asked for $100 per game.
When I made you the proposition regarding Moscow, I immediately told you the highest amount the committee was able to pay, as I do
not like drawn out negotiations. The real reason why the committee of
New York does not want to give me the sum demanded, it seems to me, is
because the committee does not have any great interest in getting a real,
fi rst-class tournament together.
For this reason, I will repeat the conditions already mentioned as
follows:
I am awaiting the decision of the comminee accepting or refusing
my conditions until December 31,7926.If I do not receive at that time
their acceptance, together with the retainer in advance, I will assume that
my conditions have been declined. Propositions after that date, even if
more advantageous than my demands, cannot be accepted any longer.
Kindly excuse me, but I am unable to give you a better answer, and I
wish you and the tournament committee to be assured that they are
personally esteemed.
Yours very truly
[E. D. Bogolyubov]

This was considered by some, Lederer in parricular, to be insulting
in tone. Keep in mind, however, rhat Bogolyrrbov had won the last great
international tournament, the powerful Moscow 1925. In a followup
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telegram (Russell Collection #76) he suggested that a match between
him and Capablanca should be held instead of the "mediocre" tournament. He obviously thought that he was entided to more than average
consideration.
He did not get it. In a letter to Capablanca dated 2I December 1926
(Russell Collection #1574), Lederer discussed a variety of topics connected with the tournament. His opinion of Bogolyrrbov was not subject
to any misunderstanding:

I think

the man is stark crazy, tte very idea is that of a moron and the
expression 'mediocre' just amusing. Of course we are through with that
bird and I am writing him that we are not interested in a match between
you and him and that moreover the tournament is fixed and changes are
not possible.

Subsequent writers, includingJ. Harurak in Emnnuel Lasker: Tlte Life
of a Cbess

Maxer (p.263), have written that Bogolyubov was not invited

to the tournament. This is clearly incorrect. He was invited, but the
tournament committee was unwilling to meet his demands.
Hotel Arrangements

By the end of 1926, much had been finalized. The Committee was
proceeding on the assumption that Alekhine would play, and an agreement had been reached with the Hotel Manhanan Square (Russell Collection #727). Thts agr:eement is notable for its terms, which indicate
that the hotel was, in effect, acting as a financial co-sponsor ofthe tournament, or at least as a guarantor against losses. Part of tlle contract
stated: "If the total expenses of the Tournament ... shall exceed the total
gross revenue ... you [i.e., the organizers] may subtract from the room
rent... a sufficient sum to balance such net deficit." If subuacting all of
the room rent still left the organizers with a loss, the hotel would pay the
organizers up to $1,000 in recompense. If there were
still a deficit, the hotel would turn over to the organizers its share of the ticket sales to make up the difference. "The remaining deficit shall be borne by you
without further contribution of any hnd by us."
How did the organizing committee extract such
favorable terms? Sixty-six years later, it is hard to say.
Perhaps Lederer had a special relationship with the
owners of the hotel. Perhaps the owners were chess
fans, like the hotel owners who have effectively cosponsored recent IJ. S. Championships by offering
extremelyfavorable financial terms to the uscr. Maybe
the hotel saw the event as a "loss leader" that might
attract other business. After all, these were the "Roaring Twenties" and Capablanca was a social lion in
New York. The simplest explanation may be under
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our noses: the organizers negotiated with two hotels. The Hotel Manhattan Square may have felt that it had to offer very good terms to get the
business away from the competing Hotel Alamac, which had hosted the
1924 event.

Alekhine's Participation and the 1927 Title Match
Negotiations with Alel,hine were not simple. He replied to Lederer's
invitation in a letter dated 7 December 1926 (Russell Collection #1382):
My Dear Mr. Lederer,
Just having returned to Paris from Buenos Aires, I've received your

letter of November 15 concerning the 1927 New York tournament.

I

request thatyou impart the following to the Organizing Committee along

tt4fi $e

fmdd

arangements
squarcd away and

tlrc

nenv year

b€tni6

was

Aleldine rcady to

with my many thanks for the kind invitation.
Basically, I would like very much to participate in the tournament,
providing that 1) it in no way be connected with the question of the world
championship matches which in my opinion would fundamentally contradict the London agreement of 1922, and 2) the committee accepts my
financial conditions, which would not be excessively high. I find myself
compelled-since I am in touch with the world champion concerning a
match in Argentina-to await the final ruling on this question, before I
can give the Committee a definitive and exhaustive answer concerning
my possible participation. And because, based on the letter to me from
Mr. Capablanca of September 21st of this year, I expect a definitive
answer from him just afterJanuary 1,1927.I would, unfomrnately, only
be able to write you in detail immediately after receiving this.

acc€pt hb

With best
I remain

invitatim? l{ot

lsignedl

quite.

regards,

A Alekhine

(The "London agreement," also known as the London Rules, was a
document adopted on Capablanca's initiative byparticipants in the London 1922 townament.

It

govemed the conditions of future challenges

for the world championship and the rules of the matches that would
result. Among other detailed provisions, it specified that the winner of a
world championship match would be the first to win six games, draws
not counting.)

This is an important letter. It indicates that as early as the fall of
1926 Capablanca and Alekhine were close to finalizing their tide match.
Clearly the Capablanca-Alekhine match had not been set when the

it would be soon.
According to minutes of the organizing committee's meeting on 15
December 1926 (Russell Collection #888), Capablanca and Alekhine
were the only two players who were to receive any appearance fees.
(Arrangements for the travel and lodging expenses of the other participants were also concluded at this time.)
With the financial arrangements squared away and the new year
beginning, was Alekhine ready to accept his invitation? Not quite. Rumors abounded about the significance of the tournament. The January
1927 issue of rhe Aruerican Chess Bulletin announced, "... it is the intenabove letter was written, but Alekhine expected
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tion of the committee to arrange a match for the world tide between
Capablanca and the winner of the tournament or the one ranking second." This view was apparendy also reflected in a "program" of the
tournament drawn up in advance and sent to the prospective players.
The ACB statement is surprising in view of the fact that its editor Helms
also sat on the tolunament organizing committee. He must have been
aware that the outcome of the tournament had no formal bearing on the

tide match.

Or did it still have such a bearing in the minds of some committee
members? Billing the tournament as a qualif ing event for a match with
Capablanca was an obvious way to increase public excitement. While the
organizers were trying to raise money, negotiate for favorable terms with
hotels, and entice the best players from around the world to participate,
.We
must not
it was in their interest to bill this as a "candidates event."
forget, too, that Nekhine and Capablanca had not definitely setded their
match arrangements by the end of 1926, and it could be claimed that the
proposed match was not a sure thing. After all, it was tnown that Alekhine

"... it b

tp

intentim

d

the

had failed twice previously to back up his challenges with sufficient

cqflnittee to

financial sponsorship.

ararye a matdl

For a time, events may have traveled on two parallel tracks, with
tu
Capablanca and Alekhine negotiating for a match while the New York
1927 organizing committee made its own preparations for an event which
some of its members, at least, genuinely believed to be a qualifier for a
match with the world champion. Capablanca, as a member of the committee, was in an equivocal position. On the one hand he was a signatory
to rhe 1922 London Rules and he could hardly turn away a challenge
from Nekhine, another signatory, ifAlekhine could fulfill the conditions
for a match. On the other hand, he would have found it awkward to
debunk the claims of his friends and supponers in New York, who were
working hard to put together rhe 1927 tournament.
We do not need to assume that anybody was being dishonest.
Capablanca said in the fall of 1926 that he was willing to play Alekhine,
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the wimer
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and he did in fact play him in the fall of 1927. That Alekhine finished
second in New York was probably less important to Capablanca than the
fact that Alekhine had finally obtained financial backers for a match. If
somebody other than Alekhine had finished second in New York, we can
take the organizers at their word that they would have tried to organize a
match between this player and Capablanca, presumably after the
Capablanca-Alekhine match in Buenos Aires (Capablanca's letter to Lederer, quoted in fuIl below, bears out this interpretation). However,
Alekhine did finish second in New York and there was no need for the
New York organizing committee to do anything at all.
Of course the issue was of great concern to Alekhine, who fired offa
telegram to Lederer on 6January 1927 (Russell Collection #1384) asking for clarification of the entire situation. Clarification came quickly.
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On

7 January 1927, Capablanca sent the following handwritten letter
(Russell Collection #1569) from Havana to Norbert Lederer in New
York (note the reference to the "programme" in the posscript):
Dear Lederer:
Yesterday I sent Alekhine the following cable: 'N. Y. Tournamenr
has no connection wharcoever with our negotiations Capablanca'.
Today I have sent him a further cable as follows: "As v'ritten and
cabled before our match will take place independent of result of New

York Tournament provided all London Championship rules are met
naming of treasurer at present unnecessary when you reach N. Y. will get

'Yesbday lsent
Alelfiine tlB

blbttig

cable:

'N. Y. Tourmnert
has

m comec'tftn

wfiatsoever

witr

our n€otiatiolE
Capablanca'."

together regarding referee, treasurer etc. Capablanca"
I believe it would be well for you to cable him to the effect that
should the result of the N. Y. tournamenr bring to the fore another player
outside of us two, the committee would then try to arrange a match
between this third player and the winner of our match. I am afraid he is
suspicious of us and wants to make a mounrain out of a mole hill. I have,
however, written to him a letter, several days ago, that should make
matters quite clear. I am very sorq' I am not in N. Y.
Unless I hear from you to the contrdr)r, I shall leave Havana on
Monday Jan. 3 1st arriving to New York on Wednesday the 2d of Feb. I
shall go by train on the Flavana Special. You can find out when this train
will reach N. Y. Penn Station. The contract you sent me, I will take along
as there are one or two points which should be changed. There will,
however, I am sure, be no difficulty about it.
fu regards Shipley, he said in his lener to me that he would contribute $100 and guarantee $100 more. I will take the matter up with him
when I get to New York. Meanwhile I shall prepare the way from here.
Best regards
Yours
[signed] J. R. Capablanca
P.S. As regards Alek. you may say that the programme was gotren
up by the committee before there was any assurance that our match
would take place and that it is not the desire of the committee to interfere

with it.

Apparendy the correspondence and telegrams crossed in transit, as Alekhine was still unsure of what was going on as late as 14 January l9Z7 ,
when he sent Lederer the following cable @ussell Collection #1385):
Cannot play unless committee officially cables me they cancel point
programme about first and second winner as contradicting actual situation Capablanca having officially accepted my challenge confirming tournament will have no connection whatsoever our match Alekhine

Three days later, however, everything was in order. Once all the correspondence and telegrams reached their destinations, Alekhine's fears
were allayed.

Spreading the "Candidates Tournament" Story
The original correspondence in the Russell Collection proves beyond a
doubt that the tide match between Alekhine and Capablanca was arranged prior to the beginning of the New York 1927 to-wnament. This
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makes Alekhine's later description of these events puzzling, when he
claims in the introduction to the New York 1927 tournament book that
he was virnrally forced to play under conditions dictated by Capablanca.
Without any further information, a reader might envision the domineering Cuban cracking the whip, humbling all who would dare to even
think of challenging for his tide, while he sneered "Play me on my terrns

or not at alll"

This passage from Das Nea Yorker Scbach Tumier 1927 (reprinted in
1963 by Walter De Gruyter & Co., Berlin, and translated from the
German byAlex Cherniack), is worth reproducing in full:
In the spring of 1926 there were cwo challenges to the then world champion-one from Nimzowitsch, the other from myself. It soon became
obvious Nimzowitsch's challenge was "platonic"-he had very linle financial support, and the conditions of his challenge could only be met in
London. Such a challenge as his probably undermined all other challenges, since the heavy tournament
schedule for the following year led
the chess world to frown upon the
practical value of a match.
Things stood differendy witJr
me. I sent a telegram to Capablanca
in September from Buenos Aires;
experience from my fruidess challenges in 1921 and,1923 had taught
me to secure financial backing. I felt
20 BROAD SIREEI
sure that the material conditions for
JAN r,i
my challenge had been meg and that
Js2 xPlt
i
the world champion would welcome
PARIS ?9
such a match.

Capablanca, however, sent
back something unexpected; instead
of a direct reply, I received a ram-

bling letter suggesting that I attend
the NewYork tournament. The official program was enclosed, and it

contained many curiosities: Dr.
Lasker was not invited, the time

so
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control and number ofplaying hours were unusual (both ofwhich would
be very demanding in a furure match with Capablanca), and finally the
player who took first place (or second if Capablanca won) should be the
ofRcial challenger for the World Championship. Because the world champion was so protected, the New York tournament did not generally make
waves--{ertain masters though did protest, with whom this author concurs. But what good could a protest do after the deed had been done? The
committee gave its blessing-the whole atrnosphere of the decision making process made it irrevocable. The tournament is respected for its "ofEcial opinion" as proof that among the serious contenders one would be
chosen as the Challenger.
Consequendy the participants in this tournamenr from a sporting
standpoint were in a truly paradoxical situation. The world champion
risked nothing-a relatively poor showing could be put down as luck by
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another player. In comparison, it was imperative for Nimzowisch and me
to finish in one of the two top spots; otherwise we would be out of the
running for a tide match with Capablanca for a very long time if not
forever.
Due to these psychological handicaps, I seriously considered turning
down the committee's invitation. I decided to attend chiefly for two reasons:

l.

Capablanca had repeatedly and pigheadedly refused to give me

and the fugentinian chess clubs a clear, definitive answer to my challenge.
He made it clear through his letters and telegrams that I had to come to
New York if we v/ere to come to any sort of understanding.
2. My refusal would have been misinterpreted by the chess worldnamely, that I was afraid of Capablanca. The resulting tournament would
have been much easier for Capablanca; he would play whomever scored
first or second, and all my organizing efforts in Buenos Aires would have
fallen into the water. And so I went to New York in order to prrsue my
perhaps once in a lifetime chance for the World Championship, although
I had few illusions about how difEcult it would be.
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This passage in the tournament
book introduction must be one of
the main reasons for the persistent
belief that New York 1927 was a dc
faao candidates torunament. However, a more interesting question is
what might have caused Alekhine
to depict the situation as he did?
It must be remembered that

the tournament book was wriften
after Alekhine had won the world
tide from Capablanca. The Introduction from which the above passage is taken is tided "The New

Yorkl927 torunament

as prologue
to the world championship in Buenos Aires," and is filled with criticism of Capablanca's play as well as
his ofEcial dealings. Alekhine might
well have wanted to make his ascent appear as difficult as possible,
thereby rendering the accomplishment that much more noteworthy.

He might also have resented
Capablanca's insistence on total
compliance with the 1922 London
Rules. Also, making others believe
that Capablanca had been unreasonable might eventually win him
support if pressure began to mount
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for a rematch, supposing Alekhine did not immediately agree to one.
Finally, it cannot be denied that it simply makes for a better story. After
all, what is more interesting--doing batde in one of the era's premier
tournaments for a chance to play the invincible Cuban, or playing in a
strong tournament to fine-tune your skills for a tide match already agreed
upon?
Based on the original source material available, there is litde ques-

tion that Alekhine, when he wrote the introduction to the New York
1927 tournament book, was stretching the truth to the breaking point.
Written sources, however, are not everything. We know that Capablanca

not only lazy but rather vain, and occasionally aloof in his dealings Alelfiine's
with lesser mortals. Contemporary custom, as well as the London Rules, rctrcpecfive
which he had essentially dicated to his future challengers, placed much
of the burden of arranging championship matches on the challenger; sbffiEffi ca$
Alekhine may have felt frustration at having to bear that burden. Having tlpsitdin h a
received indications from the organizing committee that New York 192 7
was a qualif ing event-a stipulation that the organizing committee ap- tre tdt, rlitt
parendy never publicly retracted-he must have been nervous, and look- $uS nidd
ing at matters from his angle it is hard to blame him.
was

Nevertheless his statements in the tournament book are regrettable.

dus h nny

Looking back, it is difficult for us to determine what their effect was on yeaE.
Capablanca or what impact they had on rematch negotiations. It is certain that Alekhine's retrospective statements cast the situation in a false
light, which would mislead others for many years.

Why Didn't lasker Play?
Everyone involved with New York 1927 realized what the presence of
Emanuel Lasker would mean to the tournament. Harold Phillips, later
president of the USCF, wrote to the organizing comminee that he
(Phillips) would not help with the tournarnent unless Lasker was invited.
Lasker was not only the immediate former world champion, but just
three years earlier had won the great New York tournament of 1924. He
was still capable of playing world-class chess. Why was Lasker not even
included in the short list of six players to be invited?
In fact the organizing committee, with Lederer at the helm, did not
believe that Lasker would play. We can better understand their assumption by examining Lasker's participation in the 1924 New York tournament and his stormy relationship with Lederer, who was the chief
organizer of that tournameng too. A dispute benareen the rwo men had
begun over an incident in the game which Lasker had lost to Capablanca
in New York 1924.
Lasker later claimed that the clock used in that game \Mas defective
and that this defect had cost him time in his game with Capablanca,
thereby contributing toward the loss. He further charged that when
Lederer had realized the clock was defective, he failed to correct or
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replace the clock until it was too late. Lederer vehemendy denied the charge. In an independent investigation conducted by an impartial panel, Lederer was
exonerated.
Lasker remained unconvinced, and made a sec-

ond claim related to the prize firnd. He insisted that
Lederer had assured him that any tournament surplus
would be added to the money distributed to the prize
winners. Whether or not this arrangement had really
existed, it was moot because the tournament had lost
money. But this fact did not satisf' Lasker, for Capablanca had been paid a substantial appearance fee;
Lasker contended that without that fee, there would
have been additional funds for the prize winners.
From the enorrnous amount of correspondence
to, from, and about Lederer in the Russell Collection,
it is apparent that he was an honorable man. When
Lasker raised his charges, it was Lederer who immediatelywrote to the National Chess Federation @ussell Collection#574) asking that a panel be appointed
to investigate them. Lederer made it clear that until
and unless his name and honor were vindicated, he
would not consider working on organizing the New
Yorkl927 tournament.
Lederer was firlly aware of the importance and
prestige that Lasker's participation would bring to the
1927 tournament, but neither he nor the organizing
committee believed that Lasker would play, given the history of events
just cited. However, despite the fact that he could not be very pleased
about it, he made an extraordinary effort to convince Lasker to play. He
enlisted the help of influential people in the United States and Europe,
but Lasker vras not persuaded. Finally, as the plans which were formulated had to be finalized, Lederer made one last effort. On 10 December
l926he wrote a five-page typewritten letter in German to Lasker (Russell Collection #584). Lederer, whose first language was German ftre was
born in Vienna), wanted to make absolutely certain that he would not be
misunderstood. Lederer's formal invitation to Lasker specified all the
terms, financial and otherwise, being offered to Lasker as well as a strong
plea for Lasker to relent and play in what was recognized even then as
one of the world's great chess tournaments.
Alas, it \Mas not to be. Lasker refused to accept the findings of the
panel appointed by the National Chess Federation. He also would not
let the matter rest. In the spring of 1927, after the tournament had
finished, he wrote a long letter to various newspapers and journalists
around the world @ussell Collection #581) detailinghisversion of events.
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In his

eyes, both Lederer and Capablanca were cul-

fu

a result of this dispute, one of the greatest
tournaments of all time was held without one of the
greatest players of all time.
pable.
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Play Begfns
Eventually the tournament committee received confirmation from six players: Capablanca, Alekhine, Vidmar, Nimzovich, Spielmann (who was selected to
replace Bogolyubov), and Marshall. Contracs were in
place with each player, with Capablanca and Alekhine
given special consideration. Several ofthe original contracts are part of the Russell Collection, including
those signed by Vidmar @ussell Collection #127 5),
Spielmann (Russell Collection #1156) and Nimzovich (Russell Collection #961).
The tournament itself was almost anticlimactic.
Organization and funding allowed for a quadruple
round robin of 20 rounds. Although Nimzovich and
Capablanca were tied for the lead with 6Vz after nine
rounds, Nimzovich lost four of his next six games,
leaving the champion to dominate the event. He finished at 145, scoring eight wins, 12 draws and no
losses. Alekhine was 2/z points behind, having drawn
three and lost one in his individual encounters with
Capablanca.

Among the legacies of the playwere the Manhattan Variation in the Queen's Gambit Declined, in which Spielmann lost
the First Brillianry Prize game to Capablanca. Marshall introduced the
Modern Benoni Defense, drawing with Capablanca before losing to

Nimzovich in the Third Brilliancy Prize

garne, which was thought for a
long time to have refuted the entire opening, Capablanca won a smooth
positional game against Nimzovich on the black side of a Caro-Kann
Advance variation, as well as a nice endgame against Mdmar. Alekhine
received the Second BrillianryPrize for one of his wins againstMarshall,
and Vidmar received the Fourth Brillianry Prize for one of his wins over
Nimzovich. (All of the original scoresheets are in the Russell Collection.)
It has long been thought that the ease with which Capablanca won
tlis tournament contributed to his overconfidence in the tide match
with Alekhine, which began in Buenos Aires approximately six months
after the end of this tournamenr.
At this point it is worth addressing some of the tournament's minor
mythology. In The Chess Enryclopedin (1990), Nathan Divinsky repeats
several old allegations about Capablanca's play during the tournament.
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Specifically, he writes (p. 1a3) that after 17 rounds, when Capablanca
was assured by his 372-point lead of clear first place, Capablanca
declared that he would draw his last three games (against Alekhine, Vidmar, and Nimzowitsch) in order not to affect the struggle for second
place. It seems that Nimzowitsch played some bizatre moves and got into
a bad position. Capablanca complained to the tournament director that
unless Nimzowiach played better, he (Capablanca) would be forced to
win the gamel Finally Capablanca actually dictated rhe last four or five
and the game
-orres, *hi.h Nimzowitsch played rather apprehensively,
was drawn.

Divinsky offers no sources for this story, but clues might be found in
two places. First, in one of his regular articles for Tbe Nrw York Times
during tlre tournament, on March 27,1927, Capablanca wrote (quoted
onp.172 of Capablanca by Edward Winter):
The peculiar position in which we found ourselves with regard to the
otheithree leading competitors made us decide to exert ourselv€s to play
for draws unless onr opponettt ttreatened to win, since any defeat at our
hands would put any one of them out of the running for a prize, without
any benefit to ourselves.

Later in the same article, he wrote:
The same remarks about our game with Vidmar in a previous round [the
paragraph abovel apply to our game with Nimzowitsch [round 19], except that h..e *e had achance to win, ofwhich we did not avail ourselves.

And Aleldrine, in his notes to the Capablanca-Nimzovich game in the
tonrnament boolg observed (p. 159), "This move I21 W] shows conclusively that Capablanca showed absolutely no interest in winning this
game. 21 Rd6 would have won very easily."

This practice of deliberately playng for draws-even when wins
were available-may seem like an unusual one, or at least an rmusual one
to admit to, but note that Capablanca did not say that he "announced"
his intentions in advance. In his article written after the event was over'
he merely reported his state of mind while the event was still in progress.
But even more importandy, the brief note quoted above is the only time
Alekhine comes even close to mentioning what Divinsky alleges about

NEW YORK TOURNAMENT SCORE TABLE
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the last three rounds-although Alekhine's Introduction was essentialy
a l6-page indictrnent of Capablanca for all sorts of other faults and
misdeeds. One would think that if Capablanca had behaved so oudandishly at the tournament, Alekhine would have used it to bolster his case
(unless Alekhine decided that telling the whole story would make Capablanca look too Olympian). Contemporary coverage of the event in the
American Chess Bullctin makes no mention of any of the charges. Thus,
the most that can now be said with certainty, at least if we believe Capablanca himself, is that Capablanca played to draw in the last three rounds.
Without more evidence, the rest is pure speculation.

Brilliancy Prize Games
GlplelAilca-SptElJuAr{r{, New Yonx L927, Ro 13
QUEEil's Gnmen Decun:o D38
I d4 d5 2 dR e6 3 c4 Dd7 4 6c3 A96 5 Ag5 Aba 6 cxd5
exd5 7 Sa4 Axc3+ 8 bxc3 O4 9 e3 c5 10 Ad3 c4 ll Ac2 8e7 12

04 a6 13 Efel 8e6 14 Ad2 b5 15 8a5 o,e416 dxe4 dxe417 a4
gds 18 axb5 Sxg5 19 Axe4 Hb8 20 bxa6 HbS 21 8c7 ab6 22 a7
Ah3 23 Eebr Exbl+ 24 Exbl f5 25 Af3 f426 exf414
Aurxrne-MnnsHAlr.' NEw Yonx 1927,

RD

18

NIMzoIilDrAil DEFET{SE E21

t d4 af62 c4 e6 3 AB Ae4 4 atd2 Ab+ s 8c2 d5 6 a'c3 fS 7
Adxe4 fxe4 8 Af4 f0 9 e3 c610 Ae2 Ad7 11 a3 Ae7 12 0-O Ag5
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16 ExfI e5 17 gd2 c5 18
8f7+ €h8 21 bxc3 Bgt zz 8e7 h6 23
Ahs as 24 e6 9625 exdT AxdT 26Hf7 14
13

fl Axf4 14 exf4 Exf4 15 S<e4 Exfl+

dxe5 d4 19

gf4

dxc3 20

NmzovrcrrMAnsHAlr, New Yom 4927, Ro L7
Benom Derrrse A61

I c4 df62 d4 e6 3 AB c5 4 d5 d6 5 Ac3 exd5 6 cxd5 96 7 ad2
AbdT 8 aca 6b6 9 ea AgiT l0 Ae3 0{ 11 A& Ah5 12 G{ Ae5
13 a4 orf414 a5 E,d7 15 Ac4 Axd3 16 Sxd3 f5 17 exf5 Exfs 18 f4
Ad4+ 19 Ae3 Axc3 20 8xc3 6ff 21 gb3 Hxdi 22 f5 gxf5 23 Ag5
Hd4 24 db6+ c425 8c3 axb6 26 gxd4 WgI 27 Eael bxa5 28 Ee8
8xe8 29 8xft+ €g8 30 Aho r+
VtouAFNrmzovrcH, NEw YoH( 1927, Ro 14

Grru-lr Oprunc EO1
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t d4 aft2 6R e6 3 93 d5 4 Ag2 AbdT 5 H Ad6 6b3 c67
Abd2 04 8 Ab2 8e7 9 c4 b5 10 Ae5 Axe5 11 dxe5 org+ tZ e+
Agxe5 13 exd5 exd5 14 cxd5 cxd5 15 AxdS Eb8 16 Eel gd6 17
6f3 AxB+ 18 SxA €h8 19 Eacl Eb6 20 ExcS Exc8 2l Sxfl 8gf
22*xd7

t4

The Aftermailr

The Intemational Chess Grand Masters Tournament of

1927 was the
last great international tournament to be held in tlle United Sates until
the First Piatigorsky Cup in 1963. There are several reasons for this.
The worldwide economic depression severely limited fu"di"g for grandiose events. After World War II, there was a new order in the chess
world. The International Chess Federation (rmn) had emerged as an

organizing power, and the death of Alekhine permiaed it to exercise
authority. The locus of chess moved toward Central and Eastern Europe, and most major events of the 1950s were rlon qualif ing events for
the world championship.
Because of the meticulous files maintained by Norbert Lederer, the
premier chess organizer of his day, we can glimpse the inner workings of
the legendary New York 1927 tournament. This magnificent event belongs to a bygone era, a golden age of chess in America when a great
tournament was also a great public event. al
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Silence of the Pawns
Jamie Hamilton
Knight Moues
Directed by Carl Schenkel, written by Brad Mirman, starring Christopher
Lambert, Diane Lane, Tom Skerrit, and Daniel Baldwin
Republic Pictures, 1993, 108 minutes, rated R

a\
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\-rhess

is so often

portrayed inaccuratelyin the rnedia thatit's

a

minor

thrill when you see they've set up the board correcdy. To the untutored
mind, it would appear a simple mafter just to reproduce a grandmaster
game if you're showing grandmasters playrng chess, but I've only seen it
done once, in theJames Bond movie From Russin with loze. There's also
some kind oflawin Hollyrood that

if

chess is involved, you have to
show the following scene:

?-tn

BtRT

LiAi.:i

LAr\-

t

5KI

Two mm buncbedwer arandamly
ord.ered cbessboard.

FirstPlayer (reaches out, pcrhes a piece
forward): Check!
Close sbot of second player, wbo
glances up with a hunted hok and
nukes a buryied neoae.

FirstPlayer

gerf lifu

laerthe bnard, gtnplanx it cahnly, an-

(leans

a piece,

nauw es triump h ant ly ...) : Checkrnate

!

I{nigbt Mooel a chess-oriented
movie scheduled for release inJanuary 1993 , of course includes this /e
rigueur scene. It's also got plenty of
cliched characters, such as the small

town "no-nonsense" police chief
(played by Tom Skerrit), the flyJamie Hamihon is a USCF Master uho
bas written for ChessLife and many oth er
publications. He liaes in Washington, DC.
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off-the-handle-at-any-provocation

detective @aniel Baldwin), and the

inexperienced young female psychologist (Diane Lane) who falls in love
with the prime suspect. You could almost assemble the movie from stock
footage if it weren't for the main character: a top grandmaster who's in
the lead at the world championship candidates'tournament.
Christopher Lambert, Lane's husband in real life, whom you may
remember from his debut as Tarzan (in the Grryxoke version), ascends

the evolutionary ladder with ease to portray Grandmaster Peter
Sanderson. His character is by far the most interesting in the movie, and
solid lines, as when he echoes Kasparov's cofirments about the
surprising psychological violence inherent in chess.
The movie is set on a small Pacific Northwest resort island where
the world championship candidates tournament is being held. During
the event, a serial killer begins stalking the town's young women, and
initial clues point to Sanderson. Short of funds, and somehow without
help from state or federal agencies, the local police enlist the psychologist to coverdy assess Sanderson. Suppressing her own suspicions ofhis
guilt, she prompdy falls in love with him. With her Female Intuition and
his Powerful Chess Mind, they go about deciphering the killer's clues.
The plot, however, just doesn't hold water, though there's a lot of it
on the floor in some loosely justified basement scenes. In a promising
opening scene-set perhaps by coincidence n 1972-n which a pen
literally takes on the role of a sword, the filrn pokes gruesome fun at the
has some

lt's

de b

see a

gradnast€r in a
rumartic led,
even

il he b

sEpectd

sevrd

d

muders.

Butfie

trt of il*s
ftileriut fresn't
hdd rYaH.

emotional strains of junior chess competition. But the writers rapidly
jump offthe deep end and never swim back to shore. The way the clues
are parceled out, the viewer never has any hope of figuring out the
killer's game. The police behave with inexplicable arbitrariness, and the
phone-trace angle just fizzles out. (fhey should have ordered caller ID
from the phone company.)
It's nice to see a fashionably-dressed grandmaster in a romantic lead,
with beautiful women falling into bed with him at the slightest provocation. (On the other hand, he is suspected of commiting several extremely
grotesque murders.) Chess players will probably be pleased to see the
game in the public eye, and happy to have some stereoq?es about the
game contradicted on the big screen, but aruroyed to see others reinforced (for one, the players are older than they should be), and at all the
litde mistakes only those in the know could pick up on.
Even though there is a "chess advisor" listed in the credis, the
players make illegal moves and the positions shown don't match the
announced moves. The people who made this movie obviously didn't
take the time to get to know the chess world. Why, for example, would
any writer make up chess opening names? Knight Moaes is hardly the
only production to do this; in fact, it seems to be the rule rather than the
exception, but is it really possible to improve on the King's Gambit, the
Poisoned Pawn Variation, the Bogo-Indian, for God's sake? (The writers
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of this movie had the poetic fanry to dream up the "Number Two
Variation.") To their credit, however, they did inadvertendy illustrate
the tendency of chess-book writers to overdo their clever quips and
sayings: A key plot element involves the "three rules" of how to play
chess proposed by a made-up famous player: "Carefirlly, carefirlly, carefully." Maybe the writers came to movies from the real estate business.
The chess world has so many fascinating characters that it's a shame
more of them haven't ended up on film. The real-life Gary Kasparov, for
example, is much more compelling than Peter Sanderson. IGtigbt Mwes
humorously superstitious grandmaster who wears a hat made of

has one

aluminum foil, but he's only a pale imitation ofVikor Korchnoi, whose
match with Maroczy is the first concrete evidence of chess after death.
Director Carl Schenkel, who brought us such classics as Silence Like
Ghss and Silhouene, and Republic Pictures, generally a B-grade movie

mill, probably intend l(night Moves for the rental market. If so, with any
luck they'll eftend the two short sex scenes to create an unrated version
and earn an "under- I 7 restricted" sticker on the video-store cassefte box.
According to Vanity Fair, rhis film "threatens to do for chess what
Silence of tbe Lambs drd for dressmaking." But certainly not what it did at
the Oscars. I{night Mooes isn't a bad movie; it has some high points, but
mosdy it just goes by and then you forget about it. Still, chess players
might want to see it even if they don't add the sex scenes. al
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Alekhine Renaissance
Edwad Winter
A. Akkhine: Agony of a Chess Gmius
Pablo Mordn, edited and translated by Fran-k X. Mur
Jefferson, NC: McFarland

AN, xiv + 3 14 pp., $32.50 hardcover
Alekbine in

the Americas

John Donaldson, Nikolay Minev, and Yasser Seirawan
Seatde, WA: International Chess Enterprises

AN,47 pp. (oversized), $8.95 paperback
Tlte Games of Alekbine
Rogelio Caparr6s and Peter Lahde
Brentwood, TN: Chess Scribe
FAN, iv + 385 pp., $24.95 paperback, $i4.95 hardcover
Complete Gama ofAlekbine,

Jan Kalendovsky and

Volume One

Mastimil Fiala

Olomouc, Czechoslovakia: Publishing House Moravian Chess
187 pp., $36.00 (approx.) hardcover
Das Schachgen ie Alech in
Isaak Linder and Madimir

Linder

Berlin: Sportverlag
320 pp., $18.00 (approx.) hardcover (in German)

A***o"r

Alekhine is remembered as one of the more prolific world
champions in the literary realm. He wrote some 18 chess bool<s, nearly
all dealing either with individual evenrs in which he participated or with
specific phases of his career. Many later writers were thus able to pro-

duce Alekhine "best game" compilations on the basis of material effortlessly gleaned from the master's books, and until recently there has been
Edzlard winter is a noted

chess historian and writer. Frnn 1982-1989 be edited and
Chess Notes. His mgst recent book Capablanca, published in l9g9 by
McFarland. He liaes in Switzerhnd.
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litde attempt to go beyond this nucleus of familiar, not to say stale,
material. But now, wtrh 1992 marhng the centenary of his birth, a
number of authors have been striving-and indeed competing-to uncover further games and to research the nools ofAlekhine's life.
Among the key difficulties facing them are the intensity of his activ-

ityin numerous countries and the paucityof solid information, i.e. documentation, about cerain aspects of his life (notably his Russian/Soviet
period, up to the beginning of the 1920s). Chroniclers must also be
prepared to tackle such issues as Alekhine's unlovely character traits and
the sheer scale of his tragedy. No other world chess champion started life

with more or finished itwith

less.

Frank and equitable treatment of personal matters was a characteristcof Agania dc an GeniobyPablo Mor6n, originallypublished in Madrid,
1972by Agwlera. A revised and expanded English-language edition appeared in 1989 (A. Ahkhine: Agony ofa Cbess Geniw, edited and translated
by Frank X. Mur). The book provides deailed coverage of Alekhine's
various visis to Spain and Portugal, noably during the Second World
War, as well as offering light reading on topics such as "The Nazism of
Alekhine," "Alekhine the Man," and "Alekhine and Women." Above all,
coundess forgotten games are presented, most with annotations, though No oilrrmI
information about sources is lacking.
Insulficient use is made of Alekhine material that came to light dtss dEqin
between 1972 and 1989, and although the handsome English version is $nhd
certainly much superior to the Spanish original, a furtlrer edition could
nne
doubdess be made better still. On the other hand, and to keep mafters in
perspective, it should be noted that Agany of a Chess Grniw is vasdy ttih les6.
superior to nine-tenths of what passes for chess literature nowadays.
Geographical limits also determined the scope of Alekbine in the

bflr

flti#d t

Americas by ru John Donaldson, rrur Nikolay Minev, and cu Yasser
Seirawan. The format is similar to the magazine Insifu Cless, with much
material (about 140 games, many annotated, plus contemporary comment) crarn-rned into 47 pages. Despite a few rough edges, such as the
lack of any indexing and some printing errors (e.g. an incorrect birthdate
for Alekhine on p. 1, corrected in a quote on p. 2), the work has been
edited well and reads smoothly. Like Mor6n's boolg ir concentrates on
A]ekhine's informal games, many of which appeared in the Arnerican
Chess

Bulhtin but nowhere else.

"The authors of this work are not chess historians," declares the
introduction (p. 1), yet within the book's self-imposed limits they demonstrate more scholarship than do many pretenders to that tide. Their
valuable reexamination of some ofAlekhine's games and annotations in
the light of 1990s praxis serves to highlight a firndamental problem in
chess literature: the divide between masters and historians. The shrewd
historian will realize that his lack of over-the-board mastery disbars him
from the annotation of games and other similar practical tasks, and he
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Ethtard Winter
chess adage that "a weakness is not a weakness if it is
unexposed and cannot be exploited." Likewise, few masters possess adequate knowledge or research material to write usefully about chess
history thoughrhe Inside Chess teanhas shown that there are exceptions.
How unfornrnate that the two categories, historian and master, so seldom join forces.
When forces are joined by persons who belong to neither category,
the result is liable to be a book like Tlte Games of Alekbine by Rogelio
Caparr5s and Peter Lahde. Part One has 953 tournament games, Part
Two 214 match games, and Part Three 410 offhand games (a very small

will bear in mind the

ffithetwo

number, in a section which also fails to identifi' the qpes of events
involved). Throughout the volume the games are presented without
exact dates, precise sources, annotations, or information about possible

cate$odes,

score discrepancies, etc., and even the moves themselves are incorrect in

lfoi{ uffifunate

Ittodan
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join brces.
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many cases.
None of this deters the book from claiming on p. 385 that "Since the
publication of his book Tlte Games of Capablanca, in 1991, Caparr6s fixed
his mind in completing the only other great book missing in the chess
literature: the Games of Alexander Alekhine" (quoted verbatim). It is
regretuble that he did not fix his mind in correcting the coundess grammaticaVidiomatic solecisms and typographical errors (plus another wrong
birthdate for Alekhine, this time on the back cover). The hallmarla of
the presentation of games and resuls are inconsistency and loose thinking, and the lack of historical judgment is further shown by naive namedropping (as when, on p. 93, the bare score ofAlekhine's widely published
game againstDake is grandlyheaded "Contributed byGMArthur Dake").
While it is true that Tlte Games of Alckhine furnishes the largest
quantity of the Franco-Russian master's games so far gathered within a
single volume, other prospective authors had already accumulated hundreds more. In particular, many readily available tournament games have
been overlooked by the Chess Scribe boolq as have simultaneous specimens of decidedly better quality than the 19 "lost" games scraggily annexed to the end of the book, following a last-minute donadon. Tbe
Games ofAlekhine mayhavefilled a gap in chess literature, but it has filled
it poorly and temporarily.
A more ambitious project, with a correspondingly more venturesome tide, has come from Czechoslovakia: Canplete Gamcs of Alekbineby
Jan Kalendovsky *d Mastimil Fiala. To date, the first of four volumes
has appeared, covering the years 1892-192L. In addition to334 games,
mosdy unannotated but some with notes by Alekhine, there is a huge
amount of biographical material, and the research is as prodigious as the
presentation is shambolic. Typographical errors superabound, especially
in the game annotations ('Black could decisived the game by beatiful
combination in his favour"-p.29), despite three Americans being credited for correcting the translation.
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The industry of Kalendovsky and Fiala is to be respected, but Volume One is an amorphous potpourri which propels the reader backwards and forwards through amaze of pars and subchapters. There is a
surprisingly large number of factual errors (such as a crosstable on p. 66,
where most of the toals do not add up). The lamenable typesetting and
editing undermine the undeniable scholarship (e.g., the extensive use of
Russian and Soviet sources to provide the most deailed portrayal yet of
Alekhine's earlyyears). One welcome point, though, is that much of the

information is substantiated in footnotes. All too often authors offer
"information" (in the broadest sense of the term) without any indication
of their sources. Whether intentionally or noq this practice inevitably
leaves the reader powerless to distinguish between fact and fable.
Foomotes are not a feature of Das Scbachgenie Aluhinby Isaak and

Vladimir Linder, a run-of-the-mill book all too similar to the fatherand-son team's monographs on Capablanca (1988) and Lasker (1991)
from the same publisher. It goes down the beaten track competendy
enough, neither better nor worse than would tre expected from the brief,
perfunctory bibliography on the last page. But what were the authors
trying to achieve with any of the three bools, given that they scarcely add
to common knowledge? In the Alekhine volume, most of the standard
games, habitual facts, and customary photographs are on parade yet
again, and vimrally the only novelty is that Alekhine's play during the
Second World War is, for some reason, more or less ignored.
(Most of Alekhine's last chess *itiop are contained n 107 @eat
Chess Battles 1939-194t, edited and translated by q'self, originally published by the Oxford University Press in 1980 and reprinted by Dover
Publications in 1992. Additionally, Batsford's 1989 compilationl bkbinr's
Greatest Games of Chess, containing his own two volumes on 1908-1923
and 1924-1937, plus C. H. O'D. Alexander's coverage of 1938-1945, is
still in print.)
Alekhine's reputation has suffered gready at the hands of generalpurpose chess writers whose fondness for exaggerations and meretricious color has led them to focus on his personal wealnesses, real or Alddips
imagined. (To use four euphemisms, Alekhine has frequendy been accused of being uncandid, dissolute, intemperate, and racially partisan.) r€Fffii h6
None of the above bools makes any systematic attempt to anal4nn slhd gtEdy
Alekhine the person or Alekhine the player, and it remains to be seen
whether future authors can, in addition to providing reliable facnral ilE
information, unravel some of the manifold paradoxes and contradictions. gcterd'f,lese
For example, Alekhine dishonesdy "improved" some game scores
for immortality yet could write annotations tiat were merciless in expos- doss Hibrs.
ing previously undetected errors in his own play. He produced a tournament book (of New York 1927) which was shamefirlly biased against
Capablanca, yet he managed to remain reasonably objective in another
one Q{ottingham 1936) written when relations between rhe two masters

t
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were infinitelyworse. Alekhine is frequendy described as "immoral"'yet
until the 1930s chess literature seldom contained an uncomplimenary
word about him. Even his playing style is the subject of widely varying

assessments by qualified commentators. Was it sound? Was it
hlpermodern? Was he relatively weak in endings?
Answers may be offered by other books on Alekhine being prepared
now: the remaining volumes of the Kalendovsky/Fiala project, more
from Inside Cless, worls by C. Robinson and the late B. Reilly, as well as
R. Verhoeven/L. Skinner. Whatever, it must be hoped that these books
will show fewer signs of the disorderliness and haste that characterize
some of the recent works discussed above. So far there has been teeming
activity and comparatively litde to show for it. But why the rush? After
all, even the calendar-conscious can look towards a new publication
target that should allow plenty of time for research, fact-checking, and
proofreading: 1996 will be the 50th anniversary of Alekhine's death. ar

Nways Roomfor
Improvement
Fred Wilson
Tlte Oxford Carnpanion to Cbess, Second Edition

by David Hooper and Kenneth Whyld
Oford University Press, New Yorlg 1992
AN, vii + 483 pp., $45.00 hardcover

'T.
Ihe

good ne*s is that this new edition has replaced the first edition of
1984 as clearly the best, most accurate and interesting chess enryclopedia in English. It is vasdy superior to earlier mediocrities, such as Tle
Fnrydopedia ofCless by Sunnucks (1970, 197 6), An Illrrtrated Diaionary of
Chess by Brace (1977), The Enryclopedia of Chus by Golombek (1977>which does, however, contain excellent material by Heidenfeld and
Soltis-and The Chus Enrycloped,iabyDiinsky (1990). It contains at least
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Freil Wibon is a dealer of cbess books and equipmmt in Nan York City. He
o/A Picture History of Chess, published by Doaer in 1981.
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20%o new material,

with 73 more

pages than the first edition, over
160 new, mosdy biographical, entries (although, unfornrnately, about
70 from the first edition have been
deleted), an almost entirely new selection of illustrative games and
compositions than those used originally, and, curiously, not mentioned
in either the Preface or the dustjacket, nearly all new portrait illustrations ofthe great players.
While the most important new

grandmasters from Anand to
Yudasin are given adequate coverage, it is odd to see such powerful,
young British cus such as James
Plaskett, William Watson, David
Norwood, and Joseph Gallagher,
not to mention American Patrick
Wolff (2595 rron) omitted. Articles
on the great players have often been

slighdy revised and enhanced; for
example, under "Alekhine" we now
learn that he spoke proudly of his
notorious anti-Semitic wartime articles (which he later disavowed) in
a quotation from the Madrid newspaper El Ahazar on 3 September 1941. Under "Morphy'' an ambiguous
quotation from a letter by his secretary Edge, from which some have
rashly inferred that he and./or Morphy were homosexual, has been replaced by an excellent contemporary description of Morphy's concerns
about the Civil War by the farmous publisher George Putnam.
Glancing at the "B" chapter, I note that both the Ossip Bernstein
and Julio Bolbochan entries have been improved by including a wellchosen illustrative game of each: for Bernstein, his famous Brilliancy
Prize victory over Najdorf at Montevide o 1954 (played when he was 72
years old!), while Bolbochan-Larry Evans, Helsinki Olynpiad 1954 is a
charming preachment against early pawn-grabbing by Black in the
Queen's Gambit Accepted.
Opening nomenclature has been increased by hundreds of names
(now 1327 variations and subvariations are given distinct identities), and
new terns in composition and problem-solving have been added. The
authors' painstaking accuracy regarding names, places, dates, and correct
spelling has been carried over from the first edition. In short, in terms of
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factual coffectness, this is far and away the most reliable historical reference work on chess in English. And it is also beautifully producedstrongly bound and printed on fine, coated paper. I urge anyone interested

in

chess

history to buy it.

Therefore I am disappointed, but feel obliged, to no\M present what
I perceive to be the bad news: There appears to be a clear anti-American
bias in the book. While every possible 19th century British master has
been included, both Max Judd and former U.S. champion Albert B.
Hodges are omitted. Surely, perhaps some (or all) of, say, the third of a
page devoted to "the master who never was," G. H. D. Gossip, could
have been used more fairly.

Ihe prenbtim

Some of the deletions from the first edition are truly astonishing,
and at least three are indefensible. Arthur Bisguier, a still active professional grandmaster for 35 years and one of the most popular players, has
been taken out. Why? Perhaps his noE rating and results have declined

to fie librafure b

since 1984, but surely his place in history has not. And what about
Andrew Soltis and Edmar Mednis, removed in the new edition despite
their both being not only acrive grandmasters but also the two most
popular and respected livingAmerican chess authors? Curiously, though,

stagely

etratic.

William Hartston, two fine British

Evar the

witilgp

d cmtlihlioffi

of

tlte gleat Cqrc$

dEuwe

d

arc gircn

insufrcieflt
attention.

Fine

room has now been found to include biographies ofleonard Barden and
chess writers. Of course, as a player
Barden couldn't carry Bisguier's, Soltis's, or Mednis's cloclg let alone
clean ig and neither he nor Hartston can objectively be considered to
have as distinguished a literary career as either Soltis or Mednis. This is
not to say that Barden and Hartston do not belong in rhe Campanion,
only that they should not be inserted at the expense of three fine American grandmasters of varied talents.
This discrimination seems to assume a panern with the deletions of
former U. S. champion John Grefe and currendy active American cM

Ron Henley (one of Karpov's seconds), as well as the continuing omission of Irving Chernev. Irving was perhaps the most engagrng and enthusiastic writer for beginning and average players, and the author of the
most successfirl chess book in English, Logical Chess Moae by Mwe,wlich
has sold over half a million copies to date and is still in print! Perhaps it is
meant as some sort ofjoke that Hooper and Whyld now see fit to include
Fred Reinfeld, although they damn him with faint praise, and fail to list
any of his books, not even Tlte Human Sille of Cbas (1952), which I have
always felt to be the most entertaining, subjectively-interesting history of
the great players. Further evidence of the authors' disdain for American
chess literature can be found in the entry for "periodicals," which neglects to mention "among the more famous serials" both the American
Chess Bulletin, edited by Herman Helms, which ran for 60 years (190+
1964), and Chess Rniew, edited by Israel A. "Al" Horowitz, which lasted
36 years (1933-1969). Words almost fail me.
But I believe that the joke is on Hooper and Whyld, who through
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their odd choices only bring into question their own judgment and
objectivity. Somehow they found nearly half a page to cover Eon de
Beaumont, a famous French tranwestite who once beat Philidor in a
blindfold simulaneous exhibition, but no space for many important players
and authors-not all of whom are American, it should be noted. The
deletion of the exciting Soviet players Nkolai Riumin and ru Rashid
Nezhmetdinov suggests that the authors' selection criteria tend more
parochially towards the British and European than specifically against
anything.
The inconsistency in the book's approach to chess writers and chess
literature in general also goes beyond mere parochialism. Not only are
the fine British writers Gerald Abrahams, Peter H. Clarke, and Bernard
Cafferty still missing, but there is a strangely erratic presentation of
contributions of the great players to the literature. For exa.nple, while

the significant worls of Lasker, Bowinnik, Alekhine, Steinitz, and
Bronstein are adequately addressed, under "Keres," the super-grandmaster who probably was most able to engage the interest of both amateur and master alike, the only mention of his r,rritings in the first edition
(a largely superficial paragraph) has been removed! There is no mention
ofJan Timman'sThe Art of Chess Analysis (1980), perhaps the best book
in a period of several years, nor is there a word aboutJohn Nunn's wellknown status as the most respected theoretical writer in the world today.
Even the writings of Euwe and Fine are given insufEcient attention.
Cenainly there are always enorrnous organizational problems in
creating an enryclopedic work allocating space equitably, dealing with
"unreasonable" publisher's demands for both brevity and comprehensiveness, curtailing one's personal prejudices in the interest of historical
fairness and accuracy, etc. But it is difficult not to question the judgment
-"f
of authors who included over 100 words on the strange suicide
A.
problem archivist W. R. Henry, and spent a firll page repeating the 19
rules for chessplaying laid down byJoseph Bertin in 1735, but could not
find space to even mention Hermann Helms, the longtime ,,Dean

of

American Chess."
I must reiterate, because perhaps I have not praised it enough, that
the second edition of Ttte Oxford Cwnpanion to Chess is overall an excellent work. I am saddened, though, to have to wam its potential readers
that some of its omissions and conclusions are quite debaable. It seems
that with historical worls, just as with opening bools, the final responsi!:t:.y {.1 deciding what is correct lies with the reader. Hooper and
Whyld have certainly given us a new trove of material on which to
exercise independent judgment. ar
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Rrylopez Round.tp
Bruce l,everett
The Ruy Lopezfor the Tournament Player

Gary Lane
Henry Holt, New York, 1992 @atsford, London, 1991)

FAN,240 pp., $19.95 paperback
Tbe Complete Spanish

Alexei Suetin, translated by Malcolm Gesthuysen
Henry Holt, New York, 1992 @atsford, London,
FAN, 224 pp., $19.95 paperback

l99l)

Winningwith tbe Ru1 Lopez Exehange Vaiation: Fischer's Weapm
Andrew Soltis
Chess Digest, Dallas, 1992
145 pp., $16.50 paperback

AN,

D
I-L

nglish-speaking chess players have waited a long time for a replacement for Leonard Barden's one-volume work on the Ruy Lopez, published thirty years ago. In 1973 Chess Digest published a translation of
the relevant sections of Spanbch bis Franzosbch by Keres, produced as
cheaply as possible, but still valuable. In 1987 Batsford published Shaun
Taulbut's Haw to Play the Ruy Lopez. This discussed the whole Ruy
Lopez, but it was not quite the same kind of opening book. Each chapter
analyzed one or more whole games, with discussion of side variations
limited to those relevant to the analysis of the chosen games. Baaford
must have liked this format, for they have now publishedTbe Ruy Lopez
for the Toumammt Player by ru Gary Lane (author of Tbe c3 Sicilian,
Crowood, 1990) organized along similar lines. But at the same time they
have published cu Alexei Suetin's Tbe Cnnplete Spanbh, an opening
treatise in the traditional style that its author has practiced successfirlly

for decades.
Both books give the appearance of being up-to-date, with citations
of games through 1990, and the expected shifis of emphasis in the main
variations. For instance, in the Closed Defense (1 e4 e5 2 dR A,c6
3 Abs a6 4 Aa4 af6 5 0-0 Ae7 6 Eel b5 7 Ab3 d6 8 c3 G-0 t h3), the
fashionable ZaiLtr'ev variation (9 ... Ab7) is given plenty of space, at the
expense of the older alternatives, the Chigorin (9 ... Aa5), the Breyer
Lneren is a USCF Senior Master, tbe autbor ofSicilian Defense: Velimirovic
Lttack, and a contributor to the 13th edition ofModern Chess Openings. He holds a
Ph.D. in Compater Science from Carnegie Mellon Uniaersity, and liaes in Pittsburgh.
Bruce
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(9 ... Ab8), and the Smyslov (9 ... h6). Not surprisingly, grven the difference in formag Lane discusses the whys and wherefores in greater depth.
He has also, in some cases, done better trend spotting. For instance, he
devotes part ofa chapter to9 a4 against the Closed defense, explaining
the motivation (it discourages 9 ... Ab7, which nansE
poses into the Zaitsev with an extra tempo for White,
lt
who avoided playrng h3), and quoting several of rl

t

Ljubojevic's games, including his nice win over Karpov
at the Dubai Olympiad. Suetin dismisses rhe move,
quoting only some analysis by Polugaevsky. Another
example from the Closed defense is the line t h3 Aa5
10 Ac2 c5 I I d4 8c7 12 Abd2 cxd4 13 cxd4 (D 1)
Ad7. Lane analyzes the game Tal-Hjartarsson,
Reykjavik 1986, which demonstrates rhe maneuver
14 afl Eac8 15 Ae3 Ac6 16 d5 ab4 17 Abl a5
18 a3 Ara6 19 b4l that put this variation under a cloud.
Suetin quotes a less critical game in this case, but he
evens the score by discussing 13 ,,.orc6, an important
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move that Lane doesn't even mention, and briefly
addressing l3 ... -Ab7 and l3 ... trd8.
Constrained by his format, Lane could not have written as "complete" book as Suetin has done, so he had to sacrifice many of the more
obscure sidelines. Some of the variations omitted, however, are not so
obscure: 4 d3 against the Schliemann; 9 ... Ae7 against 9 c3 in the Open;
1l c4 against the Breyer; and several lines in the Steiniz Deferred,
including the Siesta (5 c3 f5), the kingside fianchetto, the Duras variation, and the lines with 5 G-0 Aga. At the cost of a few more pages, drese
omissions mighthave been corrected, doing justice to whatis otherwise a
thorough job.
Winning with tbe Ruy Lopez Exchange Variation by the prolific cu
Andrew Soltis is an example of another trendy format, the "repertoire
book." The usual idea is to prescribe one set of lines for one player
flVhite in this case), and to examine only those lines. The opponent's
replies must still be covered thoroughly, but in principle, the player
hoping to learn enough about the Exchange Variation to start playrng
the White side will find it easier. He does not have to read about three or
four alternatives at each move only to discard all but one.
In practice, the concept is disappointing. For example, after the
moves I e4 e5 2 AB Ac6 3 Ab5 a6 4 Axc6 dxc6 5 0-0 f6 6 d4 Ag4,
Soltis recommends 7 dxe5, so he ignores the body of theory staning with
7 c3. His analysis of 7 &e5 is quite promising, but what if it doesn't work
for me? If I want to switch to 7 c3,I must find another book. This
selectivity might be justified if the repertoire were based on some complex variation starting with 4 Aa4, but the Exchange Variation does not
have enough theory to justifr the "repertoire" treatrnent; at the cost ofa
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dozen more pages, Soltis could have produced essentially complete coverage of White's major alternatives, including the primitive 5 d4 with
which Lasker bedeviled his rivals. However, in the variations covered by
the "repertoire," the book is quite successful. I found no serious lapses of
coverage, and the analysis is a model ofhelpfulness combined with depth
and precision.
The last chapter, almost a third of the book, analyzesFischer's nine
recorded games with the Exchange variation. This nicely complements
the opening book, especially as Fischer did not
adheie to the

recommended "reperroire." Soltis's ability to dig ^l*ryr
deeply into historical
background of variations and games, which enhances all his analysis, is
shown best in this chapter.
ro* the story of the ninth game of the recent Fischer-spassky
!1.
match has been widely circulated: Fischer sprang a novelty in the Exchange Variation, which Spassky was unable to handle; Fischer's move
was not really new, having been played in an older game between Biyiasis
and Vukovic; the older game appeared in print only in Soltis's boolq and
Ken Smith announced that the first copy of Soltis's book went to none
other than Fischer. All very intriguingl
The variation in question begins I e4 e5 2 6R
6rc6 3 AbS a0 4 Axc6 dxc6 5 0_0 f6 6 d4 exd4
7 Dxd4 c5 8 Ab3 Bxdl 9 Exdl Ag4l? 10 B Ae6
(D 2). Now, Suetin quotes one game, which continued with 11 Af.S-a critical line, but not relevant to
the Fischer-Spassky game. Soltis gives the whole
Bilasis-Vukovic game as his main variation: 1l Ae3
b612 a4 Ad6 13 a5 G-G-O 14 orc3 gb7 15 e5l Ae7
16 Exd8 Axd8 17 6e4l (Bilasis'new move), and
Black has plenty to worryr about. Lane gives the whole
game Chandler-Ivanchuk, Thessaloniki Olytnpiad

2-

Flscher's weapon-the book ltseltll

l9S8,whichcontinued ll Ae3 b612a44te7! 13 Af4
c4 t4 Dd4 0-0-0 15 6c3 Exd4 16 Exd4 A96
17

Ae3 Ac5, with a quick draw in sight. Surely Lane's

choice is more up-to-date than that of Soltis. But
Fischer played 1 I bc3 !, and after 1 1 ... Ad6 12 Ae3 b6 13 a4, the game
transposed into Soltis's line. Neither Soltis nor Lane shows a firll appreciation of this nuance, although Soltis at least mentions 1l Ac3. The
game continued 13 ... 0-0_0, but Kasparov (quoted in Chess Life) s;uggested that 13 .,&fr "should equalize." Soltis shows that this is not easy,
quoting several games and including his own analysis.
In general, in all three boola I found litde else to object to in the
authors' analysis, choice of material, and pedagogical style. But once the
manuscript leaves the author, responsibility begins to accrue to the editor, publisher, and (in Suetin's case) translator, and here the situation is
different. The general state of editing in the chess book field is repre-
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sented by Batsford and Chess Digesg who have been at it for donkey's
years, and it is abominable. Suetin's book suffers less than Lane's and
Soltis's, in which I found diagrams with pieces missing. For example,
page 102 of Soltis shows the position after White's fourth move (4
Axc6), but White's king knight is missing; page 93 shows the position
after 4 Axc6 dxc6 5 G4 Ad6, but Black's king knight and king rook are
switched. Then there are the errors of spelling and typing. Editors are
expected to know the difference between "principle" and "principal," but
Lane's appears not to. Soltis's third chapter is subtided "The Main Line
Pin," but the top of each page announces "The Main Line Pine." But the
blooper prize should probably go to Chess Digest for the front cover of
Soltis's boolq where the subtide, "Fischer's Weapon," is preceded by the

word "subtide."

There are errors and omissions of a more substantive nature as well.

The translation of Suetin's prose is stilted, occasionally to the point of
saying as litde as possible with as many words as possible, as in this
example (p. 36): "For a long time this continuation was not popular. But
now the situation is very different, as there has been intense development
of the theory of this line." The author may not be entirely blameless, but
the translator should have used more vigorous English prose. Given its
organizational scheme, Lane's book desperately needs indexes of variations and players, but has neither. Some variations must be uacked down
in unexpected corners. For instance, the line I e4 e5 2 6R orc6 3 Ab5
a6 4 Aa4 b5 is given as a note in the chapter on the "Anderssen attack"
(4 ... af6 5 d3). The Steinitz Defense Deferred is summarily renamed
the Steinitz Defense. By comparison, Suetin's book is generally more
carefirlly organized, but there are still some lapses. The names "Classical
Chigorin" and "Chigorin (Classical)" are given to two different variations. The Worrall attack (1 e4 e5 2 AB 6c6 I Ab5 a6 4 Aa4 Elf6
5 0-0 Ae7 6 Be2) gets several pages in one chapter, while the related
5 Se2 is dismissed by a brief note in another chapter, with no explanation of the issues of the move order (which Lane, however, does provide). Suetin's book benefits from an index of variations; indexes of
variation names and players would also be helpful. Soltis' book is perhaps
too short and focused to need an index.
The slapdash editing and publishing of all three books is unfornrnate. But the quality of the authors' work shows through. Each of the
tides is highly usable for its intended pu{pose, and I can recommend
each one. It has been a good year for the literature of the Ruy Lopez. zr'
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The Polgar
Facts or Rumors?
Ghristopher Ghabris
Tbe Polgar Sisterc: Training or Genius?
Cathy Forbes

Henry Holt, New York, 1992 (Baaford, London, 1992)

FAN, 178 pp., paperback, $16.95

Nr

task in writing is more diffic'lt than the biographer's. To locate
and assimilate all the available information on an individual, to decide
what is relevant, to shape it into a coherent and objective narrative, to
draw fair conclusions-all these obligations require mature judgment as
well as considerable time.
Chess writers normally restrict their lives of the great players to
collections of their best games, usually annotated, and sometimes accompanied by a briefbiographical introduction, a chronolory, or a list of results. Frequendy the recounting
of a player's life and career beyond the mere moves
and crosstables is left to the player himself. The result
can be a vain, self-justif ing worlq such as Capablanca's
My Cbus Carea; or an unrevealing account that ad-

mis to

a few minor mistakes but no major

failinp,

like the recent Karpou on Karpw; or, at best, an entertaining behind-the-scenes set of anecdotes like Soltis's
Confasions of a Chess Grandmaxer. But it can never be
considered authoritative or even-handed.
Occasionally, independent biographers have depicted great players in detail. Sometimes this amounts
to simply gathering and translating primary source
materials, without offering too much interpreation.
Due to the paucity of simple documentation on im-

portant issues in chess history such effors (ike Edward Winter's Capablanca) are viallyimportant. Only
a few notewort}y attempts at firll-scale biography have
been made, most topically Frank Brady's two editions
of Profile of a Prodig: Tlte Life and Games of Bobby Fiscber, optioned last
year for motion picture development. Characterized by careful research,

Cbristopher Chabris is Editor in Chief of Arnerican Chess
in the preparation ofthis article.
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informed by a variety of sources, and including a selection of game
scores, it set the standard for future chess biographies.

Ambitious Goals
Cathy Forbes, a British Women's International Master who has also
published a book of her own games and poems, deserves credit for trying
to go beyond the traditional "best games" format and include real biographical material tn Tlte Polgar Sixers: Training or Genius? In fact, she
attempts to cover the lives and games of tbree players-Zsuzsa, Zsofra,
and Judit Polgar-and to consider what underlies the unprecedented
success these women have achieved in a male-dominated field.
The accomplishments of the Polgars are well known. Zsuzsa, the
trailblazer, avoided competing in women-only events while her parents,
Laszlo and Klara, resisted the Hungarian government's old-fashioned,
segregationist policies. Eventually she became the third woman ever to Cafty Foiles

earn the (male) grandmaster tide. The second sister, Zsofia, is most

des€fles qedt

famous for her score of 8Vz/9 and performance rating of 2879 in Rome
1989. The youngest, Judig in winning the Hungarian championship in

WEbgo

December 1991, broke Fischer's record to become the youngest cu
ever. Now Zstzsa has won the candidates tournament for the women's

hyond

world championship;Judit is thought to be a future opponent for Kasparov
or his successor; and Zsofia continues to work on her own cu tide.
Forbes starts by asserting that no book published in any language
deals "comprehensively with the games and careers of the Polgar sisters," implying that her goal is to redress the situation. But she admis
that "giving an insight into the lifestyle and personalities of such young
people is a sensitive and delicate matter," suggesting that she will take
extra care to be accurate and equitable in discussing her subjects, the
oldest of whom was 23 when the book was published.
Part One of the book considers what Forbes calls "The Polgar
Experiment," Laszlo's announced plan to use his daughters to demonstrate the validity of his pedagogical theories, which stress rhe importance of training over innate alent in developing exceptional ability in
any field. Part Two gives a chronological account of the careers of the
sisters, with tournament results, games, and game fragmens from all
tlree woven into a single narrative. Forbes ends with a posscript on the
prospects for each sister's career. An index of openings is included-as if
this were a games collection rather than a multi-subject biography-but
no indexes are provided for names or general terms.
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Good Games, Bad Notes
The clearest strength of The Polgar Sisters is the collection of data it
presents: about 80 complete games and many additional fragments
through 1991, including several early efforts that would otherwise be
considered "rare." Thus Forbes satisfies her goal of dealing with the
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sisters' games, but her selection is only a start at doing a "comprehensive" job. Besides more games, it could have included a larger proportion
of draws and losses. Forbes is hardly the only author to choose quick
wins and flashy combinations at the expense of less familiar games that
might grve more insight into a player's strengths and weaknesses, but a
book should delve deeper than magazines and newspapers do.
A book should also feature annotations of greater substance than
this randomly chosen example, which reads more like a soap opera plot
than an explanation of a chess game: "White has played far too insipidly
and Blackhas taken firll advanage ofthis. Showingfine technique, Bxzsal
now ruthlessly exploits her advantage. Lobron, meanwhile, exhausts his
allotted time in a vain attempt to escape her clutches" (p. 82).
The analpis also suffers from the annotation-by-result qrndrome.
For example, the last game in the book (pp. 170-17 1) is Tolnai-J. Polgar,
a victory byJudit in the Sicilian Defense. According to the puncnration,
Black makes two very good moves (!), and White makes no mistakes (?)
or even dubious moves (?!). But why should White lose a game without

making even a minor error? Judit's own notes rn Chess Informant 53
(game 173) are more logical. She proposes that her 18th move, awarded
an exclamation point by Forbes, was actually questionable, and that
Tolnai's bad reaction permitted her clever winning combination. With a
better l9th move he could have gained a clear advantage, and Judit
mightnothave become Hungarian champion orbroken Fischer's record.
Forbes's notes to this game make it seem more or less routine.
However, she generally avoids the common pidall of offering reductive assessments ("aggressive," "positional," "precise') of the sisters'
styles and tendencies. She also points out several of the questionable

career moves the family has made, especially entering Judit in the
Women's Olympiad, various junior competitions, and lucrative exhibitions where she "wastes time" and dulls her game by playing weak opponents, while fellow prodigy Gata Kamsky takes his lumps @ut learns his
lessons) from the world's best in Linares. Forbes does not stress this
issue, but it can hardly be optimal for any player, male or female, to
prepare for a future world championship match without a regular coach

or trainer. The Polgars have many training camps and

sessions

with

various grandmasters, but work with none on a consistent basis.

Just the Facts, Ma'am
Before The Polgar Sistm appeared, English readers could only piece
together the Polgar saga from various newspaper and magazine articles,
most of which were reports of tournaments rather than profiles or investigative pieces. fu Forbes often reminds us, the seemingly intensive media coverage accorded the Polgars wherever they go is usually devoid of
substance: "The achral chess was almost completely buried beneath a ton
of hype" (p. 103) during a visit by Zsofia andJudit to England in 1988.
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When the entire family came to New York for the U. S. Chess
Festival in the summer of 1992 the situation was repeated. The press
likes to idealize itself as a band of independent investigators who pursue
and develop stories in competition with one another. In reality, however,
the press often acs as a chorus of voices all singing the same songaccomplished mimics, able to effordessly repoft the same facts, descriptions, wen quotations as everyone else. "Would-be Chess Queen: Visiting
New Brunswiclg Hungarian Vows to Face Champ," said the Newark
Star-Ledger. "All the Right Moves: Judit Polgar, 16, Could Be the First
Woman World Chess Champion," repeated Peoplz a few weela later,
with the addition of some nice photographs. Only Bruce Weber, whose
anicle "Growing Up withJudit Polgar: Chess Moves fue Planned, Birthdap Happen" appeared n Tlte New York Times (5 August 1992), went
beyond the gee-whiz-a-young-female-grandmaster stereotype, but he
missed most of the important issues about the Polgars, and was taken in
like the rest by the "surprise" 16th birthday party thatJudit actually knew
aboutwell in advance.
So Forbes deserves credit for presenting in chronological order a
fair amount of material, including many quotations from published articles, on tle sisters' careers. Most readers will learn a lot about the
Polgars from the book, simply because prwious coverage has been so
consistendy shallow. The book s format could be improved by separating the text from the games and adding transitions to produce a single

narrative, but the entertainment value is already high.
Unfortunately, Forbes geb into trouble as soon
as she ventures beyond the basic faca and dates. Then
she comes across as the

Kitty Kelly of the

chess

world,

her most shocking material is based on rumors and
anon)lrrous allegations.
According to Laszlo Polgar, who responded to
written questions for this review, Forbes "never spoke
to us about the book, never asked us for an interview,
for information." Certainly Forbes might have'been
turned down if she had approached the Polgars, but
how could she know for sure? The Wasbingtun Po*
obtained an interviewwith Laszlo in 1991, despite his
as

r.A
t-",

',1

initial insistence on a $2,000 fee, which was refused.
Bruce Weber wrote his profile after attendingJudit's
birthday party and going sighseeing with the family in New York City.
Perhaps a warning from Forbes that a book would appear, interview or
no, would have convinced the Polgars to allocate some of their time.
Of course, for a bookJength wor( what is necessary is repeated
observation of the subjecs over a period of months or years, at best as a
"fly on the wall." But a simple interview, at least to discuss a few key
incidents and allegations, would have been infinitely better than the
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approach Forbes apparendy toolq of placing almost total reliance on
secondary sources and off-the-record quotations. One has to wonder
about the reliability of a book that needs to reporr (p. 69 that Tsuzsa
Polgar's favorite movie "has been rumoured" to be Dirry Dancing.Why
not just ask? On page 79 we arc informed of a conversation overheard in
a bathroom. At least its source and subjects are fi.rlly identified, something that cannot be said for the passage (p. 173) where Forbes explains
that the "impression" that Zsofia has "tle least motivation or inclina-

tion" for

chess

is strengthened in particular by the sensational rumour that hit the chess
world in 1990: Sofia had rebelled. She had wanted to stop playing chessat least, for a while.
Laszlo, so ran the story, had responded with displeasure. Under
pressure, Sofia, despite clearly desiring greater freedom from what must
have felt sometimes like a stifling, chess-dominated regime, gave in and
continued to play chess. She had, however, discussed with a leading Grandmaster and his wife the possibility of stafng with them for a time, presumably to remove herself from an overheated domestic situation, for a
"cooling-off' period. In the end this did not happen, but the fact that
Sofia was known to have contemplated it is highly significant. It is not
that this episode indicates a lack oflove for chess parse (any chess player's

feelings towards the game can stray towards ambivalence), but what does
come across clearly is a child needing a break from a circus in firll swing.

Laszlo Polgar's reaction to this passage was an absolute deni a7: "Zsofia
did not rebel in 1990, nor at any orher time did she want to stop playing.

We do not know from where Forbes got this." Probably the truth is
somewhere in between the two accounts. Zsofra is certainly lower-rated
than her sisters, and compared with their cu tides she has only one
possible norm, from her phenomenal Rome performance. Nowadays, at
18, she seems to e4press a bit less excitement and fascination with the
game. But to say she "rebelled" and wanted to cease playrng entirely,
especially to attach great imporance to the idea, is irresponsible unless
you present the proof, or at least also acknowledge that her family denies
that the episode ever occurred. And without information on sources, or
even the identity of the "leading grandmaster," the reader has no way to
assess Forbes's credibility on the mafter.
Of the many similar examples, this may be the most ominous (p. 49):
... from the mid-eighties unofficial whisperings and rumours began to
sound a more disturbing note.
It was claimed, for instance, by players who had observed the children playing in competitive situations that their consistendy high performance rate owed much to a cruder "pedagogical" motivant than those
didactically expounded by Laszlo Polgar: namely, fear. "Fear of losing,"
said one Hungarian player, "is a great motivator. I myself always play my
best when I am terrified oflosing."

So far, only the usual rumors and anonyrnous collmens. But Forbes
continues:
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Significandy the young Maya Chiburdanidze was beaten by her
elder sister when she lost a game, thereby instilling into the girl a wellfounded aversion to defeat on the chessboard.
Their father, it is said, is angry when the girls do not do well. And
when you consider that in a sense his entire life's work, in the final
analysis, stands or falls on the achievements of his daughters, this is not
such a surprising thought.

fu before, Forbes claims "significance" for rumors

she does not support,
and here cannot even plainly state. She insinuates that Laszlo Polgar
physically punishes his daughters for poor results, and implies that they
are motivated to play so well by fear of losing rather than the thrill of
victory, or plain love of the game. To leave less room for future reporting-by-rumor, perhaps the Polgars will become more friendly with the
media as the sisters continue their remarkable progress. But one wonders
what happened here to Forbes's professed sensitivity and delicacy.

Psycholqgtrcal Breakdown

If

Tlte Polgar S&rers offers a good first try at collecting the interesting
games of its subjects, and an entertaining if unreliable account of their
lives, it fails completely to live up to its lofty subtide, Training or Gmius?
Forbes spends 18 rambling pages on Laszlo Polgar's self-described

"experiment" to test his "theory." She begins by describing Laszlo's Foftes's ftniist
Hungarian book Bring Up Gmius! as "authoritative," and explains that
hi, tieory is that "the?e is no such thing as innate genius, and that the agumenb lEve
extent of a child's achievement is determined largely by educational m *ilncme h
methods (i.e., environmental factors)." This is not a theory merely an
addtessilE
opinion on a controversial psychological issue. Surely there is more
Laszlo's ideas, but hardly anything of substance is ever said about them. SpientifiC
Forbes quickly moves on to dismiss Laszlo's critics in the following
qtestirF futt
obtuse section(p. 15; note the skeptical quotation marks around *flawsi
and the question mark after the
tte cogitite

to

tide):

'Flaws'in the Theory?
Those claiming that the Polgar sisters do not prove anything of

diftrcnces

universal relevance might say things along the following
a) Laszlo and Klara Polgar, both being teachers of clearly above
average abilities, have produced three children genetically far above
average as their'raw material'i.e. their methods would not work as well,
or at all, with children inherendy less bright. Or perhaps:
b) They are merely accelerating the rate of their children's development; the girls might well have a ceiling on their potential which will
simply be reached earlier than ifthey had been traditionally educated.
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out the most basic objection, that any study of human subjecs

with sample size three (or one), is unlikely to "prove" anything of any
relevance. It can only illuminate the truth, suggest avenues of further
investigation, and perhaps disprove the most absolutist positions, which
are neither true nor widely held in most cases. In a section called "The
Jewish Inheritance" she concludes that "ofcourse" cultural factors, not
AurnrceN CnrssJounuer
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genetic ones, explain the historical success ofJews in chess. In reality,
conclusive evidence is not available for either position.
Although she marshals no serious arguments, Forbes makes it clear
that she endorses Laszlo's side of the debate over environmental versus
innate influences on ability. In fact she must, since she next sets out to
explain why women's chess ability is equal to men's. She refers for support to "unabashedly feminist arguments" and such experts as Simone de
Beauvoir. But while these arguments and experts may be usefirl and
authoritative in public policy or the social sciences, they have no significance in addressing real scientific questions-in this case, about general
cogmtive and neurological differences berween men and women.
Nevertheless, Forbes quickly sets up a straw man (p. 18):
Many'learned' articles, such as David Spanier's "Women are Checkmated" (Tbe Times,Ttt Aug'tst 1984) have been devoted to the investigation of pseudo-scientific reasons for women's supposed inferior ability at
chess. The so-called 'visual-spatial' theory, in particular, has received a
great deal of attention.
... women perform worse t-han men in tests measuring'visual-spatial'
skills. Spanier then goes on to classifr chess as a 'visual-spatial' game, end
to infer that women are thus doomed to be weaker.

Of course, your rhetorical task is easier when you call newspaper articles
"learned," reduce decades ofpsychological research to "so-called" theories with simplistic names, and tail to address any of
the real scientific studies of the menal abilities of men
and women. Forbes tries to "pick a few specific holes"
in such "sexist theories," citing Laszlo, who supposedly cites Bela Banok (*hy) for his suppore "Apply
equal sundards, please. Women ought to be free to
do the same things as men ..." Does Forbes acnrally
not understand that proposing a biological or psychological difference has nothing to do with altering standards or righs? Ifthe clear consensus ofpsychology
researchers is that men are relatively better at spatial
tasks, and women relatively better at linguistic tasks,
will she accuse them of advocating discrimination, and
then cavalierly dismiss them with an exhortation to
read Betty Friedan and correct their wrong thinking?
When Forbes does reach the topic of male attitudes towards female
players, she strives to be fair-minded (p. 2l): "Now I'm not suggesting
that all male chess players are woman-haters and/or repressed homosexuals." Thanls for clarifying that.
Forbes is simply out of her depth throughout fhe first three chapters. Besides misunderstanding the nature of an experiment and how
much can be generalized from a single example, she thinks that the
existence of blind chessplayers disproves the "visual-spatial" theory, and
she describes chess as more a "language" than a spatial usk. Ignoring
x28
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scientific evidence to the contrary, she bases this last claim pardy on her
belief that chess is a "sister science" of computing, which has "programming languages"----overlooking the game's much closer affinities with
mathematics and music, which both have significant spatial aspects.
The final verdict on the lessons of the Polgars' success awais the
progress of their careers. All we can saynowis that their achievements so
far refute the ridiculous claim that all women are incapable of playing
chess against men at high levels, but it would be just as unwise to generalize from their example that any woman can do so. No one would claim
that the mere existence of Nabokov, Cheever, and Updike disproves the Rd rlp P*tr
idea that women generally have better verbal abilities than men. The
SsbF tu fte
Polgars' extensive training and practice could actually make them the
exceptions that prove the rules; without such a regime, the average woman gme s00r€s,
might not be as skilled as the average man, and a player born without
c[(Fsdes, ild
"genius" rnight never acquire surpassing alent for the game.
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The Polgars, especiallyJudit, have rapidlybecome some of the top draws
in the chess world, surpassing Karpov and rivaling Kasparov as the most dmt tilG $e rest
sought-after players (after Bobby Fischer, of course) for tournaments,
sedously.
exhibitions, product endorsements, and media interviews. Commenting
on his newfound competition, Kasparov said (apparendy in 1990, p.
149), "they are spoiling the professional chess world with their conditions. Ifthe organizers provide such great conditions for potential talent
this is very bad for professional chess ..." Naturally, Laszlo disagrees,
claiming not that the sisters firlly deserve as much as Kasparov, but that
in reality they earn only "one or two percent" of what he receives. This
sounds a bit low, but the whole dispute is silly. If chess is to become a
truly professional sport, it vdll need to become more and more mediadriven, and the players who are the biggest media attractions will earn
the most money. There is nothing wrong with that.
But there is something \.vrong with a book that relies as extensively
on hearsay and innuendo as Tlte Polgar Sisterc: Training or Genhn? does,
and an author who so thoroughly misunderstands and condescends to a
field as Forbes does to cogmtive psychology.
Even though Forbes's book may not meet the standard set by Brady,
I cannot agree with Laszlo Polgar's final assessment-that it "strives to
portray us in a negative light." Forbes has produced an adequate selection of games, zupplemented by an enteraining account of the sisters'
careers, that is slipshod in its reporring and reasoning but probably not
malicious. Read it for the game scores, crosstables, and amusing firsthand anecdotes, but don't take the rest seriously.
Forbes concludes by noting the undeniable charm of the Polgar
sisters, and wonders what it is like for them to "wake, every day ... to the
experience ofgenius." It has to be bener than the experience oftraining. ar
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